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EDITOR’S NOTE
This issue of Investments
& Wealth Monitor comprises some innovative
ideas for helping us
improve ourselves and our
businesses. But first, let’s
define “us”—that is,
IMCA. We number more
David Koulish, CPWA®, CFP®
than 11,000 members and
certificants among 37
countries. More than half of us have more than
20 years of investment industry experience. Our
ranks of next-gen advisors—those with fewer than
10 years of experience—total 12 percent and are
climbing. Our experiences and perspectives vary,
often influenced by the type of firm we work for—
wirehouses (approximately 40 percent), independents (approximately 30 percent), regional firms
(fewer than 20 percent), and banks (fewer than
15 percent).
That much diversity among us makes it challenging to find common ground on the theme of
business models. But IMCA board member
and industry consultant Christine Gaze gets us
off and running with “The Advisor of the Future:
Separating the Best from the Rest,” and veteran
consultant Rick Capozzi follows up with
“The Growth Mindset: Being Brilliant in the
Fundamentals.”
Looking to differentiate yourself? See Jamie
McIntyre’s “Rewiring Goals-Based Investing with
Equity Crowdfunding,” as well as Rob Klapprodt’s
“Robo and Traditional Models Working Together.”
In fact, our interview, “Charles Schwab Panel—
Automated Advice,” features three industry leaders
who have already integrated digital advice into
their client-service models.

Looking for ways to leverage your skills via teambuilding? Consider Julie Hanson’s “Creating a
Sustainable and Successful Team” (particularly if
you’re thinking about succession planning), and
Walker Phillips’ “Partnering with a Parent.”
Don’t forget that marketing matters. In “Data is
Your Product,” Richard Jackson and Jake Taylor
spell out the critical role that managing data quality and quantity plays in promoting our businesses,
and Laura Virili shows how we can get social
media working for us in “If You’re Not Social,
You’re Not Relevant.”
International revenues are the focus for Joe Libbra,
who examines portfolio fulfillment in “Return
Behaviors of U.S. Multinational Companies,” and
global economics are the focus of Michael
Underhill’s “Neoliberal Globalization, Deflation, the
Rise of Populism, and Investment Implications.”
Bruce Curwood and Kendra Kaake suggest that
fiduciaries adopt better and more-prudent risk
management processes as they consider the human
element of investment decision-making in “Risk
Management: A Canadian Case Study.”
We conclude with two important matters: an
update on how to prepare for the pending DOL
Fiduciary Rule in “Proceed or Wait?”; and Mark
Harbour’s “Spotlight on Ethics” insights on fee
disclosures.
My thanks to the I&WM editorial board and staff for
providing us with so much great food for thought.

David Koulish, CPWA®, CFP®
Chair, Investments & Wealth Monitor
Editorial Advisory Board

EDITORIAL CALENDAR
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Behavioral Finance/Understanding
the Mind of the Client
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THE ADVISOR OF THE FUTURE

Separating the Best from the Rest
By Christine Gaze, CIMA®

I

recently talked to a multibillion-dollar
advisor who faced a grim task. He had to
fire a key employee. Someone who helped
him build his firm. Someone he counted on
to deliver.
It’s not as bad as it sounds. The advisor fired
himself—the “old self ” who had brought
him to his current level of success but
wasn’t prepared to elevate his firm to the
next crucial stage. It’s a mental exercise
other advisors can learn from if they want
to successfully navigate the industry’s turbulent currents. One of the secrets to sustainable growth for the advisory business of
the future is adaptability. The best advisors
are adapting their practices to capitalize on
changing demographics, to stand up to fee
compression, and to thoughtfully add services and expertise that clients value.
When Glenn Kautt was growing his original firm, The Monitor Group, he found it
helpful as the firm reached a new stage of
growth to fire himself so that he could free
himself up to work on mastering a new
role. As Monitor expanded and eventually
merged with Savant Capital Management,
the figurative firing helped in many ways.
First, it enabled an expanding advisory
business to morph into an entirely new and
more complex organism with a leader at
the helm who was prepared to master the
new level of leadership expertise and management systems required. Second, it
allowed advisors to meet new and different
demands as the industry and client preferences grew and changed. In both cases,
advisor leaders and their teammates confront a challenge: “What got you here won’t
get you there.” Some, like Kautt, recognize
and accept this challenge and proactively
shift thinking and practices to meet it.

Figure 1: Life Cycle of an Advisory Business

AUM

Growth
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Practice
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management
and shared
ownership
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15 and more
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Source: InvestmentNews 2014 Financial Performance of Advisory Firms

Many refuse to acknowledge it or are paralyzed by it, and they position themselves to
continuously lose ground.
Advisors who don’t get ahead of changes
now are like polar bears clinging to a
shrinking ice floe, and they may not survive
the following:
The rise of mega advisors. There is an
increasing prevalence of billion-plus-dollar
practices that are highly attractive to highnet-worth clients and represent formidable
competition for the average advisor.
The demands of millennial employees.
The millennial generation represents the
future of our industry, but millennials
require more feedback, guidance, and
coaching than many lead advisors are
accustomed to providing.
Increasing fee compression. Current and
future clients are questioning whether fees
are commensurate with the service they
receive. Advisors who wish to maintain

pricing power will ensure fees are transparent and reasonable.
Understanding women’s planning needs.
Women represent an increasingly powerful
economic force. Financial advisors who
find ways to help women navigate the complex web of emotions, finances, and investments will be best positioned to compete to
win in the future.
Desire among many clients to match
investments to social beliefs. Clients are
increasingly interested in ensuring their
investments reflect their values. Advisors
who ignore the needs of this growing group
of conscientious investors do so at their
own peril.
Let’s examine these trends one at a time
and look at successful responses.

The Rise of Mega Advisors
Cerulli Associates defines a mega advisor
as one with at least $500 million in assets.
Only 23 percent of advisors fall into this
MARCH / APRIL 2017
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category, but they manage 54 percent of
assets.1 The median assets under management for these teams differs by channel,
but it’s about $1.4 billion at wirehouses
and about $1.8 billion among registered
investment advisors. Twenty years ago,
a team with $1 billion in assets was rare.
Today, they are common and grabbing
market share.
If you want to compete with them and win,
you must shift your focus from simply growing to changing the way you think about
yourself and your people. Figure 1 illustrates
a simplified version of the typical journey
from advisor to mega team.

In the early days, the advisor is the practice.
The founding advisor drives everything and
typically makes all key decisions. Success
means lots of clients and a big test: Finding
the right people for key roles, managing and
growing as a team, and, if all goes well,
graduating to the business phase, where new
management skills are required to ensure the
business remains healthy and continues to
grow. If consistent growth can be achieved,
the practice could graduate to the enterprise
phase, in which the business starts functioning like an institution with specialized areas
of expertise. This big leap requires an even
greater focus on future growth and maintenance of disciplined processes that ensure

Figure 2: The Majority of Large Teams Have Dedicated Management
By $3.5 million, nearly
90% of firms have at least
one management position

Percentage of Firms
with Management Positions
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Not until $1.5 million do
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Figure 3: Professional Due Diligence Is More Prevalent among Larger Teams
Advisory practices with investment analyst or CIO on staff by practice AUM, 2015
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Source: "Research Analysts in Advisory Practices," IMCA Research Quarterly, Q4-2015, www.imca.org
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Of course, those old jobs don’t just disappear. One of the most important moves an
advisory team can make is hiring dedicated
management to focus on running the business. As teams grow, so does the prevalence
of dedicated management (see figure 2).
With dedicated management comes a
greater focus on process and increasingly
specialized roles.

Many advisors feel that bringing portfolio
management in-house helps the team better serve more-sophisticated clients, setting it apart from the competition.

The Demands of
Millennial Employees

Source: Breakout Growth: Adding Key Positions to Unlock Growth Potential 2012

30%

Advisors who have steered their firms
through these stages say the key was letting
go of their old responsibilities and goals to
learn new skills and take their businesses to
the next stage, casting aside doubt along
the way.

One example of specialized talent is dedicated investment management professionals, who are increasingly prevalent among
mega advisors. Nearly half of mega advisors
have dedicated investment staff overseeing
client assets (see figure 3).

50

0

continuity. Many firms get stuck in the
growth chasm. Managing the change is too
complex, and the team flounders in a stalled
growth pattern.

Lead advisors of top advisory teams are
constantly thinking about talent. They
know attracting top talent is a requirement
for future growth. They understand that
to thrive in this new era, they need to
understand what team members need
and help them to deepen their skills and
expertise.
Much has been written about millennials,
those born between 1982 and 2004. They
make up the largest portion of today’s
workforce. It’s wise to avoid overgeneralizations, but there is some truth to the
image of millennials who were raised to
believe they are “unique snowflakes.” They
grew up with a lot of praise and expect it in
the workplace.

FEATURE | Separating the Best from the Rest

They are the most-educated workforce in
history. They are not big on paying dues.
They want to learn and contribute from day
one and they demand ample feedback. My
firm’s research shows that both millennial
advisors and advisory team leaders believe
that leaders have an important role to play in
developing the next generation of advisors.
However, advisor leaders’ actions did not
match their words. Millennial advisors want
four or more hours of coaching every month,
but most get less than half that. Nearly one
in five gets no coaching at all (see figure 4).
Too many teams have a drive-by approach
to coaching. Senior advisors offer quick tips
or set up an occasional training session,
leading to average results. High-performing
teams, in contrast, coach constantly. They
view coaching as an investment in their
people and in the team’s future.

Create a Career Path That Links
Advisor Development to Firm Goals
But how do you build the team that delivers
sterling service to clients and creates a
world-class firm while meeting the career
expectations of a generation you may not
understand?
The Colony Group has a good answer to
that question. A Barron’s Top 100 firm with
more than $5 billion in assets, The Colony
Group places a great emphasis on training
its elite team. One key to its success is a
clear path to partnership (see table 1) that
distinguishes the firm from the competition
by doing the following:

Figure 4: Millennials Need Coaching and Development
4 hours

The majority of Next
Gen advisors want
four or MORE hours
of coaching per month

2 hours

0 hours

MOST are getting
Less than HALF that

Nearly 1 in 5 are getting NONE
What Next Gens want

What Next Gens
are getting

Source: Breakthrough for Growth Study 2015

• Laying out five distinct levels for advisors, each with clear accountabilities and
increasing responsibility for client management, revenue generation, technical
expertise, and leadership tasks
• Highlighting the attainment of competencies through designations and
demonstration of skills
• Outlining the gradual progression
from supporting to producing advisor
to partner
Michael Nathanson, chief executive officer
of The Colony Group, says this path has
helped his team compete for top talent, and
especially with clarity-seeking millennials,
because it links advisor development to
client and firm outcomes. It goes well
beyond the vaguer future that other lead

advisors describe for young hopefuls and
the overly simplistic and often unrealistic
asset and revenue milestones.

Dive into the Richest Talent Pools
Many firms, however, struggle to find
employees who can achieve goals like those
that Colony identifies. When my firm asked
advisory team leaders about their greatest
challenges, many described the difficulties
of finding millennial talent that is motivated, driven, and able to connect with
clients. It’s such a sore spot that of the
350 advisors who responded to our survey,
267 took the time to complete the optional
write-in box about this issue.
Where do high-performing teams find the
best talent? Universities offer some of the

Table 1: Creating Clear Expectations for Employees
Client Responsibilities

Technical Expertise

Management Skills

Business Development

Associate

Support X clients

Pursue advanced
designation

Actively participate in staff
professional development

Attempt to identify new
business opportunities

Senior
Associate

Support X clients
Primary for Y clients

Pursue advanced
designation

Share technical information
and learning with team

Actively develop new
business opportunities

Financial
Counselor

Primary for X+ clients
Support $ revenue

Complete advanced
designation

Make presentations to
associates

Utilize network to source
referrals and new prospects

Senior
Financial
Counselor

Primary for X+ clients
Support $$ revenue

Maintain advanced
designation

Lead seminars and
coordinate presentations

Generate X% in new annual
revenue

Partner

Primary for X++ clients
Support $$$ revenue
Supervise complex relationships

Maintain advanced
designation

Assume leadership role
in one or more functional
areas

Assume responsibility for
annual revenue growth and
profitability

Source: The Colony Group
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Fighting Fee Compression

richest resources. In the past five years, the
number of undergraduate programs offering the CFP as part of the curriculum shot
up from 90 to 140 schools. Texas Tech is the
mama bear of these programs: It launched
its financial planning degree in 1987 and
added a doctoral degree in 2001 that helped
to spawn similar programs elsewhere.

Hiring the highest-quality talent you can
find, that fits well on your team, is the best
way to fight fee compression. Advisors who
have been trained to consult with clients
about financial plans the way the recent
crop of financial-planning graduates are
trained can expand revenues even in an era
of fee compression. They are poised to offer
services that computers and human beings
doing business the old-fashioned way can’t.
But to succeed, they must understand that
the client of the future will demand transparency about fees and constant proof of
the value you provide for them. This will be
true regardless of what happens to fiduciary
rules in the new presidential administration
because the idea that consumers can fight
back against high fees and find lower-cost
alternatives already pervades news coverage
and popular culture. For proof, look no further than your television. Schwab features a
commercial in which a father offers to
introduce his millennial son to his broker.

When we reviewed these university programs, we were impressed that so many
found innovative ways to help students
develop client relationship skills. At Texas
Tech, students counsel peers on topics that
include student debt and budgeting. At the
University of Georgia’s Aspire Clinic,
students work in teams to help economically disadvantaged clients. Clinic advisors
offer much more than budgeting and financial planning. Students coordinate care
with other students trained in family
therapy, nutrition, and the law, and graduate with real-life experience providing
holistic advice and acting as a quarterback
in a relationship.

Son: “How much does he charge?”
Dad, pausing: “I don’t know.”
Son: “Do you get your fees back if you are
not happy?”
Dad: “That’s not the way the world works.”
Son: “The world is changing.”

Here’s an insider strategy for attracting the
best talent from the university system: Get
to know the head of the financial planning
department at your preferred school. Offer
to do a “day in the life of an advisor” and
see first-hand the level of engagement.
Provide the most-promising candidates
with internship opportunities and pay
attention to their performance.

That is only one of many examples. In
June 2016, comedian John Oliver, whose
HBO show has more than 1-million view-
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Make Sure Clients’ Children
Can Explain Your Value
Think of it this way: Your client is now
George Banks, the character played by
Steve Martin in the movie Father of the
Bride. Exhausted by writing checks left and
right for a $1,200 cake, swans, and all the
usual wedding expenses, Banks melts down
in the grocery store over hotdog buns. Hot
dogs come in packages of eight; buns, in
packages of 12. Banks refuses to pay for the
four superfluous buns, plucking them out
of the package. Banks is today’s consumer
—exhausted by high fees and seeking value
in a gig economy.
The question you must ask yourself is: How
can you ensure that your best clients’ children can explain the value you provide?
Figure 5 offers a visual representation of a
holistic advisory offering. If clients of the
future think the gray-banded offering of
pure investment advice is worth 25–30
basis points, then the additional services
that add up to about 1 percent may be
worthwhile for some clients.
Advisors must be thinking about two
challenges:

Figure 5: Successful Advisors Clearly Articulate Services and Fees

Automated Advisors
(Pure Technology
plus Advisor-Assisted

ers, hammered the financial industry’s
fees.2 The video now has more than
5.7-million views. Demanding quality
advice at a reasonable fee is now a viral
idea. Research backs this up: In a recent
Cerulli Associates study, consumers ranked
transparency as the most important quality
they sought in a financial advisor.3

1. To command a premium fee, you and
your team need to be able to vividly
articulate the pinwheel of support you
offer beyond investment advice.
2. Consider to what degree the average
client uses those services and feels that
support on an annual basis. As our
George Banks example highlighted, no
one likes paying for “superfluous buns.”
How can you ensure that the base level
of comprehensive service is delivered,
recognized, and appreciated?
When you have a ready answer for both
challenges, you will put yourself in the best
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position to tackle the ultimate challenge:
making sure your clients’ children understand why you are worth 70 basis points
more than what they may view as the prevailing value you bring.
Why do you need to make sure your
client’s children understand why you are
worth paying? Because current clients
are aging. More than one-half are older
than age 60. The great wealth transfer of
$30 trillion that will occur over the next
30–40 years marks the largest such transfer
in history and represents a game-changing
force that will alter the faces of our clients
and our offerings. It’s an immense opportunity for advisors who can provide advice
and solutions that a digital interface can’t.
The victors in the competition for wealthy
clients will be able to clearly articulate the
case for human value and personalized,
expert guidance. It is not an easy task, but
it is a worthwhile pursuit.

Understand Women’s
Planning Needs
Increasingly, your clients will be women,
because women live longer than men and are
the fastest-growing wealth segment. By 2020,
at least two-thirds of the nation’s wealth will
be in the hands of women because:
• The number of women-owned businesses has grown 74 percent in the past
18 years4
• Women now earn 60 percent of college
degrees5
• Three in 10 newly married women are
the primary breadwinners6
• The average woman outlives her husband
by 14 years7
By now, you’ve heard version 1.0 of how to
work with women. You already know that
you need to invite women to planning meetings, ask them questions, and look them in
the eye, so let’s talk about version 2.0. The
key to connecting with women is to engage
them on issues that pose a threat to them or
that they care deeply about. Often, clients
can’t see these threats, and you can do some
of your most important work by helping
female clients identify problems most likely
to affect their finances, such as longevity.

Making these changes can increase your
chances of defying one of the industry’s
most troubling statistics: About 70 percent
of women switch advisors after a husband’s
death. Women also have planning needs
that can cement a family’s relationship to
the advisor’s firm. They are much more
likely to feel financial responsibility for
their parents or in-laws than their spouses
feel. Without planning help, they may be
very likely to spend so much of their own
money caring for an elderly family member
that they hurt their own retirement needs.
About one-half of women have said personal financial goals were negatively
affected by adult family members.8
Helping a woman put her oxygen mask on
first is one way that advisors can add value.
One top-performing advisor accomplished
this recently when a client called in a panic
because her mother, who lived two states
away, was incapacitated by a fall. The advisor had anticipated the problem and had
prepared answers ahead of time. She calmly
offered to consult with the client’s mother
to understand her wishes and helped her
client hire a geriatric care manager, understand the relevant financial and budget
issues, and identify possible housing
options. Her team already had investigated
costs and provided research suggestions
that saved the client hours of googling and
phone calls. Most important, the advisor
had a plan that transformed a family emergency into a manageable problem.
This advisor’s firm measures everything
and it has seen a pattern emerge among
clients it has helped navigate through crisis.
In addition to thank-you notes, this firm
receives two referrals on average in the
12 months following the intervention.
The key to this advisor’s success was in
anticipating the problem and understanding
that the service she could provide went well
beyond traditional financial planning and
included well-researched solutions. It also
included a willingness to play counselor and
facilitate uncomfortable conversations to
document—and ideally resolve—family disagreements about what to do.

Match Investments to
Clients' Values
The ability to offer customized investment
solutions consistent with client values represents a big opportunity for advisors.
Once, these services were available only to
the wealthiest; if you wanted to invest
according to your conscience, for example,
it helped to have a name and a bank
account like Bill and Melinda Gates or
Bono. But socially conscious investing has
become more democratic and easier to
access with the assistance of increasingly
detailed analytics such as Morningstar’s
recently launched globe rating system.
People’s desire to match their lifestyles to
their values also has expanded demand for
socially responsible investing. They’re eating sustainably raised salmon and sleeping
between fair-trade organic sheets. In addition, portfolio managers increasingly are
incorporating environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) factors into their investment analysis. A recent study of portfolio
managers and investment analysts by the
CFA Institute found that 73 percent took
ESG factors into account when analyzing
investments. As a result, sustainable investing is the fastest-growing segment of
investing, currently accounting for $1 in
every $5 invested and roughly $8.72 trillion
of professionally managed assets in the
United States.9
Research shows client demands related to
socially responsible investing are on the
rise. Nearly two-thirds of high-net-worth
investors want more advice on investing for
social impact from their advisors, with
demand highest among millennials and
women, according to Morgan Stanley.10
Advisors who don’t make themselves expert
in this area risk losing clients. Cap Gemini
found that 70 percent of high-net-worth
individuals were getting advice on social
impact, but fewer than one in four were
relying on their advisors as their source.11
One reason advisors may be reluctant to
provide socially conscious investing advice
is the myth that if you add filters for companies that are environmentally friendly,
socially responsive, and supportive of the
MARCH / APRIL 2017
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conversation is currently client-driven in
retail. If clients aren’t specifically asking,
advisors aren’t desirous of delving into an
arena they don’t understand.

Figure 6: Is “Doing Well by Doing Good” a Basis for Investing?
2012 Harvard Business School study—Evolution of $1 Investment Stocks
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Figure 7: Components of S&P 500 Market Value
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communities they operate in, you must sacrifice return. A seminal 2012 Harvard
Business School study12 found just the
opposite (see figure 6).
Firms focused on sustainability delivered
significantly higher returns than those that
didn’t. That may be because the structure of
global industry has transformed. Forty
years ago, tangible assets such as property,
factories, and equipment made up more
than 80 percent of the value of S&P 500
companies (see figure 7). Today, that ratio
has been inverted. Intangible assets such as
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Those advisors who focus on impact investing say it deepens their bonds with clients
because it helps clients feel understood.
These clients, they say, are more loyal and
likely to recommend the advisor to a
friend. Because a relatively small number of
advisors is focused on impact investing,
those who are spending the time to do it
now seem to be netting a first-mover
advantage. The message of “doing well by
doing good” resonates very well in contemporary society and serves as a magnet for
the like-minded. To capitalize on momentum, the best advisors are taking the time
to define a posture with regard to sustainable investments and they are beginning to
have client conversations on the topic.

intellectual property, brand awareness, and
perceptions of the company’s effect on
society and the environment now constitute 80 percent of value.13 The net effect is
serious stock market punishment when
betrayals of public trust occur such as
Volkswagen’s recent dieselgate dip.
Despite the incredible momentum in sustainable investing, recent research by
Cerulli Associates shows that the majority
of advisors have little or no interest in it.14
Experts in the impact space at the big firms
speculate that this may be because the

The winning advisors of the future are on
multi-generational teams that manage the
complex needs of wealthy families. They
have protocols and systems in place to support those in failing physical and mental
health. These protocols serve as the allimportant bridge to the hearts, minds, and
wallets of the next generation of clients.
As our profession matures, advisors who
support continuous learning and foster
deep expertise will be in the best position
to address wealthy clients who have the
wherewithal and the inclination to pay a
premium fee for superior service. Advisors
need to deliver expertise and also clearly
articulate the multitude of ways they add
value and clearly outline the fees that are
commensurate with the service.
Christine Gaze, CIMA®, is president of
Purpose Consulting Group, LLC, where she
develops practice management strategy and
programs for asset managers and wealth
management firms to develop thought
leadership and training programs. Contact
her at christinegaze@purposenyc.com.
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A LESS TAXING WAY TO
OWN PRECIOUS METALS
The Sprott Physical Gold and Silver Trusts (NYSE ARCA: PHYS and PSLV) let you
own physical gold and silver in a convenient and secure way that has potentially
favorable tax advantages versus owning the metals directly or ETFs.
SPROTT PhYSICAL BULLION TRUSTS †
TAX TREATMENT IF
hELd OvER 1 YEAR

15%

*

or

20%

PRECIOUS METALS: COINS, BULLION ANd ETFs

28%

**

Taxed at Capital Gains Tax Rate

Taxed at Collectibles Tax Rate

Requires the timely filing of a QEF form with your tax return.
* 15% for single filers earning under $400,000.
** 20% for married filers earning over $450,000 and single filers earning over $400,000.

†

How are precious metals taxed? The IRS considers precious metals to be collectibles like art, rare books
and fine wine. Provided you hold it for more than 1 year, the capital gains tax on your net gain from selling
a collectible is 28%. This level of tax is considerably higher than the tax rate on most net capital gains,
which is an average of 15% for most taxpayers, according to the IRS1. If you sell a collectible in less than
one year, the proceeds will be taxed as ordinary income.
Special U.S. federal income tax rules apply to holders of the Sprott Physical Bullion Trusts because they
are classified as Passive Foreign Investment Corporations (PFICs) by the IRS. If a U.S. non-corporate
holder makes a timely QEF election each year by filing IRS form 8621 with his or her federal income tax
return, it will generally mitigate the otherwise adverse U.S. federal income tax consequences of owning
precious metals via coins, bullion or ETFs. Capital gains will be taxed at either 15% or 20% depending on
the holder’s specific personal situation.

NYSE ARCA:

PHYS

NYSE ARCA:

PSLV

For more information, please contact us at 1-888-622-1813 or visit sprottgold.com
Source: How Are Collectibles Taxed? | Investopedia http://www.investopedia.com/articles/personal-finance/061715/how-are-collectibles-taxed.asp#ixzz4NN4psnC7
Sprott Asset Management LP is the investment manager to the Sprott Physical Gold Trust and Sprott Physical Silver Trust (the “Trusts”). Important information about the Trusts, including the
investment objectives and strategies, applicable management fees, and expenses, is contained in the prospectus. Please read the document carefully before investing. There are ongoing fees and
expenses associated with owning units of a Trust. The Trusts must prepare disclosure documents that contain key information about the Trusts. You can find more detailed information about the
Trusts in these documents. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The information contained herein does not constitute
an offer or solicitation by anyone in the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer
or solicitation. Prospective investors who are not resident in Canada should contact their financial advisor to determine whether securities of the Funds may be lawfully sold in their jurisdiction.
For more information, please see ‘’Tax Considerations-U.S. Federal Income Tax Considerations” in the Prospectus and always consult your tax accountant regarding your particular situation.
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THE GROWTH MINDSET

Being Brilliant in the Fundamentals
By Rick Capozzi

Editor’s note: This is an excerpt from The
Growth Mindset: Leadership Makes a
Difference in Wealth Management, to be
published in 2017 by Wiley.

A

tsunami of change is headed toward
the financial-industry shore, promising to swallow those unprepared for
challenge and disruption. Indeed, disruption
can resemble a tsunami—a series of waves
with enormous destructive power. Leaders
must meet these challenges with appropriate
responses from positions of strength.
Whatever you do, don’t let yourself or your
firm become a casualty by resting on past
success and becoming complacent. The
appropriate response to this sea change is
adapting quickly and never losing the
power of curiosity and purpose. This is
the foundation of a growth mindset.

Industry Challenges
and Disruption
A leader’s greatest motivation is a new challenge; a leader’s greatest liability is insecurity. Whether he or she faces challenges
head-on with a healthy sense of confidence
and optimism or retreats with pessimism
and doubt ultimately determines success
or failure.
Now is a time in the financial industry
unlike I have ever seen, primarily marked
by commoditization of our services by
disruptive technologies. The challenges at
hand are real. An army of competitive new
players is luring our existing clients with
an arsenal of choice. Organizations that
lack the right leadership assets—that is,
those with leaders who cannot face the
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“

If new competitors can deliver better service
at a competitive cost, then why should
clients stay with us?

following challenges—will not be able to
compete effectively:
• The war for top talent
• New technologies that promise to make
current systems obsolete
• Passive versus active money
management
• Integrated holistic offerings
• Fee compression and reduced margins
• Escalating regulatory landscape
• Sophisticated, value-minded investors
• Increased competition and difficulty
being distinctive
That new players are moving into our
industry should surprise no one. With
nearly $17 trillion in investment assets in
play and a compelling annual growth rate
of 8.4 percent, wealth management is one
of the most attractive sectors within financial services, especially in the high-networth (HNW) space, which accounts for
$57 trillion globally.
Even less surprising is that technology yet
again is unleashing change in our industry.
Our smart, sophisticated clients always are
looking to take advantage of new technology and new players.
Many people in our space see technology
firms’ interest in wealth management as a
direct threat to the traditional investment
advisory model—and rightly so. If new

”

competitors can deliver better service at a
competitive cost, then why should clients
stay with us? We’d better have an answer.
Finding the right solution may mean we
need to redefine our value proposition and
accept that we’ll have to innovate and reinvest in the client experience if we are going
to remain competitive. We need to use predictive analytics to enhance client experience, financial planning, and advice tools;
and offer a truly integrated wealth management experience. The HNW market wants
value, and I believe most will pay for this
customized value.

The Leadership Response
Leaders in the wealth management sector
who embrace a growth mindset will continue to out-compete the competition. To
do this, you may need to change your business model by automating processes or outsourcing time-consuming tasks such as
investment management. Leveraging new
technologies in your business creates more
scale and efficiency, leaving you more time
to build and deepen relationships. You may
need to re-evaluate your relationship with
time. Are you spending it on high-payoff
activities? Your response to the speed of
change needs to be a commitment to a life
of learning. Our leadership skills—and specifically our people skills—are going to be
paramount because we are, above all else,
in the people business. We are people who
work with people. We need to stay on top
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of the technological innovations that are
changing our industry, but more importantly, we need to continue to leverage skills
such as emotional intelligence, creative
thinking, and advanced judgment. For
many advisors, it’s about updating their
skill sets, adapting to new realities, and
being brilliant in the fundamentals.
Over the course of my 34 years in the
business, I have worked with about 42,000
advisors and managers in all the channels—
wirehouses, registered investment advisors,
independent broker–dealers, and bank
trusts. I have worked with firms of 86,000
employees and firms of fewer than
10 employees; teams of three people and
teams of dozens; managers and advisors
from North America, Europe, the Middle
East, Australia, and Asia. Each of these
interactions had unique aspects—different
structures, platforms, products, and
services—deployed across different cultures.
One thing was consistent. One thing created business results. One thing made all
the difference in people’s lives: leadership.
Strong firms need leaders that have mastered the fundamentals. I feel strongly
about the fundamentals because as we
know, if you can’t get the fundamentals
right, what’s the point of trying to be cute
with a new tool, service, or technology?
Based on my experience, the advisor, manager, or frankly any entrepreneur who gets
the fundamentals right drastically increases
the odds of success. You may be surprised
to learn that a large percentage miss the
opportunities because they overlook fundamental leadership. I’ll just give you a few
examples. Fundamental #1: Commitment—
doing what you said you were going to do.
Fundamental #2: Emotional intelligence—
being self-aware, making people feel special, recognizing people daily, being a great
listener, respecting different points of view,
asking for feedback, etc. The leadership
challenge for all of us is to achieve sustainable results by creating the right vision,
the appropriate strategy, and the perseverance to execute. As leaders in the wealthmanagement space, your true measure of
adding value to any organization is your
ability to do three things well:

1. attract the right people who are the
right fit for the organization;
2. be a great coach to develop that talent
(and yes, even the best advisors will
welcome coaching from a skilled and
competent leader); and
3. create the right environment to retain
the best people and allow them to
flourish.
This is simple, but not easy. Let’s not
confuse the two.

The Advisor’s Response
There is no shortage of ideas about growing
your business, but there is a large gap
between knowing and doing. For some the
gap is as wide as the Grand Canyon. Most
people know what they need to do to grow
the practice, and those who don’t have
myriad ideas about any part of the process.
Unfortunately, knowing doesn’t always
result in doing. Reaching out to other
advisors and picking their brains could go a
long way. Those who are motivated find a
way; they always are looking for ways to
improve. Therefore, my guess is if you are
reading this, you are successful or a rising
star. As the legendary psychiatrist and
Holocaust-survivor Viktor Frankl said,
“Those who have a ‘why’ to live, can bear

growth mindset thinks about and is passionate about. Those advisors who plateau
and become complacent operate with a
very different attitude.
The best advisors are relentless about putting clients first because they realize the
only way to differentiate is by building
genuine relationships with clients, offering
valued advice, providing excellent service,
and helping clients reach their goals. They
have a process, a vision of who they want to
be and where they want to take their businesses. They are true wealth managers who
are client-centric, run their businesses like
chief executive officers, and follow a holistic
consultative approach to engaging and servicing clients. They are more likely to be on
a team that is highly efficient, effective, and
disciplined in its practice of delivering
world-class service and valued advice. They
understand that the business is no longer
about one product over another or transactional versus fee-based models; it is about
being relevant and offering valued advice
to clients who are willing to pay for the
services offered.
It is these advisors who will continue to
evolve and dominate the lion’s share of the
HNW market.

“

The best advisors are relentless about putting
clients first because they realize the only way to
differentiate is by building genuine relationships with
clients, offering valued advice, providing excellent
service, and helping clients reach their goals.

”

with almost any ‘how.’” Purpose is primary,
that’s why it’s the first step in my proprietary advisor growth model. With all these
changes and a technological revolution, the
advice business is still a growth business.
Growth does not happen by chance. It cannot be assumed and no business should
ever be put on autopilot. Growth is a conscious decision to continually look for ways
to improve and develop. That’s what a

Define Your Business Model
“If you are lucky enough to find a way of life
you love, you have to find the courage to live it.”

—John Irving, novelist
Successful advisors know who they are
and who their target market is. They do
not attempt to be all things to all people.
Instead, they are all things to some people.
They do not attempt to market themselves
to a mass audience. That is an overcrowded
MARCH / APRIL 2017
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arena in which everyone becomes your
competitor. Focusing your expertise with
laser-like precision reduces your competition and helps you to effectively target your
defined market.

while also encouraging a deeper level of
trust in sharing what money really means
to them. If the answers to the questions
above don’t roll off your tongue, you could
use some introspection.

Know Yourself

In other words, before you try to direct the
success of your clients, make sure you have
clearly determined your own direction.
Most successful businesses are based on
sound business plans that include a vision
and a mission, and for good reason.
Whether you are a seasoned professional or
just building your practice, outlining your
values, strengths, and weaknesses will help
you stay true to your core, regardless of the
twists and turns of the markets.

The first step in this process is to define
your business model and be very clear
about your core competencies, your investment philosophy, your service model, and
your marketing strategy. Be very clear about
the purpose. Your purpose: Why are you
focused on growing the business? What are
you hoping to achieve? In the past, I’m sure
you tried to grow the business, so what’s different this time? Do you have the right
energy, the right coach, and the right team?
If you’re not clear on the purpose, now is a
good time to stop and do some thinking.
I’m sure your purpose was clear and strong
when you first came into the business. It
was about surviving and meeting your basic
needs. Maybe you worked hard to get comfortable, but now that you are successful you
have gone on autopilot. Once the authentic
you is correctly branded, you’re in a much
better position to know your value, articulate it, and price it accordingly.
Prospects tend to ask prospective wealth
managers the same key questions. Your
response to these questions defines you and
differentiates you from the competition.
Interested prospects will want to know the
following:
•
•
•
•

Who are you?
What business are you in?
What makes you different?
What processes or strategies would
you use with my total financial picture?
• How are you going to accomplish
my goals?
Most importantly, prospects want you to
demonstrate—not just talk about—how
you will address their unique needs. The
relationship between an investor and his or
her money is complex, private, and in many
countries around the world, completely
secret. The best advisors break down barriers in their clients’ minds and persuade
them to express their dreams and fears,
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Know Your Model
Survey after survey shows that HNW
clients prefer a holistic wealth management
model to the single-disciplinary approach
employed by investment generalists and
product specialists. Today you must deliver
advice well beyond investments, and planning needs to be part of the culture. In my
mind, financial planning is not a tool or
product. It’s a philosophy, from leading in
the discovery meeting to the ongoing
relationship.
I see five key attributes of elite advisors, all
rooted in leadership:
They know who they are. They know their
strengths and weaknesses, what they stand
for, their values and their principles. They
put the client first relentlessly, and they
work harder than most on high-payoff
activities.
They have an ownership mindset. They
take responsibility for everything, and
they’re not relying on someone else to
gather assets for them, build a marketing
program, or build a great team. They
understand what needs to be done, and
they have the discipline to do it.
They are brilliant at the fundamentals. In
sports, athletes don’t forget about the fundamentals; great teams master those first. Elite
advisors understand that details matter.
They are passionate about creating an

exceptional client experience, and that can
only happen if you deliver valued advice. It’s
the daily behavior and execution that separates the elites from the rest of the pack.
They surround themselves with compe
tent people. They have a team of smart,
loyal people and they are great collaborators. They understand that the client values
a team that is effective and efficient. These
teams believe that they can make a difference in peoples’ lives and that they are the
best choice for the client. That makes them
confident, not arrogant.
They take a truly holistic approach. They
value the long-term view. Planning is not
a product—it’s a philosophy, and it’s part
of the culture. It means they’re not interested in the transaction or the instant
gratification. They position themselves
differently because they are consultative—
it’s not just hollow words. Most advisors
say they have a planning process, but I
would argue that only a small percentage
use the tools and lead their clients through
the process correctly.

The Right Teams Have a Leader
Most organizations encourage teams. It’s
clear that an effective team is better for the
bottom line and the client experience.
Millions of dollars are spent each year on
creating teams, training teams, and other
resources to increase team effectiveness.
The biggest difference I see between an elite
team and everyone else is leadership.
Regardless of team structure—vertical, horizontal, situational—the right leader makes
all the difference. Someone needs to take
charge of the team’s success, performance,
and opportunities. Just because you have
three people in front of a prospect doesn’t
mean you’re adding more value than one
competent trusted advisor. Elite teams have
the following characteristics:
• They trust, respect, and like each other—
otherwise it becomes an environment that’s
confusing, stressful, and unproductive.
• They have clear roles that complement
each other.
• Open communication without fear of
conflict is a must. No one should feel like
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•

they’re walking on eggshells. Too many
teams have a fear of conflict and, in the
end, that team doesn’t improve.
Everyone on the team needs to check
their ego at the door, have fun, and enjoy
winning.
Everyone can articulate a clear belief and
execution of their value proposition.
Everyone is committed to delivering
excellent client service and investment
results based on the clients’ objectives.
Everyone is dedicated to new-client
acquisition and asset growth.
Everyone proactively builds client loyalty.
Everyone is committed to full transparency and has high emotional intelligence.
Everyone is committed to a life of learning and improving; members challenge
each other and ask for feedback.

Empowerment
Finally, and most importantly, great leaders
empower their teams. They learn quickly
that real power comes from others. It is by
unleashing each individual’s strengths that
you can achieve extraordinary results. By
empowering others, you show that you are
willing to give power away. It shows that
you trust them. As a result, you can move
with speed. Freedom and creativity come
from a team that’s empowered. Frameworks
and guardrails are important, but outstanding performance from a team is impossible
without empowerment. Who should be on
the team? Well, I can tell you this, people
on my team are diverse. Some are older
than me, some are much younger, some are
women, and some are introverts. But they
all have a strong work ethic, are competent,
and are nice people.

• Tend to be grateful and humble.
Practicing gratitude and humility keeps
them curious, focused on learning, and,
as a result, adaptable.
• Make their own luck. They know luck is
what happens when preparation encounters opportunity.
• Inspire by example.
• Exhibit optimism and a sense of possibility. They live in a world of possibility
and take their people into this world.
• Excel at communication. They are great
listeners as well as compelling storytellers.
• Wield influence not power.
• Collaborate effectively.
• Constantly create and work toward
fulfilling shared visions.
• Demonstrate courage. They show their
mettle in tough situations, and they excel
at making difficult decisions.
• Commit themselves to creating cultures
in which a growth mindset thrives.
• Recognize the need to recruit, nurture,
and deploy the talent of others.
• Empower their people, which is the first
step in creating outstanding teams.
• Exhibit a strong sense of personal
responsibility. They take responsibility
for their past, present, and future. They
are fully aware of what they are creating,
promoting, and allowing.
• Invest in the growth of others.
• Pay attention to the world and make an
effort to view the world through a variety of points of view.

• Have a sense of purpose and cultivate
self-awareness. They know themselves
and they know their strengths as well as
their weaknesses.
• Take care of themselves physically, emotionally, and mentally.
• Demonstrate credibility and work hard
to stay credible.

The future of the wealth management
industry will reward you if you can add significant value to each relationship. It will
reward those who have the discipline to do
the things that others just talk about. The
future advisor will not only have business,
wealth management, and capital markets
acumen, but will be a competent coach in
order to help his/her clients reach their
goals. Therefore the soft skills will play a
bigger role to make those meaningful
emotional connections.
To those who show up every day and have
the courage to serve and lead, my hat is off
to you. Keep making a difference in people’s
lives, because they need you.
Rick Capozzi is president of Capozzi Advisory
Group, LLC, a global boutique consulting
and training firm. He earned a BS in
economics from Southern Connecticut
State University. Contact him at
rick@capozziadvisorygroup.com.
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Rewiring Goals-Based Investing
with Equity Crowdfunding
By Jamie McIntyre, CIPM

T

he syzygy of crowd-empowering
technology, the surge in fintech,
and regulation changes present an
opportunity for advisors to change clients’
perspectives on wealth and value creation.
As access to quality portfolios has become
commoditized, advisors are moving
beyond analytics for deeper connections
with clients. The adoption of goals-based
planning has upgraded advisor-client
conversations and resulted in wealth management advice that’s hewn more closely
to core individual and family needs. As
basic life goals are satisfied, new impactful
objectives emerge. These extensions of
goals-based investing can deepen value
and catalyze change.
This article addresses the following:
• How reward-based crowdfunding has
tapped into collective demand and set
the stage for new markets
• Regulation changes that have redefined
public and private security offerings
• How early stage investing incorporates a
goals-based framework based on
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
• Why the next generation’s first investment will be in a private security
Why are these things important?
• Robo-advisors are offering extremely
low-cost diversified portfolios directly
to consumers. Advisors’ value-add
increasingly will be tied to how they
can connect and serve the needs of
clients above and beyond a commoditized portfolio.
• Millennials are not connecting with current wealth management offerings. They
desire more purpose behind their investments of time and money, and they are
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keeping more than 50 percent of their
assets in cash (Robinson 2016).
• Entrepreneurs who have sold their businesses and retirees have pent-up intellectual and financial capital that advisors
can channel in a high-value and intrinsically meaningful manner.

The Corruption of Market Intent
Our markets have foundations in the provision of capital to further innovation and
growth. Investors have been rewarded for
taking risks in funding the advancements of
the companies and industries they invest in
and participating in the upside of the growth.
But today, investing and wealth management
have strayed from this initial premise.
An overwhelming share of individual assets
is deployed in vehicles in which the investor
has little or no awareness of the underlying
investments. These include mutual funds,
exchange-traded funds, hedge funds, private
equity funds, and separate accounts. One of
the most powerful modes of advocacy and
support that an investor can have is offloaded to multiple third parties that have no
concept of how an individual’s desires are
reflected in the investments. As advisors and
money managers we have to ask ourselves,
did we do this by design? Does the disassociation between clients and their money
make us more important? More needed?
As an industry, our clinical treatment of
money and wealth has obfuscated investments to the point that people don’t know
how their money is being used or where it is
deployed. We inundate investors with charts
and graphs and theories of asset-allocationpowered Monte Carlo simulations that
create distance between clients and their
wealth. This, in turn, has clients dutifully
abdicate responsibility for the deployment of

funds to teams of professional advisors and
money managers. The purpose of clients’
money is distilled into a tool solely to fund
future money. Today’s investors are not apathetic, they just never learned to raise the
question. This is about to change.

Crowdfunding—
Chomping at the Bits
Crowdfunding is the use of small amounts
of capital from a large number of individuals to finance a new business venture, and
it’s done most often through the Internet.
Its initial objective was to provide exposure
and encouragement in the arts. One of the
first crowdfunding projects, ArtistShare,
was founded in 2001 as a way for fans to
back musicians’ creative works. This paved
the way for reward-based crowdfunding
portals such as Indiegogo in 2008 and
Kickstarter in 2009. These sites have
become sources of initial capital for new
businesses that can pre-sell a product
before creating any inventory.
Kickstarter alone has provided for more
than 12-million people to spend almost
$3 billion among more than 100,000 projects.1 This money is donated, and the project owner has no legal obligation to
complete the project. Crowdfunders are
investors who are funding passions and
dreams, and their returns are the resulting
accomplishments of the crowdfunded. This
type of crowdfunding flips the supplydemand construct and has a company
focus on what is important today—breaking through the noise and creating a market
for its product or service before starting
any manufacturing. This process weeds out
myriad ineffective offerings; 65 percent of
Kickstarter product campaigns fail to reach
their funding goals and therefore never risk
the capital of backers.2
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Here are a few examples of how a powerfully engaged crowd can bankroll a new
business:
• Pre Apple-Watch, a group of entrepreneurs in Palo Alto, California, created
a digital customizable wristwatch that
runs apps. The team sought $100,000
in pre-orders to warrant further development of the watch. When the campaign
ended two months later, it had raised
$10,266,845 from more than 68,000 backers. The Pebble smart watch set records
for what was possible in donation-based
crowdfunding.3
• A re-envisioning of the card game UNO
with cartoon pictures of cats in various
forms of distress would be a tough business proposition using traditional retail
methods. Exploding Kittens re-wrote the
rules of social marketing to entice more
than 220,000 backers to spend almost
$9 million on a deck of cards not yet
produced.4
• Palmer Luckey, age 18, has a vision, duct
tapes some screens together, and creates a
marketing video selling the future of virtual reality. His still-not-invented product
generates $2.5 million in pre-sales.5 Years
later backers finally got their goggles, but
with no participation in the budding
company’s upside. Oculus was sold to
Facebook for $2 billion dollars.
The third example has some backstory: At
the time, an average investor had no ability
to participate in Oculus’ gain. Securities
laws prohibited any kind of equity participation from a non-accredited investor and
general solicitation of a private offering to
accredited investors was not allowed. But
increased regulation and expense has made
it unattractive for budding companies to
use the public markets for funding. In fact,
the majority of gains in some of the most
coveted companies are occurring in the
private markets as public offerings continue
to be postponed beyond their primary
growth spurts (see figure 1).

Equity Crowdfunding or
Democratizing Investing
In response to a challenging economic
climate for small businesses, lawmakers

Figure 1: Private Companies Postponing Public Offerings (valuations in USD billions)
Uber

68

Airbnb

30

Wework
Pinterest
DropBox
Spotify

17
11
10
8.5

Source: https://www.cbinsights.com/research-unicorn-companies

Table 1: The Path to Equity Crowdfunding
April 5, 2012

President Obama signs the JOBS Act into law

September 23, 2013

SEC IMPLEMENTS TITLE II
Private offerings can be solicited publicly for the first time in
80 years (accredited investors only)

March 25, 2015

SEC PASSES TITLE IV – REG A+
Private companies can publicly raise up to $50 million from
accredited and non-accredited investors

October 30, 2015

SEC PUBLISHES RULES FOR TITLE III
Private companies looking to raise $1 million per year from
small investors

May 16, 2016

TITLE III COMES ONLINE
Investment portals enable small businesses to sell equity
directly to retail investors

in late 2011 introduced legislation that
became the Jumpstart Our Business
Startups Act (JOBS Act). Initially envisioned as an economic accelerator and a fix
for tightened traditional bank financing,
the JOBS Act ultimately may lead to a
democratization of our equity markets.
The most groundbreaking aspects of the
bill are Titles III and IV, which address
crowdfunding and small-company capital
formation, respectively, and allow unaccredited investors to invest alongside
accredited investors in private and “mini”
public offerings. For the first time, anyone
can invest in early stage startups that align
with their interests and passions and participate in the potential growth.
The JOBS Act paved the way for fundraising disruption; the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) formulated
regulations to enable each of the provisions
and protect consumers (see table 1). In
2013 Title II, which addresses access to
capital for job creators, came online. Before
that, seed-level funding for companies was

based on who you knew and where the
company lived; local angel investment clubs
would hear pitches, conduct their own due
diligence, and invest in local startups.
Title II allowed online portals such as
SeedInvest, CircleUp, and AngelList to
openly solicit private investment deals
across the Internet. Building on the same
crowd-based infrastructure that powers
reward-based platforms, companies
exposed new investors to radical new
opportunities. Crowdnetic’s CrowdWatch
platform analyzed the private offerings from
the 16 leading Title II platforms for the first
three years since implementation. Its data
show more than $1 billion of equity and
convertible debt raised over the period.6
Of 6,000 offerings, 1,500 were deemed successful. The high failure rate represents the
crowd collectively culling offerings to find
those with enough merit to warrant investment. Over the three years, the number of
new attempted raises has decreased dramatically and the success rate and average per
successful issuer has increased. Today’s
MARCH / APRIL 2017
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equity portals have learned to put money
behind the businesses that will successfully
fill a round, ultimately creating more protections for the investor.

stage venture capital returned 22.65 percent
compared to 9.93 percent for the S&P 500
and 6.57 percent for the Barclay’s Credit
Bond Index (see figure 2).

The companies that are taking advantage of
equity crowdfunding today are vanguards.
It’s too soon and there isn’t enough data yet
to effectively model this democratized version of early stage investing as an asset
class. The closest proxy is venture capital,
which can include later-stage investments.
However, even after substantial fees and
carried interest, the return potential is
compelling: Over the past 30 years, early

The connected technology that has enabled
this new type of exposure to private investing outdates modern portfolio theory.
Attempting to delineate a new slice in a
mean-variance-optimized portfolio will
fail due to errant assumptions of expected
risk and return. Relying on risk versus
return as the sole determinants of optimization ignores the attributes of intention,
innovation, and purpose found in seed-

Figure 2: Venture Capital Returns vs. Stocks and Bonds, 30-Year End-to-End
Pooled Returns as of March 31, 2016

9.93%
6.57%

S&P 500 Index

Maslow’s Hierarchy Redefined
as Goals-Based Investing
In the 1940s and 50s, psychologist
Abraham Maslow studied top performers
to understand what motivated them. This
was revolutionary at the time because
his peers were focused primarily on
researching mental illness and sympto
matic diagnosis. His findings often are
represented in the pyramid recognized as
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.
Ashvin Chhabra (2015) used Maslow’s
hierarchy as the foundation of his Wealth
Allocation Framework, which buckets
portfolio risks for an individual investor.
Chhabra asserts that every individual or
family needs a framework that delivers on
the following three objectives that correspond to Maslow’s hierarchy (see figure 3):

22.65%

Barclays Credit Bond Index

level investments. To discover how
we can articulate these attributes better,
we can investigate how one of the pioneers
of motivational psychology updated his
own models.

U.S. VC Early Stage Index

Data from Cambridge Associates LLC, March 31, 2016. U.S. Venture Capital Index® and Selected Benchmark
Statistics Report. The Early Stage Index includes pooled end-to-end return, net of fees, expenses, and carried
interest; past performance is no guarantee of future returns.

• Safety: The certainty of protection from
anxiety and poverty
• Stability: A high probability of maintaining your standard of living

Figure 3: Psychology and Goals-Based Hierarchies

Transcendence

Transcend
Catalyze change

Selfactualization
Morality, creativity,
spontaneity,
acceptance, experience
purpose, meaning, and
inner potential

Aspire
Enhance lifestyle

Self-esteem
Confidence, achievement, respect of
others, the need to be a unique individual
Love and belonging
Friendship, family, intimacy, sense of connection
Safety and security
Health, employment, property, family,
and social stability
Physiological needs
Breathing, food, water, shelter, clothing, sleep

Maslow's (Enhanced) Hierarchy of Needs
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High risk, illiquid,
high alpha investments

Stability
Maintain lifestyle
Diversified, global, strategic, market
participation, passive and active
investments

Safety
Preserve lifestyle
Capital preservation, inflation protection, insurance, annuities,
primary home, portfolio protection investments

Chhabra's "Wealth Allocation Framework" Rewired
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• Aspire: The possibility of achieving
upward wealth mobility and creating the
potential to meet your aspirations
This type of solid construct around why a
portfolio is developed and the purpose of
each asset class within it provides a foundation to guide clients through irrational behavior that can lead to financial mistakes. By
bucketing investments in alignment with the
client’s core needs, advisors can guide clients
through turbulent markets because client loss
aversion is constrained to the portions of
assets aligned with appropriate market risks.
Welch (2015, 15) described the advantages
of designing portfolios using a goals-based
approach such as the Wealth Allocation
Framework:
1. The portfolio has been built to address
specific investor objectives.
2. The portfolio is proposed and reported
on in the same intuitive way the investor
thinks about his/her money rather than
in advisor-centric MPT-speak.
3. From a reporting perspective, the focal
point of advisor/client communication
moves away from client-irrelevant
market benchmarks and individual
manager performance and more
toward a client-centered progress-toplan approach.
Maslow (1943) defined the peak of the
hierarchy as the need to “self-actualize”:
It refers to the person’s desire for self-fulfillment, namely, to the tendency for him to
become actualized in what he is potentially.

Later in life, Maslow noticed something
missing in both himself and his hierarchy
that was beyond self-actualization. He
decided that his original model was incomplete and he created a new stage deemed
“transcendence” (Maslow 1999, 117): “the
greatest attainment of identity, autonomy,
or selfhood is itself simultaneously a transcending of itself, a going beyond and
above selfhood.”
Maslow’s definition of transcendence can
be broken into two parts:
1. Transcendence seeks to further a cause
beyond the self: service to others, devotion to an ideal (e.g., truth, art) or a cause
(e.g., social justice, environmentalism,
the pursuit of science, a religious faith)
2. Transcendence seeks to experience a
communion beyond the boundaries of
the self through peak experience. The
person experiences a sense of identity
that transcends or extends beyond the
personal self (Koltko-Rivera 2006).
Even though goals-based portfolios align
with the core motivations of clients as
defined in Maslow’s original hierarchy, the
investments often are not deployed in accordance with this elevated need. Most portfolios are designed with investments used as
opaque tools that obfuscate the underlying
securities. This can lead to many portfolios
unaligned with the clients’ undiscovered
intentions. Platforms do exist to screen
investments for criteria, socially responsible
or otherwise, but a disconnect remains as to
what an investor can achieve with direct
purposeful funding of investible causes.

Chhabra allows for some transcendent
goals in his aspirational bucket, but the
innovation is in creating a discrete fourth
bucket dedicated to transcendence, the
purpose of which is to catalyze change. The
subject of that change is deeply personal
and its discovery can involve multiple conversations that strengthen the advisorclient relationship. The front lines of
change—where an investor can have the
most impact—are in helping to power early
stage companies and their passionate entrepreneurs. By utilizing crowd-curated
investments, investors are immediately part
of a community that shares a common
transcendent purpose in alignment with
their own personal gain.
The work done by Chhabra (2015) and
Welch (2015) can be extended by applying
the framework of goals-based investment
criteria to the new bucket (see table 2).

The Next Generation’s First
Investment Will Be Private
Young, high-income earners are the
highest adopters of fintech applications
(see figure 4). This demographic is using
mobile phones to transfer assets into
robo-advised investment portfolios with
no custodial paperwork or in-person conversations. These platforms will continue
to innovate rapidly as they compete for
market share. Hedgable, a robo-advisor
that specializes in alternative investments,
offers equity crowdfunding exposure
through funds from many of the leading
platforms such as AngelList, CircleUp,
OurCrowd, and the startup accelerator
Y Combinator.

Table 2: Sample Investment Criteria for a Rewired Goals-Based Framework
Safety
Wealth allocation framework

Stability

Aspire

Transcend

Preserve lifestyle

Maintain lifestyle

Enhance lifestyle

N/A

Preserve capital and
purchasing power

Diversified market exposure to maintain lifestyle

Increase wealth

Catalyze change

Defined time horizon

2 years

10 years

15 years

5–7 years

Desired rate of return

2% (inflation)

8%

13%

18%

Stated investment goal

Acceptable loss
Liquidity
Benchmark
Dollar allocation ($10 million)

0–1%

16%

50%

100%

Highly liquid

Liquid

Liquid / Illiquid

Highly illiquid

CPI

MS World

HFRI

N/A

$5 million

$3 million

$1.5 million

$500,000
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Figure 4: Fintech Current and Intended Future Usage by Age and Income Group

INCOME
Less than US $30,000

11%

31%

6%

18%

3%

9%

US $30,001–$70,000

24%

49%

15%

35%

6%

16%

US $70,001–$150,000

33%

57%

26%

45%

10%

24%

US $150,000+

52%

65%

51%

65%

13%

30%

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

■ Current ■ Future
Source: http://www.ey.com/gl/en/industries/financial-services/ey-fintech-adoption-index

The same social virality that has propelled
reward-based crowdfunding campaigns is
being retooled to reach non-accredited
investors. It is easy to imagine the next
generation of investors tinder-swiping
seed-capital private deals and matching
up their diversified portfolios against
their friends’ portfolios. Companies will
embolden investors as participatory evangelists to help them expand. At the same
time, platform companies are investing in
technology to remove some of the most
common obstacles, as shown in the following examples:
• In October 2016, SeedInvest launched
auto-investing, which slashed minimums
in individual companies to as low as $200
and provided much-needed diversification for early adopters.
• On November 15, 2016, Indiegogo, a top
reward-based crowdfunding portal,
launched equity crowdfunding in partnership with MicroVentures. Indiegogo
provided its suite of proven socialsolicitation tools to millions more backers worldwide.
• At the end of 2016, Overstock.com
raised a $10.9 million Series A offering
with 20 percent of the shares sold on a
blockchain platform, effectively creating
its own market. The use of crypto technologies such as blockchain can accelerate development of secondary markets
and create liquidity for crowdfunded
securities.
For stock exchanges, brokers, and central
securities depositaries, the Overstock.com
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offering was the initial shockwave of crowdfunded investment. Blockchain is a distributed ledger that verifies every transaction
across a network of computers; it is fully
transparent and without a centralized
authority. Computers complete a set of complex calculations to validate that the ledger
of recorded transactions should be part of
the master chain. Blockchain was designed
as the foundation for Bitcoin, the digital currency that has no backing institution, bank,
physical good, or country—but does have an
aggregate market cap of more than $20 billion.7 Skeptics question a digital currency,
but financial institutions are embracing the
power of the blockchain technology to move
money and, in Overstock.com’s case, securities. Bitcoin and blockchain were introduced
by an anonymous author in a paper in 2008
and deployed in January 2009. So, in fewer
than eight years, a company that was started
to liquidate merchandise from failed companies is issuing, trading, and settling securities on the first SEC-approved alternative
trading system. Watch out Wall Street.
Millennials and their descendants may be
the earliest adopters, but advisors also need
to explore this asset class with boomer
clients. As boomers sell businesses or retire,
many of them are confronted with difficult
questions of “what’s next?” A study by the
Institute of Economic Affairs shows that
retirement increases the risk of clinical
depression by 40 percent because retirees are
doing less problem solving and contributing
less to society (Sahlgren 2013). An introduction to early stage companies in need of
guidance as much as capital can be

intrinsically fulfilling and potentially fiscally
rewarding for boomer clients.
The role of a wealth advisor itself can be
transcendent. The fiduciary advisor directly
services others and their hierarchies of
needs while creating a community of
clients whose combined goals enrich society. As advisors look to differentiate themselves from thousands of peers, the
opportunity to purposely connect clients
with their invested wealth yields strong
relationships and impactful gains.
Jamie McIntyre, CIPM, is founder and chief
executive officer of Rewire Capital, which funds
startups that leverage technology to disrupt
their industries and rewire legacy inefficiencies.
He is a founder of both Lydian Wealth and
Fortigent. He earned a BS in computer science
with a minor in mathematics from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute & State University. Contact
him at jamie@rewirecapital.com.

Endnotes
1. See https://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats.
2. See https://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats.
3. See https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/getpebble/
pebble-e-paper-watch-for-iphone-and-android.
4. See https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/elanlee/
exploding-kittens.
5. See https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1523379957/oculus-rift-step-into-the-game.
6. See https://www.crowdwatch.co/hosted/www/download-report?report_month=oct_2016.
7. See http://www.coindesk.com/price/.
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Neoliberal Globalization, Deflation, the Rise
of Populism, and Investment Implications
By Michael Underhill

G

alton’s problem, named after Sir
Francis Galton, is the problem of
drawing inferences from crosscultural data, and it is due to the statistical
phenomenon now called autocorrelation.
Autocorrelation leads statisticians and
scientists to infer that events may be independent when they may be related. The
problem is recognized as a general one that
applies to all nonexperimental studies—
and to experimental design as well.
Nowhere is this problem more evident than
the most recent British election, Brexit, and
the U.S. election of President Donald
Trump. At first glance, these events may
seem independent, but they may actually
not be independent; they may be indicative
of larger forces at work in the global economy driving us toward an era of neonationalism. This new trend has appeared with
modern-society electorates’ rejection of
neoliberal globalism, even though the structures and tools of globalization will continue to flourish in a changing environment.
In the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD)
countries, neoliberalism established itself as
an alternative to democracy, due to a withdrawal from politics (especially among
younger people), and to a surge in far-right
and anti-systemic political movements.
These types of issues have been fueled in
part by marginalization among morevulnerable citizens (i.e., the poor, the working class, the disenfranchised) in society,
owing to the decline of the traditional left.
Neoliberalism as economic politics was
birthed in 1973 in Chile during the coup

“

The implementation of neoliberal policies
and the acceptance of neoliberal economic theories
in the 1970s are seen by some academics as the
root of financialization, with the financial crisis
of 2007–08 as one of the ultimate results.

”

against a socialist dictator as a means to
implement Milton Friedman’s political
economics. The implementation of neoliberal policies and the acceptance of neoliberal economic theories in the 1970s are
seen by some academics as the root of
financialization, with the financial crisis of
2007–08 as one of the ultimate results. The
antecedent to the neoliberal model can be
traced to 18th- and 19th-century policy on
free trade. This thinking fueled the race
toward less cost-intensive commodity production, trade, commercialization, and
commoditization of global assets (i.e., capitalization/liquidation by monetization).
Since the 1970s, leaders worldwide have
shaped policies so that global economic
interests are emphasized over national economic interests. This emphasis has led corporations to position themselves beyond
community and national levels, to compete
on a global playing field where small and
mid-sized players are driven out of the
market due to lack of scale. This neoliberal
globalism mentality has led to a global
ecological, economic, monetary, social,
and political slide toward total collapse.
We are left with a hole in the ground next
to a garbage dump filled with used commodities, and the subsequent deflationary
trend of recent decades.

Trend Reversal: Brexit
and U.S. Elections
Nowhere has the trend away from neoliberal globalism been more evident than the
2016 Brexit vote and U.S. elections. These
two events highlighted the issues of disenfranchised citizens: their desire to “take
back” their countries’ economic policies,
and their populist hopes of implementing
more protectionist trade policies to address
income inequality and upward mobility.
Political leaders have been forced to confront this rise in populism, because it
affects the way leaders govern on both a
regional and global level. Consider that
Confucius regarded material inequality and
political instability as interdependent:
The ruler is not concerned lest his people
should be poor,
But only lest what they have should be
ill-apportioned.
He is not concerned lest they should
be few,
But only lest they should be discontented.
And indeed, if all is well-apportioned,
there will be no poverty; if they are not
divided against one another, there will be
no lack of men, and if there is contentment
there will be no upheavals.1
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U.S.-made products are seen as helpful for
workers by 68% of adults.3

Pew Research Center conducted a postmortem of the election of Donald Trump:
Overall, Trump won small towns and rural
America easily on November 8, claiming
62% of the votes while Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton received 34%. By contrast, Trump won a more modest 50% to
45% victory in the suburbs while losing
handily to Clinton in urban areas 59%
to 35%.2

The desire to “make America great again”
has led to this rise in populist sentiment and
laid the foundation for policies that focus
on U.S.-centric manufacturing and production. Populism for these voters means pivoting away from quantitative easing and
financial engineering (i.e., leveraging up,
corporate mergers and acquisitions, stock
buybacks) and investing in the real people
in the real economy with real assets. The
United States has not seen such an opportunity for strategic reversal since Ronald
Reagan’s administration. The opportunity
can be realized, however, only if the incoming administration adheres to the principles
that won it the election and avoids the compromises that the bureaucratic base of government will try to force on it to avoid
disrupting the status quo. The OECD stated
in its twice-yearly report on global economic prospects that “while the exact form
it would take is uncertain,” it does expect
Trump to offer some fiscal stimulus from
the early months of his presidency, and that
its likely scale would boost U.S. economic
growth to 2.3 percent from 1.9 percent in

Pew also reported that income and equality
trends across the United States over the
past 10–20 years became more pronounced
due to globalization:
The public sees threats to jobs coming from
several directions: Eight in ten adults say
increased outsourcing of jobs to other
countries hurts American workers, and
roughly the same share (77%) say having
more foreign-made products sold in the
U.S. has been harmful. Significant shares
also cite increased use of contract or temporary workers (57%) and declines in
union membership (49%) as trends that
are hurting, rather than helping, workers.
At the same time, global markets for

2017, and to 3 percent from 2.2 percent in
2018.4 A report from the World Economic
Forum estimates that every dollar spent on
a capital project in utilities, energy, transport, waste management, flood defense, or
telecommunications generates an economic
return between 5 percent and 25 percent—
making the case for an additional $70 trillion to be spent on global infrastructure by
2030.5 Figure 1 shows how infrastructure
spending evolves from meeting basic to
more advanced human needs based on a
region’s economic growth.

Investment Implications:
Volatility, Uncertainty,
Complexity, and Ambiguity.
As economists and investors continue to
dissect far-reaching policy implications of
Brexit and the U.S. election, asset allocators
are faced with a brave new world in which
to recalibrate allocation models to incorporate volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and
ambiguity.
Take a look at Trump’s policy proposals,
which include ﬁscal stimulus, trade tariffs,
restrictive immigration policies, and a
hawkish tilt in Federal Reserve (Fed) policy.

Figure 1: Infrastructure Spending Evolves with a Region’s Economic Growth
PROACTIVE: Setting the pace,
ahead of the demand curve

Eco living
Culture

REACTIVE: Struggling to keep
pace with demand

Technology
Mass transit
Air, rail, and sea
connectivity

Power
Hospitals
Basic
housing

Water

Market
stalls

SURVIVAL
Minimal urban infrastructure to meet
basic human survival needs

Roads,
buses, and
taxis
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Leisure

Environment
Elder care

Schools
Waste
and
sewage

BASIC
Infrastructure to ensure more basic
needs are met

Source: PwC, Cities of Opportunity: Building the Future, November 2013

Commercial
property

Open space

Natural disaster
risk management

Education
and research

ADVANCED
Infrastructure geared more toward
improving economic growth and
productivity, competitiveness, and
economic efficiency

QUALITY OF LIFE
Infrastructure targeting more advanced
human needs
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Fiscal stimulus has positive global spillovers
because stronger U.S. demand boosts
imports of foreign goods and services.
Dollar strength reinforces positive spillovers
to OECD economies with ﬂoating exchange
rates but limits gains in non-OECD economies. Spillovers to China, for example,
depend on the extent to which the renminbi
appreciates with the dollar; net effects are
less positive for non-OECD economies that
rely heavily on dollar-denominated debt.
The other components of Trump’s agenda—
tariffs, immigration, and the Fed—have negative global spillovers because they prompt
rising U.S. inﬂation and slower U.S. growth.
The growth drag is generally muted for
OECD economies with ﬂoating exchange
rates but signiﬁcantly negative for some
non-OECD economies including China.
Trump’s policies might act as a modest drag
on global growth. OECD growth may
receive a brief boost from ﬁscal stimulus
but then weaken, and spillovers into nonOECD economies would be negative
throughout. Moreover, the risks appear
asymmetric. A larger ﬁscal package could
boost global growth moderately in the near
term, but a more adverse policy mix likely
would act as a signiﬁcant drag on world
growth in subsequent years.
Global equities were surprisingly resilient
in the weeks after the U.S. election as many
investors discounted Trump’s victory due
to the president-elect’s personal behavior.
Investors have viewed Trump’s surprise
victory as a pragmatic shift to pro-business
policies that will influence law given the
support of both houses of Congress. This
expectation should translate into a net positive for the U.S. economy and provide
some challenging scenarios in various foreign countries over the next four years.
There also is an opportunity for monetary
reform, compliments of the House
Republicans’ economic reform legislation,
as detailed in their 2016 policy paper and
excerpted here:
… our economy would be healthier if the
Federal Reserve was more predictable in its

Table 1: The Consequences of Populism—Policy Consequences by Country
Argentina

Brazil

Colombia

Venezuela

Rising inflation

X

X

X

X

Expanding debt

X

X

X

Real exchange rate
over-appreciation

X

X

X

Low productivity

X

X

X

Economic distortions

X

X

X

Data as of 2016 for Argentina, 2015–2016 for Brazil, and the present for Venezuela and Colombia.
Source: Capital Innovations Institute™

“

Fiscal stimulus has positive global spillovers
because stronger U.S. demand boosts imports
of foreign goods and services. Dollar strength
reinforces positive spillovers to OECD economies
with ﬂoating exchange rates but limits gains in
non-OECD economies.

conduct of monetary policy and more
transparent about its decision-making. …
Legislation sponsored by Rep. Bill Huizenga and approved by the House—the Fed
Oversight Reform and Modernization Act
(the FORM Act) does the following:
• Protects the Fed’s independence to
chart whatever monetary policy course
it deems appropriate, but requires the
Fed to give the American people a
greater accounting of its actions.
• Requires the Fed to generate a monetary policy strategy of its own choosing in order to provide added
transparency about the factors leading to its monetary policy decisions.
• Helps consumers and investors make
better decisions in the present and
form better expectations about the
future. These improvements are
important for Americans to enjoy
greater economic opportunity. By
pursuing this expansion through
increased transparency instead of
policy mandates, the FORM Act
further insulates the Fed from pol
itical pressures.6
Some economists and practitioners also
appear to support a “strategy or rule of the
Federal Open Market Committee for the
systematic quantitative adjustment.”7

”

Globally, Americans are accused of impatience and ineptitude. We create new businesses and enterprises to address our
needs, resisting the idea of “standing in
line” and accepting the imposition of doctrines on our country. We call it democracy
in its purest form and no other nation
comes close. This narrative may seem
expository, but our economy demands vigorous examination and, at times, restructuring to instill confidence among the
people and reawaken their capitalist roots.
Examination allows for debate and reflection needed to restore and solidify the economic basis of our country. Longer term, if
Trump is successful in accomplishing his
objectives, this election surprise will mark
an important trend reversal in the United
States: the rejection by U.S. workers, both
Republicans and Democrats, of the country’s shift toward socialism (i.e., Clinton
and Sanders). Undetected by the press, the
citizens’ message was clear: Americans
rejected the false promises of a welfare
society, which has failed to deliver standard
of living improvements.
For those investors who think populism
may be the silver bullet solution, a cautionary tale arises from the devastating effects
of populism on Argentina, Brazil, and
Venezuela. In recent years, in those countries inflation has climbed significantly
MARCH / APRIL 2017
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higher, economic systems have become
malformed, and productivity has lagged.
These negatives have altered the exchange
rate and, combined with higher inflation,
led to substantial appreciation of the real
exchange rate (thus undermining competitiveness) and an increase in public debt
(see table 1).
Neighboring Colombia, however, applied a
more balanced, prudent approach, shunning populism in favor of short-term pain
to position Colombia for a longer term
sustained economic recovery, preserving
macro and financial stability. Indeed, there
are never risk-free solutions to economic
growth and stability.
Because of these geopolitical issues and
policy shocks worldwide, investors must
focus on dynamic asset allocation, where
the mix of assets is nimbly adjusted as markets rise and fall, as the economy strengthens and weakens. This dynamic strategy
calls for investors to sell assets that are
declining and purchase assets that are gaining; it is the polar opposite of a constantweighting strategic asset allocation. This
approach may help to defend against country shocks, currency shocks, inflation, and
interest rate shocks.

Allocations Need to
Include Real Assets
The results of the November election and a
December interest rate hike by the U.S.
central bank were among the top macroeconomic highlights of the final quarter of 2016.
U.S. stocks rose to record highs, driven by
optimism that the new administration’s progrowth policy initiatives (i.e., corporate tax
reform and financial deregulation) might
become a reality. With the details and timing
of any U.S. policy changes uncertain, the
manner in which expansion will unfold will
be noteworthy. One possibility would be a
material acceleration in growth spearheaded
by renewed business confidence (figure 2).
Another would entail a continued expansion
at the 2016 pace. The most probable scenario
is a mix of these, with most combinations
likely to create inflationary pressures and
move the economy closer to the late cycle
marked by a rising inflation/slow growth
environment.
Fiscal stimulus likely will take longer to
implement than other policies. It may take
the form of higher infrastructure spending,
increased defense spending, lower personal
tax rates, etc. Generally, fiscal stimulus
tends to favor more cyclical sectors, but this
depends on the specifics within the fiscal

Figure 2: Phases 2 and 3 of the Business Cycle Have Been Associated with
Outperformance of Real Assets
Phase 1
Contraction

Below capacity
and declining

Phase 2
Recovery

Below capacity
and growing

Phase 3
Expansion

Above capacity
and growing

Phase 4
Slowdown

Above capacity
and declining

Relative Ranking of Assets (by average return)
Bonds
Equities
Cash
Commodities

Equities
Commodities
Bonds
Cash

Commodities
Equities
Bonds
Cash

Bonds
Commodities
Cash
Equities

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, Commodity Watch: Economic and policy driven inflation
reinforce overweight recommendation, January 29, 2017
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stimulus program. Investors will need to
closely monitor any developments throughout 2017.
Financial deregulation is most likely to be
greeted by an increased willingness of
banks to lend. If banks are more willing to
lend, history has shown that this can lead
to accelerated loan growth over the next
12 months. Improved loan growth may
benefit the financials and consumer discretionary sectors the most.
Few things influence corporate earnings
more than taxes. Historically, corporate
tax reform has boosted corporate profits.
The benefits typically start the year before
reform: Profits and investment spending
improve largely due to a corresponding
increase in corporate confidence.
Historically, lower corporate taxes have
benefited energy, materials, and consumer
discretionary and staples sectors the most.
Investment spending recovery is correlated
with corporate profits, which have been in a
recession—but profits are starting to recover
now. Starting points matter, and any acceleration in profits could be substantial and
durable. Historically, even average investment spending recoveries have resulted in
pro-cyclical environments that favor financials, energy, materials, and, to a lesser
extent, industrials and consumer discretionary (which are more diversified sectors). But
the durable and standout leadership historically has been financials. From a factor
standpoint, the market is likely to be sharply
pro-value, which historically outperforms
70–80 percent of the time during investment spending recoveries.
Having exposure to a mix of sectors with
low correlation to each other can help
reduce risk, lower volatility, and increase
diversification in an investment portfolio.
These benefits can help a portfolio weather
the stock market’s ups and downs and
ensure its sector allocations do not move in
lockstep when market conditions change
(see figure 3).

Continued on page 26 ➧
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Figure 3: A Case for Maintaining a Strategic Allocation to Real Assets
January 31, 1997–January 31, 2017
0%
Diversified Real Assets

10%
Diversified Real Assets

20%
Diversified Real Assets

10%
60%

40%

20%

50%

■ Equities

40%

40%

■ Bonds

40%

■ Real Assets

0% Diversified
Real Assets

10% Diversified
Real Assets

20% Diversified
Real Assets

Annual returns

7.0%

7.2%

7.5%

Volatility (standard deviation)

9.3%

8.9%

8.6%

Sharpe ratio

0.44

0.48

0.52

Table 2: Rebalancing Survey Data—North America January 2017
In 2017, how do you anticipate changing your allocations to the following?

Equities

% increase

%
unchanged

% decrease

% net (figure net
of increases
vs. decreases)

8%

50%

43%

−34%

Fixed income

25%

52%

23%

2%

Hedge funds

18%

53%

29%

−13%

Private equity

47%

37%

16%

32%
29%

Real estate

39%

51%

10%

Real assets

56%

42%

3%

53%

Cash

4%

80%

17%

−13%

Source: BlackRock

Over the past several years, however, correlations among equity sectors—and for
the stock market overall—were on the rise,
leaving them more vulnerable to market
shocks and making it difficult to add excess
return. Since the 2016 election, however,
both inter- and intra-sector correlations
have diminished sharply. A decrease in
correlations means a changing opportunity
set. Historically, active management has
been an effective strategy for taking advantage of a low-correlation environment.
In our view, real assets also should be
aligned with a portfolio’s growth allocation,
because these growth and income categories tend to respond positively to improving
economic growth. Listed real assets, which
span the continuum of Treasury inflationprotected securities, global listed
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infrastructure securities, commodities,
global real estate securities, and natural
resource equities, are capable of generating
a wide range of returns, inflation protection, and potential diversification benefits.
Each client must determine which objectives are most important and build the
portfolio with this hierarchy in mind. Some
objectives cannot be achieved simultaneously. For example, if one wanted to achieve
short-term inflation protection while maximizing long-term return potential, one of
these objectives would have to be sacrificed
to achieve the other.
The real asset allocation of most investors is
limited to small allocations, in the neighborhood of 5–10 percent. But 56 percent of
investors in North America report that they
plan to increase allocations to real assets in

2017, 47 percent say they plan to dial up
allocations to private equity, and 39 percent
say they are looking to boost real estate
allocations. Only 3 percent of North
American investors surveyed plan to
decrease allocations to real assets in 2017
(see table 2).
Given our current low-yield environment
and the desire for investors to minimize
the equity risk of portfolios, advisors are
recommending that real asset allocations
be increased. Given the diversity of the real
asset universe, allocations of upwards of
25 percent would not be unreasonable.
Michael Underhill is founder and chief
investment officer of Capital Innovations,
LLC. He is author of The Handbook of
Infrastructure Investing and contributes exam
material for the CFA examinations. Contact
him at munderhill@capinnovations.com.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

A Canadian Case Study
By Bruce Cur wood, CFA®, CIMA®, and Kendra Kaake, CFA®

T

he theory of risk has been discussed eloquently in numerous
texts throughout the ages. Yet most
institutional investment practitioners seem
to have been sensitized to risk and its ill
effects only since the perfect pension storm
in 2009, which led to increasing liabilities
(due to falling interest rates) combined with
decreasing asset valuations. The theory and
practice of risk management seldom are
seen in concert.
For this reason—good risk management—
case studies can be a major boon to fellow
investors. This article outlines such a riskmanagement case study. The fact that the
subject of this article is a long-time client
and well-known Canadian pension plan
that substantially reduced risk in 2015
makes it even more relevant.

A Brief History of Investment
Risk Management
The evolution of risk management has been a
long and often painful experience for many
investment plan sponsors. It’s been trial by
fire and learning important lessons the hard
way, generally from past mistakes. Sure, the
basic theory has been around for years, but
its actual practice and effective implementation are only now gradually being adopted
and better utilized in the investment world.
When it comes to risk management there
are three noticeable periods:
1. Pre-2000: Acceptance, where risk was
largely ignored
2. 2000–2008: Acknowledgment, where
plan sponsors discovered the real
meaning of risk
3. Post-2009: Action, which started a risk
revolution

Before 2000, modern portfolio theory
(MPT), which was developed in the 1950s
and 1960s, was firmly entrenched in orthodox theory. But it had its limitations (simplifying assumptions, etc.) that were not well
understood by practitioners, whose focus
was largely on optimizing return and peer
comparisons. Perhaps no one made this
point better than Benoit Mandelbrot, a Yale
mathematician who used statistics to poke
legitimate holes in modern financial theory
(see sidebar). For example, in “Ten Heresies
of Finance,” Mandelbrot challenged the
notions that market prices are normally distributed and that they move continuously,
assumptions that form the foundation of
then-conventional risk models. He asserted
that markets are much riskier than most
people realize, and that current models are
used not because they work well but because
the simplicity of the mathematical assumptions behind them is not disputed.

The tools within the investment industry
were somewhat basic when MPT was first
developed—the personal computer was just
coming into vogue, and standard deviation
and correlation were the key measures of
risk. Yes, most funds later used asset-liability
modeling and some Monte Carlo theory in
their annual or tri-annual asset allocation
exercises. That said, the focus by sponsors
was clearly on their assets (not the liabilities), with the spotlight centering on the
average forecasted return and perhaps anticipating a one- or at most a two-standarddeviation event. Tail events were largely
ignored, with most additional effort concentrated on adding value, through active management and monitoring tracking error.
Capital markets were nevertheless favorable
and equities were well-rewarded throughout
this time, with only brief periodic setbacks.
As such you often saw articles with titles like
“Why Not 100 percent Equities?”

BENOIT MANDELBROT,
MATHEMATICIAN (1924–2010)
Over nearly seven decades, working with dozens of scientists, Benoit Mandelbrot contributed to the fields
of geology, medicine, cosmology, and engineering. He used the geometry of fractals to explain how wheat
prices change over time, how galaxies cluster, and how mammalian brains fold as they grow, among other
phenomena. Fractal geometry, his leading-edge concept, is now being used in work with marine organisms, vegetative ecosystems, earthquake data, the behavior of density-dependent populations, percolation
and aggregation in oil research, and in the formation of lightning.
Mandelbrot received more than 15 honorary doctorates and served on the board of many scientific journals; he won the prestigious Wolf Prize for Physics and the Japan Prize for Science and Technology for his
seminal work on fractals.
Although often heralded as one of the most celebrated mathematicians of the past 50 years, Mandelbrot
was generally derided by his more conventional peers in the field of finance and investments. His insightful
works on the uncertainty of risk were unfortunately largely ignored until they proved prophetic, just a few
years before his death.
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Diversification meant simply expanding the
portfolio beyond domestic markets into foreign securities, without a true understanding
of factor risk.
In short, the crux of the problem was the
inequitable amount of time and resources
that investors spent on return over risk—a
return orientation.
The wake-up call came during 2000–2008,
when returns moved back toward their historical average (mean reversion) and all
investment funds shuddered under the
weight of three consecutive disasters within
a decade: the Tech Wreck, the Global
Financial Crisis, and the European Debt
Crisis. As equities fell by about 50 percent
and most assets with any credit exposure
were negatively impacted, investors had few
places to hide to avoid the market downdraft
other than government bonds and gold.
Standard deviation and correlation were
fully exposed as unstable and of limited
value in a stressed environment. In fairness
some funds, after the first calamity, tried to
diversify into alternatives (hedge funds, private equity, etc.), but they usually forgot
about three deadly portfolio sins: leverage,
illiquidity, and lack of transparency. Only a
few mega funds escaped by successfully recognizing their real risk and lengthening or
increasing their fixed income investments to
more closely match liabilities. It was then, as
our economic system teetered, when the
majority of investors realized the true meaning of proper diversification and the benefits
of risk management became apparent. In
short, investors saw the magnitude of the

equity market roller coaster and most
wanted off that raucous ride. They started to
comprehend that the global economy is a
complex, nonlinear system that is turbulent
and nearly impossible to predict. They quickly
understood that market risk was not stable
over time and that investors’ risk tolerances
were subject to dramatic change, which
exacerbated their predicaments. So trying to
solve the risk riddle with a simple, twodimensional (mean-variance) optimization
tool designed for normal markets (modern
portfolio theory) just wouldn’t work. There
was a need to make risk–return tradeoffs and
to evaluate the multi-dimensionality of risk.
For that, better tools and insights would be
necessary. Luckily, computer capabilities had
advanced tremendously and investors also
were willing to admit their own investment
foibles and acknowledge the limitations of
the human mind.
Since 2008 and the perfect investment
storm, a plethora of books have been written about risk management, detailing the
lessons learned and a wide variety of new
and interesting investment solutions (risk
parity, dynamic asset allocation, defensive
equity, liability responsive asset allocation,
goal-oriented investing, etc.) and more
reliable tools (conditional Value-at Risk,
multi-factor analysis, liquidity analysis,
stress testing, scenario analysis, etc.).
However, the dominant theme demonstrated in most of the literature is that good
risk-management policies and effective
fund governance are intricately intertwined
and that risk is a multi-dimensional process
requiring various diagnostics.

So changing peoples’ views and outdated
practices are a large part of the solution,
which means behavioral science is an
important prescriptive element. Deficiencies
in risk management and distorted incentive
systems clearly pointed to poor board oversight. As such, regulators have entered the
fray, and they definitely see risk policy as
the primary duty of the board in any organization. In short, investment funds and
most companies have seen the light and a
risk-management revolution has begun.
In conclusion, fiduciaries need to adopt
better, more prudent, risk-management
processes (i.e., a risk orientation) and to
consider the impact of human behavior on
investment decision-making. However,
this requires an entirely new approach to
risk management, combined with the
proper tools, resources, and a governance
focus on goal attainment. We’re not talking
about structural tweaks but the hard work
of building a better risk-management
framework and culture. In uncertain markets, the limitations of models and mathematics all too often are revealed by history.
This is why we are seeing a total transformation in our industry as a more comprehensive and systematic approach to risk
management (see figure 1) takes hold,
including enterprise risk management. The
mega funds already are committed to this
risk-managed approach, with often upward
of 20 professional specialists devoted to
risk management alone. Those with fewer
staff and resources need to improve their
governance process, make the important
risk decisions (risk tolerance, asset

Figure 1: The Risk Management Process became More Sophisticated—with Five Parts
Sources of risks: fiduciary, asset/liability, market, structural, enterprise, operational

Risk measurement
1. Surplus, total fund, assets, liabilities
2. Downside, factor, scenario, ...
3. Decompositions, drivers, time horizon, ...

Risk assessment
1. What is the value of the risk?
2. What does it cost to hedge?
3. What does it cost to eliminate?

Risk governance
1. Develop risk governance structure
2. Determine risk & return objective
3. Develop risk aware culture
Risk management
1. Risk budgeting & asset allocation
2. Tail risk hedges inc. derivatives
3. Dynamic strategies
Risk compliance
1. Risk of fund within mandates?
2. Risk of managers within mandates?
3. Other risks: counter-party, operational, audit...
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allocation, guidelines, etc.), and then outsource to providers with the necessary
expertize, experience, risk tools, and economies of scale to implement effectively, as
noted in the case study below.

A Canadian Case Study
Background on the
Plans and the Fund
These multiple union plans are bestaverage-earnings contributory Canadian
defined benefit pensions with a common
employer. The commingled total fund has
assets of more than $8 billion Canadian.
Three of the five plans within the common
fund, however, are deeply underfunded on a
going-concern basis, with the largest plan
(about $5 billion) only about 60-percent
funded for the calendar year ending 2014.
With a limited one-person investment team,
the fund has been utilizing its consultant in
a full-retainer capacity for more than 20
years. The consulting services entail the full
gamut of advice including governance, asset
allocation, manager search, reporting, etc.
In 2004, an asset-liability study showed that
the funded status of the largest plan within
the fund was about 46 percent on a goingconcern basis, and the smaller plans were
less well-funded. The recommendation at
that time was that, unless large contributions were to be made by the employer in
short order (which did not appear likely),
the only possible way to make up the funding gap was through an aggressive returnseeking asset allocation with additional
added value through successful active management. Although various asset-class scenarios were analyzed, including alternatives,
the client felt most comfortable with a conventional asset mix of 70-percent equities
(of which 57 percent were global and
43 percent were domestic), 25-percent
domestic universe bonds, and 5-percent
domestic real estate. This asset mix was
reviewed and validated by the investment
committee on numerous occasions thereafter, but it remained largely the same
throughout. Over time, the direct real
estate component never quite achieved
policy weight but was within range and the
additional monies usually were invested in
equities. In short, to meet the objective of

full funding over the long term, the
employer felt compelled to accept higher
equity risk (i.e., a return orientation with a
higher equity risk tolerance).
Over the next 10 years, the total fund performed well and the funding gap was
indeed reduced, as noted for the largest
plan above, and was better than the
52-percent median, 10-year forecast from
the asset-liability study of 2004. The actual
10-year compound asset rate of return was
7.74 percent. This was first-quartile peer
performance, about 0.6 percent above
median. But more importantly, it was about
1 percent above the liability discount rate.
That 1-percent excess return was largely the
result of good active management. Given
the timeframe (2005–2014), these results
also came with considerable volatility—the
fund peer performance vacillated between
first and fourth quartile on a quarterly
basis, depending on how well equities performed. But the investment committee and
board were rightly resolute and kept largely
to the prescribed asset mix throughout that
10-year timeframe.
With these favorable results in hand, a further asset mix review was conducted in
2014, which recommended increased assetmix diversification, including the use of
more alternatives. After a five-year bull
market and with interest rates at record
lows, the consultant suggested that the
employers consider borrowing to increase
contributions and take some risk off the
table. Consultants don’t always know what’s
happening behind the scenes, however, and
in this case various individuals and organizations were hard at work determining a
different outcome.

The Crossroads
In January 2015, the employees and
employer of the largest plan (hereafter
called Plan A), negotiated and announced a
watershed decision wherein the employer
would pay several billion dollars, amortized
over 30 years, to address the funded liabilities. In return, the unions agreed to plan
changes and contribution increases. The
agreement was contingent upon implementing joint trusteeship, meaning that

both employer and unions would be
responsible for the sustainability of the plan
into the future and share equally in surpluses and deficits. This was indeed a defining moment for Plan A and its fiduciaries.
First and foremost, Plan A had to be segregated, but would it still be required to take
the same measure of risk to attain full funding? Liquidity would not be an issue for the
foreseeable future, with regular monthly
contributions from the employer. However,
it also meant that Plan A would shortly be
in a totally different situation than the other
plans (B, C, D, and E), if the common fund
were maintained. When most plans in the
fund are vastly underfunded and not receiving employer contributions, a common
aggressive asset mix might be viable for all.
But now, Plan A would have a novel governance structure, additional contributions,
and perhaps a different objective and risk
tolerance. Finally, the segregation of the
largest plan’s assets (Fund A) and its new
governance structure meant a heck of a lot
of work in a very short amount of time for
staff and the consultant.
Beyond a complex custodial transfer, which
was expected to happen upon incorporation at the end of April 2015, just three
months after the new organizational structure was announced, was the necessity of
completing all new service agreements for
the largest plan’s agents. Yes, staff had to
have all of its 13 managers and other service providers sign separate agreements for
the newly segregated organization. This was
a huge undertaking, particularly because it
had to be reviewed by the internal legal
department and many existing contracts
were outdated. A new joint (employer/
employee) board and investment committee also needed to be appointed to make
ongoing decisions and effectively manage
Fund A.
One first order of business, after all the
documentation and assets were segregated,
was to set a date to conduct a one-and-ahalf-day education session with the new
fiduciaries to assist them in their decisionmaking. The rest of the second day would
be allocated to actually making the key
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strategic decisions (risk tolerance, policy
asset mix, etc.) based on the current, betterfunded position. With little time to lose, an
early June 2015 date was agreed upon. The
task of assembling the most appropriate
educational tools was assigned to the consultant, with guidance from staff.
The consulting team immediately recognized that a new board needed essential
facts and research about their plan and
insight about investment finance basics to
make effective decisions—but that the presentation shouldn’t be overly technical.
Preparing a 200-page presentation about
investment management, which discussed
everything from good governance to appropriate oversight, provided investment
insights, and kept fiduciaries engaged, was
not considered lightly by the consulting
team. The underlying theme throughout the
first day’s presentation would therefore be
good governance and prudent risk management. The session would be interactive to
have the new fiduciaries fully involved. The
second morning would focus on the specifics of Plan A’s current circumstances and try
to apply the broader concepts from the first
day’s more-general education session. For
this, an asset-liability study (a Monte Carlo
analysis with 5,000 paths forecasted over
10- and 20-year time horizons, etc.) and a
detailed risk analysis (including historical
simulations, stress tests, factor analysis, etc.)
with a focus on downside protection needed
to be completed in short order so the essential elements, results, and recommendations
could be considered by the new board and
investment committee that afternoon.
Luckily, liquidity was not an issue—but time
was of the essence in preparing for the twoday early June 2015 meeting.

The Strategy Decisions
and Challenges
Although various solutions were considered, the board and investment committee
for Fund A agreed that their primary
objective was to ensure that projected
assets would continue to meet liabilities
(i.e., a focus on surplus management as
opposed to asset management). Now that
the fund was nearly funded on a discounted basis, due to the guaranteed
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employer contributions, the new fiduciaries did not wish to see the plan returned
to deficit. To be curt, they wished to
ensure that the projected surplus would be
less-exposed to market whims and poor
equity performance by limiting downside
risk. In summary, their risk tolerance had
changed significantly. As such, they
wanted to:
1. Immediately de-risk the fund by reducing equity exposure by 20 percent and
correspondingly increasing fixed
income, which better matched the forecasted liabilities and cash flows.
2. Refresh the return-seeking portfolio to
improve diversification and provide
a more-stable cash flow:
»» Allocate up to 10 percent over time
to direct alternative investments
(e.g., infrastructure).
»» Shift some public equity exposure
(10 percent of equities) to defensive
equity.
3. Increase the allocation to risk-reducing
assets with fixed income at 40 percent,
diversify into core plus bonds at
20 percent (opportunistically adding
foreign bonds, mostly hedged, to a core
domestic bond portfolio), and global
credit at 5 percent (foreign corporate
bonds), leaving pure domestic bonds at
only 15 percent.
4. Refine the existing domestic fixed
income manager structure, including
decreasing the number of managers for
the reduced allocation.
In short, Fund A would need to shift 25 percent of its assets from equities into fixed
income and alternatives to further diversify
and reduce the risk profile. Naturally, the
statement of investment policies and goals
needed to be appropriately redesigned to
incorporate these changes (history, risk tolerance, objective, policy asset mix, guidelines, etc.). A number of implementation
issues, however, quickly were apparent:
Challenge 1: Efficiently shifting the asset
allocation. The fund’s policy portfolio was
changing almost immediately, but a number of governance and operational steps
needed to be completed before the physical

assets could reach the new policy targets.
Manager searches needed to be conducted
and specific manager allocations needed to
be determined. This takes time and any
delay represented significant risk relative to
the policy portfolio.
Challenge 2: Creating an interim expo
sure to infrastructure. The fund had a goal
of 5-percent allocation to private infrastructure investments, but the funding of
this asset class would take years to complete. In the meantime, an interim exposure
strategy for infrastructure assets was
needed to mitigate opportunity costs relative to the policy portfolio.
Challenge 3: Minimize transaction costs
and manage operational burden. With
more than 25 percent of the plan turning
over, transactional costs needed to be managed to help minimize the performance
impact on the fund. A definitive strategy
was imperative to limit execution costs and
minimize the effect of the restructuring.
Upon recommendation from the consultant,
the staff agreed to commence an independent, formal search for an implementation
manager with transition and overlay capabilities to provide the required trading expertise and limit the burden on staff. A short list
of three capable agents was identified and
staff issued a formal request for proposal in
June 2015 with responses to be received six
weeks later. The selected implementation
manager immediately evaluated the asset
allocation needs of the fund. It was clear to
this manager that an overlay program could
provide immense value by immediately
aligning asset classes with policy portfolio
targets. The overlay program would use
derivatives to adjust the asset allocation of
the fund to policy without the need to trade
physical assets. The overlay strategy would
instantaneously shift the asset allocation and
mitigate some opportunity costs. In effect,
this approach provided a cost-effective and
efficient solution to Challenge 1 and assisted
in Challenge 3.
The allocation to private infrastructure
(Challenge 2) would take years to complete
and the fund needed an interim allocation
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with similar infrastructure investments,
which could be quickly acquired and slowly
liquidated, as the private-infrastructure
capital calls were received. The consultant
and implementation manager reviewed a
number of different strategies including
active, passive, and exchange-traded fund
solutions. Staff then determined that an
active public-markets commingled multimanager infrastructure solution would be
best for their situation, because they had
previously favorably vetted such a manager
who could perform proper oversight on
their behalf. Although the passive strategies
had lower management fees they were
deemed inferior, because the index components could be heavily skewed by liquidity
demands, sometimes significantly pushing
prices away from fair value. The global
listed infrastructure manager was chosen
and funding (5-percent allocation)
occurred by the end of September 2015.
Additional monies (2.5 percent) were provided later to this same global listed infrastructure multi-manager in early 2016 to
top up Fund A’s real asset component to
policy until the domestic real estate manager would require the funds (likely in the
distant future).
An effective transition by the implemen
tation manager also would address
Challenge 3, by minimizing trading costs,
including brokerage, spread, and impact
costs, while mitigating opportunity costs.

A complete evaluation of the restructuring
cost was therefore undertaken to understand its primary components and how
best to minimize each. Further, the fund
used this restructuring as an opportunity
to reallocate its percentage asset allocations
to target, between existing and new managers within fixed income and equity. A
total of 15 managers were involved in the
restructuring, which required close coordination among the implementation manager, staff, custodian, and managers.
In the interim, the consultant and staff
identified suitable manager candidates for
the new traditional asset mandates and
refinements that would be necessary to the
existing manager lineup. The defensive
manager search was conducted in the late
third quarter of 2015 and funded immediately, and the bond manager searches (two
separate mandates, three managers in total)
were completed in January 2016.

The Result
Within 11 months (see figure 2) of its formation, Plan A, with close coordination
between staff and consultant, was completely transformed from a return-seeking
fund (asset-oriented with a high risk tolerance, dominated by equities) to a more
diversified, risk-oriented plan (focused on
surplus management). A new organization,
governance structure, and strategy were
embraced, which had all the fiduciaries

working on the same game plan with a
common playbook. The statement of investment policies and goals (SIP&G) and policy
asset mix had been successfully transitioned
from 72.5-percent global equity/25-percent
domestic fixed income/2.5-percent domestic real estate to 50-percent global equity
with a defensive bias/40-percent diversified
fixed income/10-percent alternatives
(including 7.5-percent global listed infrastructure and 2.5-percent domestic private
real estate). In short, the plan’s assets were
successfully de-risked and further diversified in a timely manner through the use of
education, research, various tools, products,
and experts. Despite staff limitations, the
fund effectually utilized the services of various outsourced service providers (consultant, implementation manager, and
multi-manager) to efficiently and effectively
realize its policy. The one-person staff had
considerably enhanced capability by
outsourcing.
De-risking was accomplished, largely
through the overlay strategy, which was put
in place at the end of September 2015,
shortly after the relevant implementation
documentation was signed. It remained in
effect for six months, until the traditional
managers had been selected. The overlay
was removed at the end of March 2016,
when all the active individual physical
managers received their mandated policy
cash flows and allocations.

Figure 2: Timeline of Events
January 2015

April 2015

June 2015

August 2015

End of September 2015

January 2016

Employee/employer
watershed agreement
announced for Plan A

Custodial segregation
of Fund A

Fiduciaries attend a twoday educational session
and make key strategic
decisions for Fund A

Draft the new SIP&G

De-risk through overlays
and engage defensive
and infrastructure
managers

Complete new bond
manager searches

February & March 2015

May 2015

July 2015

September 2015

End of December 2015

End of March 2016

Plan the fiduciary
education session

Identify the challenges
and conduct implementation manager RFP

Approve SIP&G, do
structural analysis,
identify manager short
list, and select defensive
equity and global listed
infrastructure managers

Allocate additional
monies to global listed
infrastructure

Effect physical transition
and bond manager
reconfiguration to attain
asset policy mix

New service provider
contracts executed
following legal review,
while A/L study and risk
analysis conducted
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That’s all fine and good, but you may ask,
are there any measures to qualify that this
implementation was a success? There are
several:
1. First and foremost, the plan, as agreed
by all fiduciaries, successfully reduced
risk by:
»» substantially modifying the risk profile rapidly though overlays,
»» setting and achieving the new target
strategic asset allocation within
nine months, and
»» lowering tracking error to policy
throughout the implementation
process.
2. During the six-month overlay period,
Fund A’s total assets with the overlay
outperformed Fund A’s total assets without the overlay by $8 million (net).
3. The physical transition yielded a cost
savings of $0.9 million or 19 basis points
(gross).
4. The added value through active management from the global listed infrastructure multi-manager structure was
$2.8 million gross (and the returns from
real assets and bonds outperformed
equities) over the six-month period.
In short, the new fiduciaries at Plan A
made many good decisions in their first
year together, with limited staff, augmented
by several outsourcing agents. As an
update, the remaining plans (B, C, D, and
E) still are invested aggressively in the original commingled fund but are believed to
be contemplating similar change.
Were any lessons learned or could this
case have been handled better? Perhaps,
but no major deficiencies stand out in the
authors’ minds. That said, consider the following key takeaways, consistent with best
practice:
1. The importance of accountable governance and good risk-management
practices should be an imperative for
every fund.
2. That said, effective implementation
should never be underestimated.
3. To make timely decisions, efficient use of
the skills, tools, research, and resources
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available—be they internal staff or outside providers—is paramount.
4. Having a good game plan (strategy) that
all fiduciaries understand (education)
and a specific common objective known
to all is essential (teamwork counts).
5. Good quantitative tools should assist in
the risk-management process, backed
by a sensible qualitative review, but
there is no substitute for common sense
in any risk-management exercise.

Kendra Kaake, CFA®, ASA, ACIA, FRM, is a
senior investment strategist for Russell
Investments in the Global Research and
Strategy Group. She earned a BSc in
mathematics and statistics from the
University of British Columbia. Contact her
at kkaake@russellinvestments.com.
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ROBO AND TRADITIONAL MODELS WORKING TOGETHER

The Rise of the Digitally Augmented Advisor
By Rob Klapprodt

I

n 2015, a feature story in a prominent
advisor trade magazine touted that one
of every 10 advisors had never heard of
robo-advisors.1 Now it’s hard to find any
news about advisors without seeing the
term “robo” attached. Most major broker–
dealer platforms have launched robo solutions—Fidelity notably made a splash with
robos in 2016.
Can advisors survive in an age of the robo
solution? Or should they abandon the traditional press-the-flesh model and go all in
on digital?
The answer depends on the advisor’s or the
financial institution’s business model and
target audience. Regardless, be certain that
consumers of all types are expecting their
financial firms to provide compelling digital experiences. According to the PwC
Strategy & Global Wealth Management
Survey 2016, 69 percent of high-net-worth
individuals (HNWIs) now are using online/
mobile banking but only one-quarter of
wealth managers offer digital channels
beyond e-mail.2 The survey also found that
45 percent of HNWIs under age 45 who
don’t use robo services would consider
using them in the future. Fortunately there
is plenty of room for individual firms to
create their own places within this trend by
blending their successful value propositions
with new tools and technology.
Even if fully automated advice isn’t appropriate for your clients or your practice, the
technology has a role in augmenting your
client relationships and improving your
operational efficiency. Exactly what to do
inevitably varies by firm, and it’s important

not to rush into something that may not be
right for your clients or practice. Advisors
should pause now and take this opportunity to think about how robo technology
can best meet current and future investment needs of clients along with sustainably growing their businesses and
minimizing operational risk.
Based on our work developing solutions for
some of the largest financial firms in the
industry, we see a definite trend toward
“digitally augmented advice.” Simply
described, digitally augmented advice is
traditional advice delivered by a financial
advisor enhanced with a flexible suite of
digital capabilities that aid in collaborating
with and servicing a client. Digital solutions can run the gamut depending on the
firm type, from intuitive easy-to-use client
portals to complete automated advice and
account access.
Digital advice solutions come in many
forms, and each possesses a range of operational implications that deserve consideration. Financial firms need to carefully
evaluate their business models to determine
optimal implementation. It’s also critical to
understand the nuanced differences among
various robo/digital solutions to determine
how best to address current needs and provide a path to flexibly evolve for the future.

Meeting Investor Demand
for Investment Information
Service standards in the digital age for
both advised and self-directed customers
increasingly center on convenience and
always-on access to information. As such,
static performance reporting and paper-

heavy processes resulting from a lack of
back-office investment can dilute both
client experience and loyalty. The
24/7-driven worldview also extends to the
advisor. The ability to access information,
in real time and on any device, supports
service provision and product delivery (i.e.,
cross selling), and it helps differentiate the
advisor. From a management perspective,
strategic planning requirements and regulatory risks mean the home office must be
plugged in to data as well. All vendors offer
management dashboards and analytics, but
executive-level reports offer a deeper view.
Digital innovation is most visible on the
front end (think robo-advisory platforms
and advisor iPads), but it depends heavily
on the back office. This interdependence
holds the key to meeting the heightened
service requirements of customers postfinancial crisis. Previously, back-office processes drew attention only in the event of
an operational mishap or customer-related
error. Today, processing firepower and
flawless handling of data (not to mention
wholly back-office-owned enhancements
such as digital vaults) drive the client
experience.
Most robo offerings available today are
technology islands: bolt-on, digital-only
advice-delivery mechanisms completely
disconnected from existing middle- and
back-office infrastructure. This disconnection leads to inconsistencies in the advice
that firms provide and inefficiencies across
the organization. The best solutions solve
for these shortcomings by offering a comprehensive platform that leverages each
organization’s core competencies and
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current suite of advisory offerings (e.g.,
mutual fund advisory, exchange-traded
fund (ETF) advisory, separately managed
accounts, unified managed accounts, and
advisory-discretionary programs), and also
offers a highly configurable blend of human
and automated advice delivery.

Digital Advice in the DOL Era
Because of the pending Department of
Labor (DOL) fiduciary rule, firms may face
a dilemma if they have a robo program
that’s not fully integrated into their offering.
Such a “siloed” system will have its own set
of capital market assumptions, asset allocation targets, and ETF products, which inevitably will vary from what the firm is using
for its traditional advice offerings, resulting
in inconsistencies. For example, consider
two clients with similar profiles, investment
objectives, and risk tolerance, one served
by a robo solution and the other directly
managed by you. If the robo solution has a
different outlook on emerging markets than
you, this would lead to differences in the
asset allocations recommended to each
client. Ditto for the products and securities
used, which, if not consistent, should at
least not be contradictory. But you might
choose to sell out of a mutual fund or ETF
for an account you’re directly managing
just as the robo is choosing to buy into
those same securities for the other account.
The differing underlying assumptions could
drive completely different outcomes for the
two clients—one portfolio could tank and
the other might perform particularly well.
How would you reconcile this for a regulator and explain it to your client? Firms
using this type of solution may find themselves challenged to prove that they are
operating in the best interest of their clients
and fail to comply with the DOL fiduciary
ruling. Comprehensive, integrated solutions provide a framework to enable comprehensive, consistent advice across all
channels, which enables firms to streamline
compliance with regulation and mitigate
operational risk.
The ability to deliver consistent advice (at
the asset-class, manager, and product level)
across digital and face-to-face contexts has
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become paramount in the current market
and regulatory environment. Engaging a
robo provider may mean embracing
investment strategies and risk assumptions
that diverge from the firm’s in-house view.
Real consistency requires a clear view of
assets held in-house, which in turn implies
product stacks and their underlying technology silos.

Developing a Plan to
Integrate Robo and
Traditional Advice Delivery
Firms considering a digital strategy need
to explore the following questions:
What’s your firm’s value proposition?
Many firms that provide robo technology
to advisors also provide investment services
directly to consumers. Are your client relationships strong enough and is your value
proposition differentiated enough to retain
clients over time? Advisors should be
thinking about this as a general matter, but
it’s even more important if you are going to
steer clients to an external robo service.
Who owns the client? Many third-party
robos structure contracts so they control the
advisory agreement and therefore effectively
own the client. At the onset, this might
seem a trivial matter and advisors may welcome such outsourcing. After all, many
advisors are seeking to use a robo to service
their smallest accounts. But advisors need
to consider their long-term business strategy when choosing a robo. Today’s small
accounts are tomorrow’s core book of business. Robos are constantly evolving, making
this an even more important issue to raise
during due diligence.
How do you meet clients’ needs? Robo
solutions are generally algorithm-driven,
providing a range of portfolios tailored to
investor profile and risk tolerance. These
solutions don’t necessarily enhance an advisor’s ability to deliver advice as much as
they automate away administrative needs
on small accounts. Key questions in this
area to consider include:
• What information do clients desire and
how will they access it?

• Is there room for the advisor to provide
advice on the portfolio constructed for a
specific client?
• Does the platform offer sufficient investment and manager options to effectively
meet a client’s needs?
• If a client’s needs evolve beyond what the
external robo solution can support, what
is the path for that client to migrate to
your advisory services?
• Is the underlying clearing and custody
firm financially stable?
Are the assets custodied with the robo
account the same place you custody your
other accounts? If the robo doesn’t custody
at the same institution as your other
accounts, you and your clients will receive
different reports (e.g., Fidelity’s statements
are different from Betterment’s statements)
and it will be incumbent on you to reconcile
the differences or explain to clients why
they are receiving two separate reports for
your service. Advisors may wish to consider
accessing these augmented services by
embracing platform consolidation. Platform
consolidation enables one platform to manage all accounts, delivering your advice consistently across all channels. The big
differentiator among providers is found in
the scalability and flexibility of the platform.
If a client wants to open an account for a
child, for instance, will you maintain a single view of the client’s household?
Can robo technology effectively integrate
with other critical systems? Integration is
the holy grail for every solution. Advisors
need to clearly understand the robo’s ability
to integrate with other systems, custodial as
well as best-of-breed third-party applications. Integration is especially critical for
client reporting, and even more so if a
client has an account managed by a robo
and another account managed by you.
Robos need to be part of the existing business structure and should provide the advisor with tools to enhance the client
experience. This starts with a unified, cohesive platform. Firms that have made the
transition from point systems will be wellplaced to evolve in line with the ever evolving demands of their investors. This sort of
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agility will be increasingly critical given the
pace of digital change and the cost and regulatory pressures. Vendors must continue
to focus on integration; ensuring that
client, account, and other data is reconciled
and that the right technology components
are talking to each other. Firms seeking to
integrate legacy technologies must balance
their need for scalability against the risk of
alienating their stable of advisors, who may
resent the lack of pricing power implicit in
a locked-down model, or who may be used
to managing operational details (e.g., rebalancing) themselves.

The Winning Model
The future of investment advice is not a
choice between a robo advisor or a traditional advisor; it’s augmenting traditional
advisors with a broad set of digital technology tools that enable them to capture and
grow investor wealth.
Automated investment platforms can satisfy immediate investor demands, but they
are not completely adept at addressing
other areas of a sound financial plan or
evolving with investors and their life circumstances. According to a recent report
issued by Investopedia and the Financial
Planning Association, no algorithm exists
that can prudently assess the many areas of
an individual’s financial life and make the
necessary strategic decisions related to
retirement planning, estate planning, tax
planning, healthcare planning, eldercare
planning, and the many other personal
financial areas most people face.3 High tech
and high touch should work hand in hand,
and the largest players in the industry are
moving in this direction. This shift from
investor-driven to advisor-robo—first
noticed and grabbed by Vanguard’s
Personal Advisor and Personal Capital—
has caused others to take note, including
Schwab’s Intelligent Advisory and Fidelity’s
AMP. Schwab aims to serve investors who
require more guidance than is available on
a retail robo with a balance of digital and
human touch points. For example, Schwab
investors will use a self-guided online tool
to create a tailored financial plan followed
by a conversation with a human consultant.
The team of human advisors will be

available by phone or video-conference to
answer questions or provide advice, and
annual check-ins can be scheduled online.4
Fidelity’s AMP allows investors to create goals
and track progress, open and fund accounts,
and monitor wealth in collaboration with
their advisors.5 Robos that do little more
than manage index portfolios at a low price
could be threatened by the value that
hybrid robos bring as they deliver hightouch, holistic plans and track assets to
specific objectives.
The latest market movers support our
position that firms should look to leverage the technology capabilities of robos
versus completely outsourcing the management of certain clients to external
robo solutions. Digital capabilities available to clients and investors enhance
advisor-client engagement and collaboration, improve advisor growth and efficiency, and expand advisors’ portfolio
management capabilities. Today’s robo
tools will be commonplace five years
from now. Advisors should embrace and
integrate platforms now so they can
attract new clients, focus on their key

areas of expertise, and sustainably grow
the value they offer to their customers.
Rob Klapprodt is president of Vestmark. He
earned a BS in economics and mathematics
from Pennsylvania State University. Contact
him at rklapprodt@vestmark.com.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL HEBURN,
PHILIP KESSLER, AND CAM GOODWIN

Charles Schwab Panel—Automated Advice
One of the growing trends over the past several years has been the proliferation of automated advice platforms (i.e., robo-advice).
Investments & Wealth Monitor (IWM)
wanted to understand this phenomenon
from a user perspective. The edited interview
presented below was conducted at the 2016
Schwab IMPACT Conference in October 2016.
Questions were asked of representatives from
three firms that have embraced a digitaladvice platform: Michael Heburn, chief operating officer of Level Financial Advisors;
Philip Kessler, JD, managing partner of SWS
Partners; and Cam Goodwin, CFP®, CPFA,
chief operating officer of HawsGoodwin.
IWM: There has been a lot of attention on
the various automated advice offerings.
How did you evaluate the offerings and
what was the motivation behind pursuing
an automated investment management
platform?
Heburn: When we first looked at it, we
thought it was an opportunity for us to
reach a client base that we didn’t traditionally reach. We had a stated minimum of
$250,000 in assets under management,
and we said, “This is a great chance for
us to reach a group of people that aren’t
there yet.”
We thought that investment management
was becoming more and more commoditized. We were trying to leverage financial
planning and determine the next generation of tools. To sub-brand it, we call it
Blueprint. We created our own brand and
said, “We’re going to reach out to a very
specific target audience and see if we can
generate some excitement about it.”
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Goodwin: We came from a large wirehouse, and so traditionally we had always
focused on high-net-worth investors. We
always knew in the back of our minds that
there’s a large segment of clients out there
that is really underserved. We’ve always
wanted to find a way to serve those clients.
We call them the “emerging investor” internally. It is how we refer to everybody on
ProsperHG, basically. But it’s that level
that’s not yet ready for our wealth management side, but we want to develop relationships with them now. So we were excited
this technology really came about, and it
has allowed us to target and go after that
client segment.
Kessler: My partner and I, as we were
thinking about putting together our partnership, looked at automated investing as
where the industry is going, as in: “We don’t
have a choice. You’re either going to integrate this or you’re going to get left behind.”
So we looked at it and said, “It has to be a
large component part of the firm.” We do
some client segmentation, but we use automated advice for anything under $2 million,
and then we layer on the financial planning.
That’s a retainer. You’re paying a yearly
retainer to have access to the financial planning. Just a little different approach.
IWM: What other services are part of your
offering?
Goodwin: Every client that comes onto
ProsperHG, number one, they get full
access to a Certified Financial Planner™
professional, just like a regular advisor.

They also get a financial plan from day one.
Our goal is to help get them on a plan and
help them save. Our goal with every
ProsperHG client is to eventually get them
to our wealth management side. So we start
with that financial plan, to get them on track
to build wealth. Then we have a specific service model ongoing with these clients where
we will call them typically over the phone
and do two reviews with them annually.
We’ve priced at 50 basis points, which is
pretty low. We feel like if we do our job and
do it well, we’ll be able to be profitable at
that level. Our traditional offering starts at
1 percent and tiers down from there.
Heburn: Blueprint is one of three segments. It’s our entry-level segment for
investors. We’re offering a base financial
plan. One of the things that’s unique about
the way we do it is we don’t let clients sign
themselves up on the platform. We require
them to meet with an advisor. We give
every client a dedicated advisor, and we
make sure that they come in and meet with
us and talk about what they’re trying to
accomplish.
We offer unlimited e-mail and phone calls
with the dedicated advisor. They can use
Citrix or GoToMeeting, too. We charge
1 percent of assets under management,
which is the same fee that we charge for all
tiers. Our approach to it is that as your
assets grow and your life becomes more
complicated and your financial needs
become more complicated, you graduate to
a higher level of service for the same price.
That’s how we sell it to our clients, and it
seems to be speaking to them.
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Kessler: Our firm’s construct is a little different in that we don’t use any funds. We
either have exchange-traded funds (ETFs) or
individual shares of stock. So when we look
at a private client, typically we’re utilizing
individual stock portfolios. We’ll go out and
curate private equity and real estate deals.
Originally we priced it at 50 basis points.
Then we came to the conclusion that we
wanted it to be the same integration with
the firm no matter what platform you were
on, whether it was financial planning or
whether it was service or whether it was
access to anything else that we do to just
have no difference, no matter whether you
were on what we call SWS Direct or
whether you were a private client. So same
service team, same financial planning team.
We actually raised the fee to 75 basis points
for two reasons: one, because we were putting forth our service team, but two, we
looked at the marketplace and realized that
the independents, whether that’s Betterment
or Wealthfront, had created a race to the
bottom. They were commoditizing a commodity, and we just didn’t want to be there.
We wanted to make sure that people understood that they were getting more sophisticated and needed direct access to a human
being. So we raised the fee.
IWM: It sounds like the automated offer
ing is a new business model for each of
you. Did any of you think about going
100-percent digital when you were thinking
through this?
Heburn: We didn’t. Of course we talked
about it, but we thought for us, getting
people into this platform accomplishes a
couple of really neat things. One, we think
it’s cultivating future investors for our
larger platform, and to be able to get people
in there and establish a relationship is key
because you can put anybody into an automated platform and they could never speak
to anybody at your firm. But if they have a
dedicated advisor and they’re having conversations with that person over the years
and they begin to trust that person, we
think it’s more likely that they’re going to
want to stay in the future.

The other part that we think is interesting is
that for our younger advisors in the office,
our less-tenured advisors and CFP® professionals, this gives them an opportunity to
work their craft a little bit on a less-complex
client in the beginning and establish relationships and learn how to cultivate business. These may be opportunities they
wouldn’t necessarily have if we were starting
them out with our more traditional clients
with $500,000 in assets under management.
We think that interaction is benefiting both
the clients and of course the career development of our employees.
Goodwin: I would echo that. We’re very
similar from that standpoint. From day
one we want to know our clients. We don’t
want to roll out a completely digital offering because we think that what sets us
apart is that service model, the access to
a Certified Financial Planner professional.
We want to know those clients. We want
to know their families.
We want to know when they get job promotions and good things happen in their
lives so we can help advise them along the
way because, again, our endgame with
these clients is to help them grow their
wealth and get them to our wealth management side. So we never want to be a pure
robot, so to speak. We always want to have
that personal touch.
Kessler: We’re probably a little different in
that it’s really up to the client. One of the
unique things that’s come out of utilizing
this technology is you get to look at your
client a little differently. We have clients
that call us all the time, and we have some
clients that will never call us again. That’s
okay. It’s completely up to them.
The technology is—I think the word I
would use is empowering. When you can
see what you own, what you make, what
you pay 24/7, then we joke about brokers.
Why do you need to come and meet with
me quarterly? I’m going to show you a
report you can see instantly on your phone
any time you want. So you’re going to deal
with us on the things that are really
important.

We found that the communications we’ve
gotten back from clients are about the
things that we want to communicate with
them about. For example, when the Brexit
happened, the phone didn’t ring, because
you can go on your phone. You can click it.
You realize that the guy screaming at you
on CNBC is out of his mind and your portfolio is okay, and you go on about your day.
It’s been interesting for us just to watch how
that works. It’s allowed clients to interact
with us how they want to interact with us.
IWM: There is an impression that the automated offering is designed to attract
smaller clients and millennials. Who are
you attracting with this new offering—
millennial tech-savvy investors, etc.?
Goodwin: When we first launched
ProsperHG, we had that client in mind.
We were targeting the millennials, mid-20s,
late 20s, and we quickly realized that that
was really too young. They didn’t need us
yet. They needed financial planning help.
They needed some advice about getting out
of debt, student loans, those sorts of things.
But they didn’t necessarily have a nest egg.
They didn’t need an investment manager at
this point.
Our average client age is about 38 years old
on ProsperHG. So the demographic is
much older than we thought. We kind of
had to backtrack and change our marketing
strategy to target that client base. Our
clients are typically young families that are
just starting to save and young professionals who are in a pretty high income. They
could potentially be good clients for our
wealth management side in five to 10 years.
Heburn: I think it’s similar. We’ve had
mostly young professionals, for sure. Our
target when we set out was 28 to 38, high
earning potential but not a lot saved away
already, professional definitely, people who
have the ability to acquire wealth over a
period of years. We’re finding for the most
part that’s what we’re getting even without a
really targeted marketing campaign to date.
Most of the work we’ve done with our
Blueprint has been social media, Google
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searches, things like that. We haven’t even
set out really to do a targeted campaign.
When we do, it’ll be interesting to see what
comes knocking on the door. But our target
is definitely that high-earning-potential
candidate. I hate to use the word “millennial” because it means so many different
things, but they’re in there.
Kessler: So as we think about how we go to
market in general as a firm, it’s around fees.
If you talk to somebody who is coming out
of a brokerage experience where they’re
paying 125 bps to their financial advisor
and then they’re putting another 85 bps
into their 15-mutual-fund portfolio, and
then their 12b-1 fee, at some point they’re
cruising close to 2.5 percent.
The outcome, whether you’re a young person looking to save money or you’re someone who’s heading into retirement—a
former law professor of mine called me
yesterday, and we’re going to put her on
there. It’s a $2.5-million account. The reason being is that her chance of success goes
up exponentially if her fees drop from
2.5 percent to 75 basis points, because I
don’t think they’re raising interest rates any
time soon.
IWM: We’re curious if this new offering has
cannibalized your existing business. How
have your existing clients reacted to the
new offering?
Goodwin: This is probably the number-one
question we get from advisors who are looking to implement an automated platform
like this. We have decided to just embrace
it, and so we have told our existing client
base about ProsperHG. We wanted them
to know about it. We’re excited about it.
If we did have a client who wanted to move
from the wealth management side over to
ProsperHG, we would let them do that as
long as they’re okay with the reduced service level that goes along with it. Most of
our wealth management clients understand, number one, that there’s some level
of sophistication that goes along with their
portfolios. We spend time with their CPAs
and attorneys to help develop plans for
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them, and that goes away. ProsperHG
doesn’t give that high a service level. To
date we haven’t had any do that, again, but
if they wanted to do that we’d be happy to
let them do it.
Kessler: Really, we haven’t had any pushback or any question. We were a little targeted in how we did what we did. We
have a fee schedule for clients under
$2 million. If you want to be a private
client, it’s 125 basis points. The minute
you explain to them 50 basis points over
time, they get it.
But to me, it’s a little different. We’ve seen a
large uptake. They like the technology and
they like the access. So cannibalization
maybe, but our fee structure is 75 basis
points for accounts $5 million and up. Now
we’re 75 basis points for direct. We actually
built the business model around being able
to be profitable with the understanding that
the fees we charge will go down over time,
not up. So we built that into the business
model for the firm.
Heburn: As you might expect, we don’t
have any cannibalization keeping the price
the same. We haven’t had a lot of pushback
from people saying: “Well, wait a minute.
You’re charging me 1 percent, and I’m getting this small amount of service.” It’s really
been us telling people, “You’re going to
graduate to a higher level of service and get
more services and more action from us as
your assets grow.” I think that’s a positive
message for people. It gives them something to aspire to.
For us, it’s been positive. We also have a
break. Once you get beyond $750,000 assets
under management, our normal price fee
actually creates a break for high-net-worth
clients.
IWM: It seems like part of your motivation
for offering automated advice has been
to grow your business. How do you position this in the marketplace? How do you
brand it?
Goodwin: We actually engaged an outside
marketing firm to help us create that brand.

We knew we wanted a separate brand from
the start, but we did want to in some way
connect it back to our HawsGoodwin
brand to help make that transition once
they become eligible for our wealth management platform. We think that name
really encompasses what our clients want.
They want to prosper, and it seemed to resonate well with our clients. Adding the HG
to the end of it connects them to our firm
from day one.
Heburn: We hired an outside marketing
agency, too, and we ran the full gamut.
We did qualitative research. Our firm name
was originally Schroeder, Braxton, and
Vogt, the three partners with the firm at the
time, and we decided we wanted to create
something that spoke to what we did and
also spoke to this whole idea of trying to
get people to reach a higher level of financial freedom or reach their goals.
Then when we engaged the marketing
firm, we started talking about our differ
ent segments and our different tiers.
Blueprint, being the entry-level tier, you’re
drawing things out and trying to figure
out what’s going to be going on in the
future. Then you move into Foundation,
a metaphor for setting the groundwork,
the foundation, for your financial home or
castle someday maybe. Then we move to
Cornerstone, which is our top tier for
folks who have the highest amount of
assets under management and have the
most complicated needs.
We used all those different names and built
the imagery and the logo around it. So
when you see Blueprint, Foundation, and
Cornerstone, you see our little arrows that
are in our normal name, and everything
has a consistent look and feel. It was part of
a broader marketing arrangement.
Kessler: So far it’s all been organic marketing just through networks no different than
we would communicate anything else about
the firm, although we are in the process of
trying to figure out what that will look like.
There will be some sort of online presence,
and it’ll be related to everything that we’re
going to be doing firm-wide.
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It’s interesting. We’re not marketers, and we
haven’t spent any money on marketing, as
you may tell from our logo. But we named
it SWS Direct because when we first started
into it, we thought it was going to be this
separate animal for smaller clients, and we
learned later that it wasn’t. I wouldn’t be
surprised if we don’t drop the name, that it
just is part of what we do and how we do it.
Heburn: We hired the marketing agency.
We spent most of the beginning of 2016
making the name change. We redid the
website and set all that up. We’ve done a lot
of work with SEO (search engine optimization) and trying to get our online presence
to show up at the beginning of searches,
Google and Bing and different places.
We’ve done some general marketing and
advertising for our firm on public radio in
different places. But we haven’t done anything direct yet for Blueprint. Our plans for
2017 will incorporate a portion of our marketing budget to go toward this segment,
targeting a very specific group of people
we’re trying to reach with this platform.
One of the big changes for us in our strategic plan was having a marketing budget
and really sitting down and saying: “Who
are we trying to reach? How much are we
going to spend?” We do it as a percentage
of revenue and then look at it four, five, six
years down the line and say, “Okay, if we’re
spending 3 percent of revenue, maybe it’s
6 or 7 percent six or seven years from now.”
How much of that bucket are we going to
spend on Blueprint versus Cornerstone?
Obviously Cornerstone is our bread and
butter, our largest tier, so we’re going to
spend a much higher percentage of our
marketing budget on something like that
than we would on Blueprint. With
Blueprint, we have to engage an entirely
different type of audience and go digital
and do a lot on the Internet to really make
it work for us.
Goodwin: We launched ProsperHG a little
over a year ago, and it’s kind of been in soft
launch mode for a while just to see how it
goes. Up to this date, we’ve done pretty
much organic growth. We did roll out

earlier this year from a marketing perspective. One avenue we’re exploring is through
a division of HawsGoodwin Financial that
does corporate retirement plans. We have
gone to those companies and begun to
market ProsperHG for them to roll out to
their employees. We’ve had some early success with that, some early adoption from
those companies to use ProsperHG with
their clients for their assets that are outside
the 401(k) plan we’re managing for them.
And then we’ve been working on a big
social media strategy campaign. So I’ll be
able to report a little bit more about how
successful we are with that, but we are
going to start targeting more of our demographic. Now that we really know what that
demographic is, we can get really targeted
on social media and reach the masses in
that way.
IWM: Many advisors are looking toward
automated investment management as a
means to scale their businesses or get efficiency. Has that been your experience to
date? Are there operational efficiencies?
Kessler: In fact, that’s one of the key reasons we incorporated it in the firm. To be
frank, we look at it as leverage not only for
the clients. They obviously are going to get
a better outcome because it’s less expensive.
But speaking as the owner of the firm, there
are a lot less people I have to hire. This
thing never takes a vacation. It doesn’t need
benefits.
I get it, but the point is that if you think
about it from the ability to scale the firm,
and the way that we’re constructed, just so
you understand, is that all the clients are
clients of the firm. There are no individual
books of business. Then we’ve built the
team around a specialty, whether that’s service or whether that’s financial planning or
whether that’s client development. If you’re
in one of those buckets, that’s what you do,
and that’s all we ask of you.
When I went wheels up Monday, we had
199 accounts. We’ll probably have 210 by
next Monday. We figure we can probably
triple the size of it by this time next year.

For us, it has been a really strong growth
leverage from the firm side.
Heburn: Undoubtedly it really is a way to
build operational efficiency into your practice. The way we look at it it’s freeing up the
time for our professionals to do more
value-added types of things. We do believe
that the investment management side of
things is becoming more and more commoditized, and I would venture to guess
that somewhere down the line a vast majority of our clients will be in some form of
semi-automatic rebalancing of some kind.
So we look at it as a way to build for the
future. We think our professionals enjoy
having the ability to have a relationship
with a client where you don’t have to spend
most of your time doing that type of activity. Then when they call, you’re ready to just
answer their questions and help them.
We do it a little differently, too. Our
research showed us that the people who are
in this platform prefer to take smaller bites
of the apple. We actually do a monthly billing on this platform, and so that’s probably
the biggest operational change we had
when we implemented it. We’ve spent a lot
of time focusing on cleaning up that process to make it quick and easy. We spend
five, ten minutes billing our accounts once
a month, and it’s been popular.
It’s looked at almost like a subscriptionbased type of offering by our clients. But
undoubtedly as it matures and as it
becomes more robust, it is going to be a
game-changer for advisory firms that are
looking to grow because you can grow
without adding headcount. That’s going to
be critical in our business in the future.
Goodwin: I wish the rest of our business
was as efficient as this. But it is very efficient. We spend most of our time on the
onboarding process because we do a financial plan. So we’ll spend a couple hours
with the client, but once we have that client
onboarded—it’s a completely paperless
onboarding, which is really nice. Really just
our time that goes into the front-end planning piece. That is the biggest thing that we
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deal with operationally. But we think that’s
very profitable operationally to work with
those clients.
Heburn: Just to add one thing, too, when
we talk to our employees about this type of
system, of course people who are in the
jobs where they’re supposed to be doing
this type of work and now you’ve replaced
it with something automatic, they can get a
little antsy. What we’ve done is we’ve said:
“Listen, this is going to allow us to grow.
This is good for the future.” Not only are we
going to have to do this to compete in the
future anyways because our contemporaries
are going to do this whether we like it or
not, but it really does give them the freedom to do so many other things that they
wouldn’t be able to do if they had the
weight of 200 clients on them in this platform and they had to do everything manually. The reporting alone I think is also just
a flat-out money-saver when it comes to
postage and printing and copiers and all
these other hard things that you have to do
if you’re sending out reports. So that in and
of itself is a huge saver.
IWM: Culturally, what was the reaction
from your employees? Did they get on
board immediately or did it take a little
coaxing?
Heburn: It’s about establishing trust. When
I started with the firm and we didn’t even
have this, there was some just kind of like,
“Okay, they just hired this person to run
the business, and what’s that going to be
like?” But I think in any process where you
have change of something like this, it’s
about buy-in.
It’s about getting people in in the beginning
and talking about what you’re trying to do
and get their ideas, because once you get
the buy-in, people will understand the
value. Then they will pull on the rope with
you and you can get things done. But if you
just come in and say, “This is what we’re
doing tomorrow,” or if you start laying people off or something like that, you’re really
going to have a hard sell when it comes to
the employees, for sure.
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Goodwin: Our employees were excited
about it from day one. They knew this was
something that our client segment, like I
said earlier, that we always wanted to serve,
number one, they did, too. So when we
were able to roll this out, everybody was on
board and bought in from day one.
Kessler: It’s a little different, obviously,
because we’ve started this way. So everyone
that’s at the firm grew up with it effectively.
But I think it’s been great because again,
if I look at it from a hiring standpoint,
which is probably more appropriate, I just
hired a young guy who fell out of the back
of Morgan Stanley. He was like, “All I want
to do is financial planning.”
“Perfect, that’s all I want you to do.” If you
think about how you hire and think about
how you want to construct your firm,
I think it offers you the ability to be more
strategic in your hiring. This guy couldn’t
client-develop out of a wet paper bag, but
he’s really good in front of clients. He’s really
good. He’s forgotten more about estate planning/financial planning than I’ll ever know,
but he was not going to be a sales guy. He’s
never going to build a book of business, nor
does he want to, which is fine.
I think it does give you an opportunity to
be more strategic and more tactical in your
hiring going forward because you can offer
people a much more detailed understanding of what they’re doing and set expectations appropriately that way.
IWM: How do you balance between the
scale of the technology and the need for
human interaction? How do your clients
react to the idea of having a time limit that
they can speak to you?
Heburn: We do have a stated time limit.
I think it’s more of a “don’t ask, don’t tell,
don’t pursue” policy. We’ve never had to
enforce it. I think we leave it up to the
individual judgment of the advisors who
are dealing with these clients. I don’t see
any evidence in our firm yet of people
abusing it. We know it’ll probably happen
someday.

It’s very soft right now. Eventually we’re
going to have to probably put something in
place, but we leave it up to the individual
advisor, because if they’ve got a great client
who they think is going to be great for
them in the future and if they want to
spend a little more time cultivating that
relationship, we’re probably not going to
stand in the way of that.
IWM: How you go about choosing which
ETFs go into each strategy? How do you
develop your asset allocation models?
Goodwin: We have an investment committee that meets every week. Our ProsperHG
clients, the portfolios we manage on that
platform, actually mirror the asset allocation of our wealth management clients’
strategies. So when we make a change on
this side, we’ll tweak it on this side. As far
as evaluating the ETFs, that’s what we do
on an ongoing basis. We try to find the best
possible option to meet those clients’ goals
in each asset category, and we do that
through our regular investment committee
meetings and review all those on an ongoing basis.
Kessler: Our chief investment officer handles most of that analysis, and then we sit
down and say: “Okay, what makes the most
sense?” It really comes down to how you’re
constructed and how you build your portfolios. I don’t know that the process would
be any different.
IWM: Thank you for sharing your experiences. This addresses many of the questions
and concerns raised about automated
advice. It sounds like it has met your expectations, and allowed you to grow and scale
your respective businesses.
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Creating a Sustainable and Successful Team
By Julie Hanson

R

egardless of any potential delay to
the Department of Labor’s (DOL)
Fiduciary Rule, the financial services
industry is already responding. Firms are
moving forward with changes to address
the complexities the fiduciary rule is
expected to bring. Without a doubt, advisors will be required to devote more time to
managing client assets, client relationships,
and their practices as a whole. Forming
financial advisor teams is a strategy that
may help advisors adapt and thrive in this
evolving environment.
Components of this strategy include: identifying financial advisors who would work
well on a team; coaching existing teams
about structure, function, and growth; and
helping advisors and teams create succession strategies to ensure they are prepared
for retirement or practice continuity.

Why Teams?
Many advisors ask, “Why teams?” A 2015
PriceMetrix study regarding team effectiveness found that teams that included both
men and women who were within 10 years
in age and were related in some way made
the most effective teams. Teams within
these parameters outperformed sole practitioners in revenue, growth, assets under
advisement, and key client retention (see
figures 1–4). These findings are a large
component of the drive toward teams.
Specifically, PriceMetrix found that teams
grew revenue 17 percent faster than sole
practitioners, and they had 11-percent
faster asset growth and 17-percent greater
household size than sole practitioners. But
not all teams are created equal. The top
quartile of teams analyzed by PriceMetrix
grew by 22 percent and the bottom quartile
of teams shrunk by 3 percent.

15.0%1: Median Revenue Growth—Gender of Team Members
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Figure 2: Median Revenue Growth—Age of Team Members
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Figure 3: Median Revenue Growth—Non-Family vs. Siblings or Couple Teams
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Figure 4: Average Household Assets—Sole Practitioners vs. Teams
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Not everyone belongs on a team, so structuring teams effectively is critical. Adhering
to a process creates higher-functioning,
lasting teams.

With this in mind, we have created a process to develop, support, and grow highperforming teams.

Gone are the days of finding a partner in
your office who is exactly like you and
teaming up. Many teams of the past formed
for this very reason—“You remind me of
me and I really, really like me.” Unfortunately, this isn’t the most successful model
for a team. It is more effective to partner
advisors with different but complementary
skill sets. The reason? Leverage. In a successful team, each team member has different talents to leverage. If each team
member acts and thinks alike, there isn’t
much to leverage. In today’s regulatory
environment, financial advisors and teams
must have broad and deep knowledge. If
each team member has similar expertise,
team members may need to reach outside
their comfort zones to get that depth and
breadth. Statistically, stepping too far outside your comfort zone can lead to burnout
or failure. It’s true that teams of people with
similar behavior styles tend to have minimal conflict, but these teams are void of the
benefits that arise from differing opinions.
Healthy conflict is an important component of successful teams. When everyone
on the team thinks and acts the same, harmony exists but the team isn’t challenged.
Teams with healthy conflict welcome differing opinions, ideas, and processes to the
team and challenge one another to always
be getting better.

Before a new team is formed, the candidate
financial advisors (and staff members, at
certain points) must participate in a series
of activities to ensure the team members
are in alignment. The first activity is a
behavioral test called DISC assessment,
which is based on psychologist William
Moulton Marston’s theory about four different behavioral traits: dominance, influence, steadiness, and compliance. DISC
assessment can help team members understand how to best leverage their talents to
create a high-functioning team.
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Forming a Team

The DISC assessment analyzes two different
areas of behavior: how we do things and
why we do them. The “how” piece involves
the traits represented by the term “DISC”:
•
•
•
•

Dominance—the desire to drive activity
Influence—the desire to persuade
Steadiness—the desire for harmony
Compliance—the desire to analyze

Each team member gets a personalized
report that explains that person’s ideal work
environment, communication strategies,
strengths, and areas for improvement.
The second component of the DISC assessment focuses on the “why” behind behavior. It explains the motivators that drive us

to action, using the following six
categories:
1. Utilitarian—need for return on
investment
2. Theoretical—desire to learn
3. Individualistic—need for
acknowledgment
4. Social—desire to be helpful
5. Traditional—desire for order
6. Aesthetic—desire for form and harmony
We have found both the how and why
extremely important when creating
high-functioning teams. Helping team
members play to their strengths, develop
their weaknesses, and develop communication skills across behavioral styles contributes to creating healthy and productive
teams. Understanding each team member’s
motivators—those things that drive them
to action—also has increased our ability to
best utilize all team members and help
them feel engaged and valued in the process. These tools also allow us to address
potential red flags or conflicts that may
arise and give the team tools it needs to
address them if needed.
The outcomes of the DISC assessment provide insight into structuring the teams by
role. We align each team member with a
role that the member is inherently suited
to. When this is not possible, we work with
the team member to implement strategies,
use technologies, and create processes that
will contribute to the individual’s success in
the role and on the team. When people are
well-suited to the roles they play, they are
naturally better at their jobs and they have
higher job satisfaction. Both these results
contribute to high-functioning teams.

Team Structures
At our firm, we acknowledge two structures
of teams: horizontal and vertical. Although
there is little difference in revenue growth
between the two structures, personality
styles greatly dictate how a team should be
structured for success. After completing the
DISC assessment, the prospective team
meets with a teams consultant to review the
findings. Based on the outcome, the team is
advised on the best strategy for structuring
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the team. This tactic has been integral for
creating successful teams and for addressing issues that may arise on existing teams.

Horizontal Teams
Horizontal teams are those that include
more than one business owner. Each horizontal team may include a minimum of two
financial advisors and any number of staff.
This structure allows for more than one
decision-maker on the team, although the
revenue sharing may not be equal for all
business owners. Typically, this structure is
most successful with personality styles that
are interested in sharing responsibility for
chief-executive-officer-type activities
including setting the culture, creating the
vision, and executing the team strategy.
Often, the financial advisors on horizontal
teams have different and complementary
skill sets. For example, one financial advisor may be analytical and enjoy financial
planning and investment oversight and
another financial advisor may be more of
an influencer who enjoys the sales and
marketing aspects of the business. Creating
horizontal teams is usually very exciting at
the onset due to the complementary skills
brought to the table, and this often leads to
quick growth and additional depth in the
practice. The downside to this type of
structure is the potential for conflict. Any
time people with differing strengths and
behaviors work together, the potential for
conflict arises. Teams with healthy conflict—that is, those with team members
who all feel comfortable voicing differing
viewpoints yet maintain an atmosphere of
respect—tend to function and grow well.
However, teams that experience conflict in
the form of differing opinions without a
safe environment to discuss opposing views
tend to have difficulty growing and functioning in the long term. It is critically
important to create an environment that
nurtures the team members’ differences.

Vertical Teams
Vertical teams are composed of one financial
advisor and various other staff and team
members. Similar to horizontal teams, vertical teams can take many different forms.
Unlike horizontal teams, a vertical team has
only one chief executive officer (CEO).

Financial advisors who feel the need to be in
control of most aspects of the practice tend
to function better in a vertical team. These
advisors prefer creating and maintaining the
culture and strategy of the team without the
need to get additional input. Specific DISC
behavior styles typically are best-suited for
vertical teams. Vertical teams still have the
opportunity to be holistic financial practices,
but the roles of planner, analyst, or marketer
may be played by someone who is not the
team’s business owner. Vertical teams find
success through strong leadership and carefully selected team members who understand their roles and responsibilities. The
most prevalent dysfunction on a vertical
team is one or more team members feeling
stifled due to the perception that one person
is making decisions for the entire team. The
key to creating a high-functioning vertical
team is to ensure that everyone on the team
feels valued and important to the success of
the practice.

Establishing a Healthy,
High-Functioning Team
When putting together teams or working
with established teams, we use Patrick
Lencioni’s The Five Dysfunctions of a Team
(2002) to guide our approach. When working with an established team, a team health
assessment is the first step to identify any
dysfunctions within the team. The five dysfunctions addressed are:

•
•
•
•
•

Absence of trust
Fear of conflict
Lack of commitment
Avoidance of accountability
Inattention to results

Most teams, regardless of how long they
have been together, experience some dysfunction. The dysfunctions within each
team are then identified and customized
solutions are created to eliminate the issues.
With newly forming teams, it is important
to work through team exercises and
provide the members with tools to estab
lish a healthy, high-functioning team
(see table 1). The process begins by creating
an environment of trust by using the
DISC assessment and other tools to
address potential personality or communication conflict in a healthy, productive
manner. Both new and established teams
should create a unified vision for the
practice, in which all team members
have a voice, regardless of team structure.
Specific and trackable responsibilities
are assigned to each team member directly
related to the vision and mission of the
team. Teams must meet often to track
progress, discuss issues, and course
correct when necessary. These exercises
are valuable action items for teams in
the process of formation and for estab
lished teams.

Table 1: Steps to Establishing a High-Functioning Team

1.

Complete DISC Assessment
a. Assists in determining team structure
b. Assists in roles and responsibilities
i. Helps team members play to their strengths
ii. Develops team-member weaknesses
iii. Develops communication skills across behavioral styles

2.

Complete team health assessment

3.

Refine or create the team vision, mission, and value statement

4.

Define specific team metrics and goals

5.

Define team investment strategy

6.

Develop budget and team-member compensation

7.

Play out various structure and compensation scenarios (expected hours
worked vs. compensation paid, retirement of a team member, etc.)

8.

Define client interactions (segmentation, service models, reviews, etc.)

9.

Determine team accountability structure

10.

Determine a team name, marketing strategy, and timing

11.

Create a succession strategy (business continuity plan and retirement plan)
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Next, the team should continue to refine its
vision, mission, and value statement. Often
all potential team members are included in
this process. The goal is to create a team
with a unified vision, mission, and value
statement that effectively reflects each
member of the team. It is important to
establish this base before moving on,
because this is often a truly defining
moment for the team, but sometimes it can
be the end of the formation process if all of
the stakeholders are not in alignment. All
key goals and strategies in the business plan
will directly relate to this exercise.
The next step is to define specific metrics
and goals for the team. With an established
team, goals and metrics are reviewed on an
annual basis to continue momentum. Once
the baseline metrics are determined, the
team creates challenging but achievable
goals. When the goals have been set, strategies to achieve the goals must be determined. Each strategy is broken into detailed
tactics, including measurable activities and
accountabilities for each member of the
team. Defining specific roles from the earlier DISC exercise is integral to creating
individual responsibilities and accountabilities that drive toward the team goals.
The process continues with a discussion of
the investment strategy. Often, teams are
created with experienced financial advisors
who have established books of business. The
current investment process of each practice
should be defined and discussed to determine an effective investment process for the
unified team. This may involve detailed discussions about how to transition current
portfolios to the new model in light of
products, tools, and services that can ensure
efficient transitions for clients. Each facet of
the process should be linked to a team
member who is responsible for it and to
steps that will be used to track progress.
The desired outcome is a unified investment
process with a plan to transition investments to the new model when suitable.
A discussion of budgets is the next step.
All team members need to participate in
this conversation because they will be
determining the reinvestment strategy for
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the practice each year. Topics to be discussed include business spending accounts,
marketing materials, sponsorships, advertising, client events, retention activities, and
acknowledgment gifts.
After defining the team budget, compensation should be discussed. The team CEO(s)
need to agree on the following compensation components:
• Percentage of compensation from book
revenue for each financial advisor
• Trajectory for each stakeholder to determine how the compensation structure
will evolve over time
• How other team members will be
compensated
• When to add another team member
• Whether any changes to the team
are needed
If a team is forming, scenario planning is
strongly recommended. Many teams eventually run into issues regarding trust, time,
communication, or money. The compensation discussion should address future situations and determine which certain events
or activities would require a change to the
compensation structure.
For example, a team can set the expectation
that each financial advisor will work 40 hours
a week, 48 weeks a year. If one financial
advisor begins to deviate from the expected
work schedule, the team must clearly define
if the compensation structure would
change. Another example involves the
addition of another financial advisor and
determining the impact to the compensation structure. Many of these situations
may seem far-fetched or unimportant to a
newly forming team, but many teams split
over these types of issues. Preparing for
these potential obstacles from the team’s
inception can prevent major conflicts.
Once the team is aligned with the compensation structure, client interaction must be
defined. Aspects to be addressed include
segmenting clients, clients who differ from
the team’s standard investment model,
client service models, review process,
and client coverage. The entire team must

be in agreement with these client interaction functions.
At this point, the team has defined goals,
created specific strategies and accountabilities, developed an investment and service
model, discussed compensation and business
reinvestment, and created a basic set of rules
for the team. Now a structure must be
designed to keep each member of the team
accountable and to keep the team focused on
achieving the defined goals. We recommend
holding team meetings on a daily, weekly,
and monthly basis. The daily huddle is a
5–10-minute meeting involving all team
members and includes a summary of everything accomplished the day before, a quick
overview of the day’s calendar, and a listing
of any fires taking place. The weekly team
meeting is 30 minutes dedicated to looking
forward to the next week to review the team
calendar, the status of meeting preparation
for upcoming client meetings, and a quick
review of the service model to ensure all
team members are engaged. The monthly
team meeting is 15 minutes focused on
bigger-picture items such as goal tracking,
project updates, event/activity/gift planning,
budget updates, and team acknowledgments.
Once the team has agreed on a time, place,
and agenda for each of these three meetings,
it is important to define each meeting as
mandatory for all team members.
With team structure, goal setting, process,
and tracking defined, the final team-forming
steps must be completed. This includes
determining a team name, the mechanics of
moving client accounts from one rep number to another, physically moving the team
into a joint space, and settling on marketing
strategy and timing.
Once a team is fully formed and functioning day-to-day, the team must ensure that
its process for tracking is analyzed for effectiveness. Issues that tend to arise in the
future include growth plateaus, personnel
issues, compliance issues, missed goals,
updates to the business plan and business
goals, adding team members, acquiring a
book, and retirement.
Continued on page 63 ➧
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Partnering with a Parent
By Walker Phillips, CIMA®

I

n the TV show American Chopper, a
father and son work together to create
one-of-a-kind motorcycles for celebrity
clients. The synergy of the family’s collective talents is apparent in the radical design
of the bikes, but the show’s entertainment
value centers on conflicts between “Senior”
and “Junior.” Pressure builds as the deadline for completing a bike grows nearer, and
viewers are exposed to all the yelling, door
slamming, and chair throwing you’d expect
from reality TV.

Investment managers, balancing unpredictable markets and client expectations,
can relate. We take our clients’ success personally and work tirelessly to make sure
they reach their goals. The difference is that
unlike a TV show, which thrives on drama,
our job requires staying calm and making
sound decisions when emotions run high.
As in many types of businesses, it’s not
uncommon for children of investment professionals to follow in a parent’s footsteps.
After seven years of advising clients on my
own, I seized an opportunity to work with
my father and his long-standing colleagues
as part of a 27-member team. Dad and I
use our relationship to retain clients and
connect with heirs—many of whom also
work with their parents. Breaking furniture
is not an option for coping with the stress
inherent in our work (though sometimes
we’d like to). But the familial dynamic that
makes our service special poses unique
challenges.
The first challenge is making sure the goals
of parent and child align with the best
interests of the firm. The decision to hire
me was not solely Dad’s and mine to make.
The decision to add new team members to

our firm is made by committee. Much consideration was given to assure that my hiring would serve the best interests of clients
as well as colleagues. Several candidates
were interviewed and the definition of
“nepotism” was analyzed and documented.
Now that I’m part of the team, the same
committee that chose to hire me evaluates
my work and gives feedback on my contributions to the firm throughout the year.
Respecting the hierarchy between parent
and child is a key factor in making our
partnership successful. Dad’s willingness to
share his experience provides me a unique
opportunity to learn. Given our history,
Dad trusts me to follow his lead; the loyalty
we share is a trait we seek to use to our
advantage. Though the trust between us is
certainly a benefit, I’m likely more outspoken in questioning his habits than a nonfamily member would be. I’ve observed
with my own kids that the younger generation naturally seeks independence to prove
they can stand on their own. I’m impatient
to contribute what I’ve learned, and Dad is
impatient to share what he knows. So Dad
and I make an effort to spend part of our
time working separately and to take advantage of opportunities to each collaborate
with our other colleagues. Likewise, the
firm has learned that father and son are not
exactly alike; our strengths and interests
vary. They’ve grown to appreciate that the
contributions we make will be different.
Whether managing portfolios or a book of
business, taking time to absorb Dad’s wisdom will ensure I serve our clients as
thoughtfully as he does.
Although maintaining a chain of command
is essential, collaboration propels a familial
partnership to its full potential. But asking

any advisor to delegate responsibilities he’s
held for decades is a real challenge. To
establish an effective partnership, Senior
has to loosen control and allow Junior the
flexibility to make decisions. In a rapidly
evolving competitive landscape, success
hinges on our collective willingness to
embrace new ideas. Defining common
objectives as well as individual goals and
committing as a team to accomplish them
helps maintain momentum and growth in
the partnership. We rely on insight from
colleagues to help us resolve differences
and clarify priorities when our objectives
appear to be at odds.
Though we strive to prevent our relationship from interfering with professionalism
in the office, Dad and I are quick to admit
it’s been hard to shed our father-and-son
roles at work. We’ve made an effort to avoid
referring to each other as “Dad” and “Son”
on the job; likewise, our colleagues try not
to refer to him as “your dad” and me as “his
son.” Away from the office, we do our best
to avoid talking shop, though we are known
to strategize while washing dishes after a
holiday meal.
When meeting with clients, professionalism and experience are essential advantages
in a business where clients place their
financial security in our hands. It’s only
natural for clients to feel more confident
when their wealth is being managed by a
person with whom they have years of trust
as opposed to someone a generation
younger whom they may be meeting for the
first time. Because it’s critical for clients to
feel confident about the advice they receive
from me, time is needed for clients to get
Continued on page 60 ➧
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DATA IS YOUR PRODUCT

The Case for Professional Marketing
Data Management and Distribution
By Richard W. Jackson, CIMA®, and Jake Taylor, CFA®

T

he 21st century is all about data, and
data has big implications for how
investment managers can achieve
critical mass and grow their businesses to
sustainable levels.
In today’s digital world, your firm’s marketing information and data—your performance record, your attribution and analysis
information, even your assets under management (AUM)—is your product. Your
marketing data is the evidence that proves
you are able to do what you say you can
do—and that you have been able to do it
consistently, on an absolute and/or relative
basis, over time. Prospective and existing
clients—and the consultants that vet and
monitor managers for them—rely on your
marketing information to make hiring
decisions, increase investment allocations,
recommend a firm to others, and remain
invested for the long term.
No matter how alpha-laden your track
record, no matter how compelling your
investment story, if investors cannot find
your marketing information and data, your
firm may as well be a tree falling in the forest—no one sees it, no one hears it, no one
even knows it’s there.
Here we make the business case for why
investment managers should be investing
in marketing solutions that manage the
growing amount of data they produce. We
discuss the types of marketing information
that asset managers need to focus on and
the best ways to use that information to
grow AUM to sustainable and profitable
levels. Finally, we share our experience
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regarding how cost-effective third-party
solutions can help investment firms manage their marketing data.

Consultant/Online
Databases Connect
Prospects and Managers
Marketing information and data have
become the driving force behind manager
assess-and-search processes. More than 40
consultant and online research databases
serve tens of thousands of retail and institutional investors and decision-influencers
worldwide. Pulling information together
and getting it in front of as many buyers as
possible is a marketing job. Leveraging the
qualified leads produced through marketing and building the trust necessary to convert those leads into clients is the job of
sales professionals. Firms that confuse, or
try to combine, the two roles and/or expect
the sales staff to manage the database are
living on borrowed time.

All Data Is Important, but Not
All Data Investment Is Equal
Marketing information and data are
important in every facet of the investment
business. Data drives the research that analysts produce. Analysts’ judgments drive
portfolio managers’ decisions to buy, hold,
and sell. Data is important for regulatory
compliance, sound operations, and efficient trading. And data—in the form of
performance returns and portfolio analysis—drives marketing and sales, and ultimately, revenues. In today’s digital
environment, this type of information is
not only the manager’s product—it is the
manager’s resume.

Spending Too Much on the Front End
Many money managers spend too much on
the front end of data management, at the
expense of the information that potential
asset owners really care about: performance
information. Over the years, we have asked
many managers where they get the biggest
return on their investment in data. The
nearly unanimous response is “security
research and analysis.” Consultant Joel
Bruckenstein recently quantified this,
reporting that 50–90 percent of the average
firm’s tech budget is spent on investmentmanagement tasks such as research and
rebalancing.1 After all, the logic goes,
research and analysis fuel the portfolio decisions that generate alpha. And if managers
consistently generate alpha, consultants and
prospective clients will find them, right?
Wrong. Unless a firm collects, verifies, and
packages that alpha—and all the supporting
analytics and portfolio characteristics that
go with it—then distributes it in all the
places a prospective client might be looking
for it, alpha is like a tree falling in the forest.

Spending Too Much on
the Back Office
According to results from the 2015
InvestmentNews Adviser Technology Study,
firms are shifting their information technology (IT) spending to focus primarily on
client-facing technology and productivity
enhancements.2 Improving the client experience and keeping up with competitive
pressure to engage clients through multiple
online platforms are important goals. But
protecting the AUM flank is not going to
do a firm much good until it has grown
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AUM and revenues to sustainable and profitable levels by getting clients in the door.

leaves the firm vulnerable to regulatory and
compliance risks.

Devoting significant portions of IT spending to back-office operations may be a great
move for mature, profitable firms with a
critical mass of AUM under their belts, but
it’s not helpful for smaller firms still growing their businesses to sustainable levels.

Experienced Eyes Are Critical

It’s an old-school myth that investment
management is a relationship sell that will
take care of itself as long as the performance numbers are good. In the 21st century, the best way to grow AUM is to
manage and distribute marketing information and data as widely as possible, so sales
professionals can focus on converting a
meaningful percentage of prequalified leads
into revenue-generating clients.

Why Managers Have a Hard
Time Managing Data
With so much at stake, why do most managers struggle to manage and effectively distribute their marketing information and data?
Firms are overwhelmed by the volumes of
performance, portfolio, and analytical data
produced over a 90-day period—especially if
they manage multiple investment strategies.
Reporting marketing information through
client reviews, marketing collateral, pitch
books, and due-diligence questionnaires,
requests for information, and requests for
proposal (DDQs/RFIs/RFPs)—let alone distributing it to more than 40 databases—in a
timely way that assures the data integrity
regulators demand is daunting and laborintensive. Quarterly reporting challenges
every team and consumes the attention of
the entire staff of any asset management firm.
It is no surprise that putting together fact
sheets and client reports remains the
number-one marketing pain-point for
investment managers.3
The raw data often comes in unorganized
formats that make reporting and distribution
a major challenge. The various datasets
required to populate reports and marketing
databases often are produced and gathered
by multiple people in multiple locations. At
best it is a process open to human error. At
worst it is an operational nightmare that

The human element of data management
cannot be eliminated. Once marketing data
is produced, its distribution is not simply a
click away. It takes people—trained, experienced, knowledgeable—and hopefully
accredited—professionals who still need to
verify, organize, and interpret the data.
External databases typically request more
than 50 metrics; together, these metrics
paint a picture of a portfolio’s characteristics. Every metric must be checked for
rationality, consistency across timeframes
and benchmarks, and accuracy. Then a
fresh, data-informed narrative needs to be
written to communicate results in a way
that still meets compliance approval standards. That takes experienced eyes and
skilled people, because it’s a process that
often strains the human-resource capacities
of many investment firms.

Marketing Data Must Be Accurate
and Distributed On Time, Every Time
A firm’s marketing data must be reliable,
quarter after quarter and every month in
between. Being reliable is the way managers
establish the credibility that consultants
and investors need to see before they will
take their database monitoring to the next
level and contact the firm for a duediligence review. “Reliable” means data
must be accurate, consistent, thorough, and
timely. If a manager is slow to update marketing databases, if there are holes in
reporting periods, if past data has been
restated due to errors, the firm may be
passed over in favor of one of the hundreds
of other firms that manages to maintain the
integrity of their online footprints.
All database managers agree: If an asset
manager does not provide consistent data
entries into its target-market databases,
that asset manager isn’t likely to come up
in searches.

Software Solutions Often Fall Short
Many firms turn to software as the solution,
but our experience has shown that relying

on software alone does not get the job
done. Most firms use a variety of legacy
systems to calculate portfolio performance,
analytics, trading information, AUM, and
other data they need for client and marketing materials. These systems often do not
talk to one another, and even the best software system is unable to consolidate and
reconcile all that data into one set of normalized outputs. Data might be produced,
but it is far from managed in a way that
prevents inaccuracies and inconsistencies.

Professional Marketing Data
Management, Warehousing,
and Distribution Is a
Good Investment
It’s no wonder that investment management
firms struggle to harness the full power of
marketing data. The cost of building a
secure controlled in-house SQL (structured
query language) database for data warehousing and management is more than
most managers can afford. Many small
firms take the do-it-yourself route or use
a public consultant database as the firm’s
private vault. Neither is a cost-effective solution. Consultant databases are designed to
serve the needs of consultants, not managers, and managers should not rely on databases designed for public use to store
proprietary information.

Free Up Sales for
High-Payoff Activities
In our experience, a third-party data warehousing and management solution is the
best investment a firm can make to leverage
its data, ensure data accuracy and consistency, and distribute the information to
as many search platforms as possible.
Managing data through a professionally
developed SQL-based data warehouse that
is customized for the needs of each firm
frees internal marketing and sales staff to
focus on high-level, high-payoff tasks; provides relief for internal IT resources; and
adds an additional level of oversight and
verification that keeps regulators satisfied.
The point about keeping regulators satisfied
is especially important—and often overlooked. Regulatory agencies such as the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
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and the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission are becoming more assertive
about monitoring the data that managers
use in marketing presentations and collateral such as fact sheets. Regulatory agencies
also focus on soft data such as firm and
product narratives that help make the firm’s
case about its capabilities and results. Data
inconsistencies across time periods and different distribution platforms, including
print, websites, and digital formats, raise
red flags and, in the worst case, can lead to
regulatory sanctions and reputational risk.
A third-party warehousing and management provider helps firms avoid costly
mistakes by reconciling data, highlighting
errors, and maintaining long-term data and
document management records. Some even
monitor a client-firm’s digital footprint,
including all published narratives, and
report back to the client on a quarterly
basis to ensure published content is consistent and reflects current, accurate data.

The Must-Have Data
What data is absolutely necessary for
potential investors to initiate and maintain
a relationship with a firm? At a minimum,
investment management firms must provide the following:
Performance track record and character
istics. Investors require timely and complete
performance reporting. More than 50 performance characteristics communicate how
a manager has competed in up and down
markets, from both relative and absolute
perspectives. This information is the foundational evidence that the firm’s investment
philosophy and process is valid and successful over time. We recommend that managers update this information monthly.
Portfolio holdings. Investors and their
consultants use holdings to determine
whether a manager adheres to its stated
mandate, style/capitalization convictions,
and portfolio construction discipline. Over
time, holdings data reveals whether a manager does what it promises or drifts from its
stated philosophy and process.
Assets under management. AUM is one
way investors determine whether an
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investment firm will be a good fit. Some use
it as a critical-mass validator. Others look
for a newer firm where they can be a bigger
fish in a small pond or an early adopter of a
firm that is poised to take off. All look at
AUM breakdowns by size, type of clients
served, and various investment strategies
offered to assess whether the firm will
understand their needs.

“

More than 50
performance characteristics
communicate how a
manager has competed
in up and down markets,
from both relative and
absolute perspectives.

”

The firm’s business profile. Prospective
and current investors want to see that the
firm and its team are qualified, accredited,
and solvent. Ownership structure, succession plans, and a statement about business
plans and growth are also important.

possible in key databases serving target
markets and (2) maintaining an effective
firm/fund fact sheet. Using a professional
database management and distribution
team assures investment managers that the
data used to populate these platforms is
accurate, timely, thorough, and consistent.
Here are the most-effective data distribution platforms that investment management firms should be using:

Consultant and Online Databases
More than 40 major consultant databases,
including subscription services by online
vendors such as Morningstar, Lipper, and
PSN, are available to managers worldwide.
But gone are the days when this aggregated
data could be accessed by only a few huge
institutional consultants. These databases
now are subscribed to and accessed by
other consulting firms, in-house asset managers, pension funds, retail investors, family
offices, independent registered investment
advisors, wirehouses, regional brokerage
firms, funds of funds, subadvisors, highnet-worth individuals, foundations, endowments, and even other investment
management firms.

Firm and product narratives. Not all data
takes the forms of numbers. Firm and
product narratives are important information. Narratives articulate the firm’s investment philosophy and processes. These
narratives must be well-written and consistent, and they must adequately express the
core beliefs, skills, and intentions of the
firm. Because a firm’s narrative appears in
so many places—and because individuals
in the firm have so many opportunities to
tweak it for particular situations—management of the firm’s story can be difficult, yet
it is critical for success. Prospective investors and consultants expect to see a consistent, up-to-date message across all
databases, client reporting, marketing collateral, and sales presentations.

For example, Mercer’s Global Investment
Management Database now includes realtime data on 5,700 managers worldwide,
made available to more than 1,200 members of Mercer’s consultant and investments
teams, as well as more than 150 “high-value
clients.” Participating managers may
respond directly to RFIs from these highvalue clients.⁴ And that is just one database.

Getting Marketing Data into
the Hands of Potential Clients

This piece of old-school, tangible collateral
is the single most-valuable piece of paper in
which a firm can invest. Whether it is distributed as a handout or a downloadable
pdf via a website, it is a must-have for firm

The two most powerful data distribution
platforms available to managers are
(1) establishing the broadest footprint

As a general rule, we recommend that
managers push their data out through all of
the databases to achieve the broadest distribution possible. Only managers with very
specific target markets may want to narrow
the list to those that focus on their particular niche.

Fact Sheets
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credibility. Regardless of a firm’s size or
marketing budget, the fact sheet is indispensable for telling the firm’s story to existing and potential clients.
As we noted earlier, producing fact sheets is
still the number-one pain point for managers. But much of that pain goes away when
the fact sheet can be populated with data and
narratives stored in a professionally managed
data vault. It also pays to invest in a professionally designed fact sheet that illustrates
the narrative with graphic evidence—charts,
graphs, and tables—of the results.

Competitive Analyses
The successful firm is a competitive firm.
How a manager positions its product
against the index and key competitors can
make the difference between a successful
presentation and a failed attempt to acquire
a new client. These head-to-head competitive reports leverage the firm’s data in a way
that speaks directly to potential clients. It
also helps firms stay focused on how their
competitors are doing and how they stack
up against a very saturated field. We have
known clients who run 30–40 unique competitive analyses monthly and find this
information to be an invaluable tool in new
business growth, client retention, and internal due diligence.

Pitch Books
Pitch books, PowerPoint decks, and sales
presentations have been marketing collateral staples for decades. Pitch books are
required once the due-diligence process is
underway and are a mandatory part of the
closing meeting for every large potential
investor. Pitch books should always address
all the “Ps” of the firm: people, philosophy,
product, process, and performance.
As the primary sales presentation used by
investment managers, pitch books must be
compliance-approved, and getting them
updated and personalized for each strategy
and every prospect meeting can be daunting. We recommend that managers update
their pitch books every quarter and populate them with data that has been carefully
vetted for accuracy, consistency, and regulatory compliance.

Due-Diligence Documents:
DDQs/RFIs/RFPs
There is no single more exciting moment
for a firm than the day it is engaged in a live,
qualified search and has been asked to fill
out a very detailed due-diligence document.
Institutional consultants and clients expect
to do business with a firm that understands—and is prepared for—the level of
knowledge and data required to answer
pointed questions about every aspect of its
business, its investment approach, and its
performance results.
We are always concerned when we see sales
resources spending days, even weeks, filling
out DDQs/RFIs/RFPs when the firm has
done very little in the area of data warehousing and data management. We compel
our clients to produce branded, customized
due-diligence documents and provide them
with the accurate, consistent, ready-to-input
data they need so they can focus on tailored
responses. We also recommend they prequalify these time-consuming requests
before making the decision to respond.

Websites
The website has become a firm’s 24/7 globally available brochure. It is no longer just a
validator of the firm’s existence. It is now the
first stop investors and intermediaries make
when they want to learn about a firm, its
people, and its products. It is also the way
most interested parties access fact sheets,
marketing materials, investment commentary, and firm-level profiles. As such, an
investment manager’s website is now the
most accessible distribution method for its
marketing data and brand messaging.
A compelling, professionally designed website is just the first step. The data it contains
must be updated monthly and quarterly to
reflect current market conditions and portfolio characteristics. Here is another place
where a professionally managed database
can make the updating process easier and
less time-consuming for internal staff and
compliance.

uses every available means of data distribution is a firm guaranteed to grow AUM
regardless of market conditions. Successful
firms invest in professional best-practices
that put the management and distribution
of their data at the top of the marketing priority list.
Professional data-management warehousing has become an essential need for asset
managers—especially since regulators have
become hyper-focused on the accuracy and
integrity of the data that firms make available through marketing communications
and collateral. A secure, web-based portal
that captures, verifies, and stores all the
marketing datasets that a firm generates
makes every element of distribution reliable.
Tracking the logs of data-vault activity has
become a necessary component of marketing data management, to document the
source of every data point and to track
how these data points are accessed and
updated over time. Investing in a professional data-management service can solve
the challenge of managing and distributing
investment marketing data, satisfy compliance requirements, and help firms grow
AUM to profitable and sustainable levels.
Richard W. Jackson, CIMA®, is managing
director and founder of Jackson Analytics.
Contact him at rjackson@jacksonanalytic.com.
Jake Taylor, CFA®, is managing director and
founder of Jackson Analytics. Contact him
at jtaylor@jacksonanalytic.com.

Endnotes
1. See Liz Skinner, “8 biggest adviser tech mistakes—
and how to avoid them,” InvestmentNews (October 2,
2016), http://www.investmentnews.com/gallery/
20160921/FREE/921009999/PH/8-biggest-advisertech-mistakes-and-how-to-avoid-them.
2. See “Special Report: 2015 Adviser Technology Study,”
InvestmentNews (February 8, 2015), http://www.
investmentnews.com/section/specialreport/20150208/
TECHSTUDY2015.
3. See Luke Hinchliffe, “Digital Marketing Practices at
Asset Management Firms,” Kurtosys (October 22,
2015), https://blog.kurtosys.com/2015-digitalmarketing-practices-at-asset-management-firms/.
4. See https://www.mercer.com, last accessed
September 13, 2016.

Summary
The firm that understands that marketing
information and data is its product and
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If You’re Not Social, You’re Not Relevant
By Laura Virili

A

dmit it. If you’re a financial advisor,
the thought of having to market
yourself and manage your brand
doesn’t get you very excited. You’d rather
just get out on the field and play the
game—execute. For most advisors, marketing and branding seems abstract and
nothing more than a time-consuming
chore. Tending to this part of your business
can feel challenging for anyone working
in financial services simply because of the
industry’s tight rules and regulations.
But it does not have to be a chore. Now that
social media has become integrated into all
of our lives, more tools are available that
can help speed up the process—as long as
you are aware of which services work best
and you understand what the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA),
the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), and your firm deem
appropriate. Moreover, even though the
relationship between a financial advisor
and client has traditionally relied on a successful face-to-face relationship, it now
often starts online and can benefit from a
few well-executed online strategies.
I have worked with the full range of advisors, from junior to senior, male and
female, specializing in serving the full array
of clients. Regardless of their industry
experience or their social media experience, advisors all need some direction
when going online—whether to market
themselves or to manage their relationships. Best of all, every advisor who has
accepted and embraced what I’m about to
share has later updated me with the same
type of response: “Wow! This really works.
I just brought in a $XX-million client.”
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Why Do I Need Social Media?
Let’s face it. Disruption is nothing new,
and we’ve been through so much of it
during the past 20 years that it hardly fazes
us anymore—unless it poses an inconvenience for how we do our own business.
We’ve witnessed the print-publication
industry have to rethink how it distributes
its content. We’ve seen the mighty record
industry weaken and finally accept iTunes,
then Pandora and Spotify. Most recently,
Uber has forced the transportation industry to rethink its service model.
But are we paying attention to the disruption taking place in our own industry? If
we take a look at financial services, it is
undeniably a social business that’s most
effective with face-to-face interaction.
Your clients and prospects, though, have
acclimated themselves to a relatively new
form of social interaction found through
social media. Today, to get in front of a
potential prospect, you have to start online.
Actually, social media has made it easier to
identify and profile ideal clients, because
their online interactions provide a wealth
of information that previously would have
taken years to obtain. What’s more, you can
use these methods to get to know existing
clients better. Best of all, simple methods
can help you find the right people in your
own network who can introduce you to
these prospects. Thankfully, you don’t have
to labor over every social media platform.
A few specific platforms cover most of what
your clients and prospects use to communicate and consume information, and you
simply need to set aside a few minutes a
day to see what’s out there, listen to what
they’re saying, and say a few words yourself
(as per your firm’s guidelines). The advisors

who have embraced this are growing their
businesses with less effort than ever before.
Using social media is no longer an option—
if you’re not social, you’re not relevant.

“Well, I’ve been using social
media for years. I’ve got this.”
When integrating social media into a business practice, especially within financial
services, it’s vital that you approach it the
same way a commercial pilot approaches
flying versus a private pilot who flies for
recreation. You have a lot riding on this,
and it’s no longer just about you. You have
your company, as well as the many people
you serve, all depending on you. The guidelines have changed and tightened dramatically, and you must carefully manage your
appearance, actions, and interactions.
It’s also important to realize that when
social media interaction is not managed
properly or approached carefully, these sites
can consume more time than anticipated.
It’s critical to time block and start small,
initially working with only a few key sites,
and only expanding if it seems beneficial to
your business.

The Three Pillars of Social Media
Here are the three most useful social media
tools available:
LinkedIn. First and foremost, LinkedIn has
become the de facto standard social platform for professionals, and there’s a reason
for building a strong network of connections here. LinkedIn’s premium service
Sales Navigator is one of the most powerful
tools at your fingertips for identifying the
best prospects within reach through people
you already know very well.
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Facebook. Next, there’s no better way to
show that you care than when you listen,
and there’s no better way to listen to your
existing clients and prospects than through
Facebook. Facebook’s success has been
built upon the wealth of information that
is readily available to advertisers, and a
majority of your clients and prospects are
broadcasting much of it openly. So it’s
available if you’re looking/listening.
Twitter. Finally, a great Twitter strategy can
be a game changer and potentially open up
a new sales pipeline, because it is a largely
untapped prospecting platform for advisors, for now. Twitter may seem unconventional (and a little awkward) to any advisor
who has never used it, but following people
or companies of interest is a great first step.
Honorable mention goes to Google. Even
though Google.com is not necessarily a
social media tool (and Google+ just
doesn’t have the necessary adoption/participation), the world’s most impressive
search engine is a great place to start. If
you want to start gathering intel on any
specific clients or prospects, as well as the
companies they work for, there’s no easier
method than a Google search. The results
most likely will include everything that
exists online about them, including their
LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter profiles.
And don’t just settle for the default “All”
tab on the results page—be sure to check
the “News” and “Videos” tabs. Better yet,
put Google to work for you and setup
alerts at http://google.com/alerts.
Keep in mind that you don’t have to jump
into all of these tools at once—and you
shouldn’t. It would be best to get fully
comfortable with LinkedIn, then explore
the possibilities of Facebook and eventually
Twitter.

Compliance Dos and Don’ts
Before we go any further, it’s important to
understand that financial advisors cannot
necessarily make use of every feature found
within various social media tools. Even
though FINRA created a social media task
force composed of compliance and other
representatives of 14 firms in the industry

back in 2009, and then was the first regulator to issue social media guidance, many
financial services firms still fear the potential for being out of compliance. Some have
blocked social media altogether for regulated users, and others have leveraged various middleware vendors that offer solutions
to better manage the interaction on social
media platforms. Be sure to check your
firm’s specific guidelines to understand
what kind of activity it does and does not
approve. If your firm has its own proprietary platform for joining a site such as
LinkedIn, it’s in your best interest to use
that versus joining the site on your own.
There’s a better chance you won’t use a
feature that’s prohibited. For example,
you could have Recommendations and
Endorsements for Skills set to be visible in
your LinkedIn profile. If any client has
made a recommendation or endorsed you
for a skill and FINRA does a spot check,
you’ll be in violation. If you are not part
of a firm offering a proprietary platform,
make sure to review the FINRA Regulatory
Notices 10-61 and 11-392, as well as the
more recent SEC “Guidance on the
Testimonial Rule and Social Media.”3

Are You In or Are You Out?
I cannot stress enough the importance of
the following statement: If you don’t take
the time to establish a decent profile in
LinkedIn, and just half-heartedly enter
your name and maybe some information
so that you’re officially available to connect
on LinkedIn, then you’re doing more harm
than good. You would be better off not having a presence online. It won’t take as long
as you might think, and you can even leverage some professionals for a small fee who
can save you even more time.

LinkedIn: Start with Your
Personal Brand—It’s Your Story
Whether you like it or not, you are a brand,
and the key to client acquisition is owning
your personal brand. Regardless of whether
you are part of a larger entity with an established brand, prospects are going to ask the
following questions:
• Who are you and what’s your story?
• Why should I trust you?

• What is it that you do that makes you so
special from everyone else?
Through your brand, people find you, get
to know you, and feel confident deciding
to work with you. Humans are moved by
emotion and tools are available to each one
of us to shape our brand and to move others. Those who’ve embraced these tools are
gaining a clear advantage (even if their
skills and experience as advisors don’t compare to yours) by owning and controlling
their personal brands.
The key to your personal brand is to remain
authentic—don’t just talk the talk. Your
actions must support your statements. What’s
the use in trying to be someone else? What
they do is already being done.
Key ingredients for a strong value proposition include the following:
• Your story and mission statement—brief
summary (1–2 paragraphs) used to
introduce yourself
• Elevator speech—1–2 sentence version
of your mission statement
• Client experience—how you work with
clients
• Your investment management process—
process you use with clients
• Your wealth management services—
strategies and services you offer clients
• Your service offering—customized menu
of services based on client segmentation
Don’t want to write it yourself? Use a professional copywriter.
Once you have a solid value proposition,
you have a powerful LinkedIn Summary.
The next step is including a photo that
compliments it. Before anyone reads a single word of your LinkedIn profile, they’ve
already formed an opinion of you based on
your picture—it can be the difference
between someone clicking through to your
profile, or not. Your profile photo is a key
piece of professional brand, and it should
be business casual (guys: lose the jacket or
the tie; gals: wear a dress), warm, friendly,
and engaging. It should be professionally
taken. It doesn’t have to be too formal.
MARCH / APRIL 2017
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To your summary and photo, you can add
any of the following to build a more comprehensive profile:
Your experience: A great place to showcase
what you currently offer clients and what
positions you’ve held in the past. It’s the
part of your LinkedIn profile that feels most
like your resume. However, don’t just cut
and paste from your resume, because your
profile is not your resume—it’s a snapshot
of you as a professional. With LinkedIn’s
new user interface the experience section
has gained importance because the most
recent entry is fully expanded, meaning a
user does not have to click “see more.”
Volunteer experience and causes: A great
place to show who you are beyond a professional—you’re human. It helps you gain
further respect and connect with others
who have the same passions.
Personal and professional organizations:
Open opportunities to connect with prospects/clients who are part of the same
organization(s).
Certifications: Increase your credibility
and display your commitment to your
profession.
Education: Display as much as you can,
from prep school to grad school. Alma
maters are excellent connection points.
Groups: You should join at least five groups
to expand your LinkedIn network. Joining
groups exposes you to others with similar
interests and increases your relatability,
branding, and search-ability.
Companies: Follow companies where you
have clients and prospects, because you
want to nest within the company and
receive information about it through your
news feed.
Influencers: There are more than 500
LinkedIn Influencers, so follow the individuals you find the most interesting.
It will take you some time to optimize your
LinkedIn profile, but remember you only
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get one chance to make a good first impression. Continually build your brand on
LinkedIn by adding new certifications,
accomplishments, and organizations as well
as staying abreast of new LinkedIn features.
Invest in “brand you” and the dividends
will be ten-fold.

within three business days of first meeting
individuals at events, dinner parties, cocktail receptions, and the like, while there’s
still a good chance they remember the
encounter.

It’s All in Who You Know

After advisors have built up their networks
of connections, I coach them on the power
of LinkedIn’s premium service, Sales
Navigator. Advisors can quickly establish
and grow relationships with clients and
prospects using Sales Navigator because it
allows the advisors to focus on the right
people at the right companies, easily stay
updated on clients and prospects, and
engage in meaningful ways.

Your ability to get warm introductions
through LinkedIn is only as strong as your
network of connections. In other words,
LinkedIn is only as powerful as you build
your network to be. The quality of your
connections is more important than
quantity—it’s not a popularity contest.
According to British anthropologist Robin
Dunbar, the neocortex of the brain is built

Power Prospecting:
LinkedIn Sales Navigator

“

The rule of thumb for advisors, when accepting
or making requests, is to only accept or invite people
who you know well enough that you would be able
to pick up the phone and ask that connection for an
introduction to someone else in their network.

”

to sustain a social network of around 150
people. Beyond 150, we just aren’t cognitively capable of easily keeping track of and
building personal relationships with people. Sure, build a large network, but make
sure you focus on all the right connections
and use a customer relationship manager to
keep track of them all. The rule of thumb
for advisors, when accepting or making
requests, is to only accept or invite people
who you know well enough that you would
be able to pick up the phone and ask that
connection for an introduction to someone
else in their network.
Many people make the mistake of using
LinkedIn’s default request to connect. Be
sure to personalize the invitation. You may
think you’re the most memorable person
in the world but people do forget, so jog
their memories by including the location
where you met, connection points you
have in common (people, hobbies, interests, passions, etc.), and your contact info.
Furthermore, it’s best to make a request

Facebook: Making Relationships
Sticky with Social Listening
People do business with people they know,
like, and trust. Take a step back and think
about that for a second. Yes, your clients
and prospects should know you (through
your LinkedIn profile). We hope that they
like you, but above all do they trust you?
Trust is the toughest, because it doesn’t
happen automatically and trust is fragile.
Trust is built when you prove that you
actually care. How? Facebook. When you
take the time to put on your social listening
ears and review your Facebook newsfeed,
you will discover people share all kinds of
personal info:
• Relationship changes (engaged/married/
divorced)
• Travel
• Moving or buying a second home
• Family additions; baby/grandchild, don’t
forget pets (they’re like children)
• Loss of a family member/friend
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Many of these experiences have financial
implications, but one thing they all have in
common is the ability for you to deepen
relationships—to make them stickier and
build trust, and wallet share, by acknowledging “Facebook shares” through a phone
call, e-mail, lunch/dinner, or sending a
small gift (with a hand-written note and/or
personalized message).
As a rule of thumb, allow clients to get
to know you, too, through a personal
Facebook account that is not used to
market your practice. Share just the right
amount of personal information such as
family vacation photos, hobbies, and interests. Facebook allows you to humanize
yourself and allows others to see you
beyond the financial professional.
Note: Most advisors are allowed to have
a strictly personal Facebook account;
however, abide by your firm’s compliance
guidelines.

Best Practices for Using Facebook
1. If you don’t have a personal Facebook
account, establish one.
2. If you have one, be sure to check your
privacy settings, because they change
all the time.
3. Connect with clients, prospects, and
centers of influence (COIs) with whom
you have a great rapport.
4. Start gathering useful information
about your key relationships by reviewing their “likes” to uncover passions,
hobbies, and interests, and add the info
to your customer relationship manager.
Refer to this information when sending
gifts, having conversations, inviting
people to events around a hobby listed,
etc. The possibilities are endless.
5. Create custom “Lists” for Clients,
Prospects, and COIs (click on Friends >
Create List from left-hand menu),
then place the appropriate people into
each list so that you can stay focused
on just their updates and not get distracted by updates from all of your
Facebook friends.
6. Act on life events. For example, if
a client has a baby, send a unique
baby gift.

LinkedIn also gives you the ability to
actively listen through Sales Navigator,
which is useful because you are only viewing updates on the individuals you are most
interested in. How? When you establish
your Sales Navigator account you indicate
the people you’d like to focus on, called
“leads.” Then you will receive updates on
only the people you’re most interested in,
including updates, shares, news items, etc.
Sales Navigator makes it easier to time
block and spend just 5–10 minutes a day to
review what is happening within your leads.

Twitter: The Bird Is the Word
A great Twitter strategy can be a game
changer and potentially open up a new
sales pipeline, because it is a largely
untapped prospecting platform for advisors, at least for now. Begin by creating
(or auditing) your Twitter profile to ensure
it is attractive, engaging, and complete.
It should have a great photo, a relevant
banner, and a compelling bio that mentions
the topics you tweet about.
Note: Most advisors are allowed to have a
strictly personal Twitter account; however,
abide by your firm’s compliance guidelines.
Follow your clients, prospects, COIs,
thought leaders, and people you admire to
gain insights about important things such
as favorite places, food, sports, passions,
kids, etc. When you follow and engage with
clients, they get notifications. Therefore,
Twitter quickly develops and deepens
relationships.

Here’s how to engage:
• Like (Heart)—Indicates that you like/
appreciate it.
• Retweet (Looping Arrows)—You can use
this to forward someone else’s tweet to
your followers.
• Mention or Call Out—The @ sign is
used to call out usernames in tweets.
• Direct Message—Private message sent
from one Twitter user to another.
• Hashtag (#)—A hashtag is a type of label
used at the beginning of a word (or
phrase with no spaces) that makes it
easier for users to find messages with a
specific theme or content.

The number-one mistake everyone makes
on Twitter is starting a tweet with someone’s handle (e.g., @John_Smith). The tweet
won’t appear in your followers’ feeds unless
they follow that person, too. In other
words, only the people who follow both
you and John Smith will see the tweet,
not all of your followers. The standard solution is to place a period just before the
@ symbol.
The more people you follow, the slimmer
the chances of you seeing everything they
are tweeting. Your twitter feed can get noisy
and you can miss important updates. The
easiest way to break through the noise is by
creating lists. Create separate lists for your
clients, prospects, and COIs. Lists will allow
you to hone in on who and what matters,
and the easiest way to view your lists is
through tools such as TweetDeck.

Evolution, Not Revolution
It’s important to understand that this is a
collection of recommended guidelines for
getting social media to work for you, but it
doesn’t all get accomplished overnight. Just
like anything else you’ve taken on, e.g.,
going for a certification, learning a new
sport or how to play an instrument, it takes
time to get up and running. Then before
you know it, you’re doing very well at it,
you forget why it seemed so intimidating in
the first place, and you don’t know how to
do your job without it.
Laura Virili is a marketing strategist, influencer, and coach. She earned a bachelor’s
degree in business administration from Rider
University. Contact her at info@lauravirili.com.
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Guidance Update No. 2014-04 (March 2014), https://
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Return Behaviors of U.S. Multinational Companies
By Joe Libbra, CIMA®, CAIA®

M

any investors, individual and institutional alike, believe they can get
all or most of the international
equity exposure they need by investing in
U.S. multinational companies (MNCs).
They believe that U.S. blue chips such as
General Electric or Coca-Cola provide
international diversification simply because
they generate revenues from around the
globe. This is not true. Many large U.S.
MNCs do have substantial revenues from
nearly all regions of the world. But they
are susceptible to home-biased investor
behavior, so these companies correlate more
closely to the U.S. equity market than international equity markets. This article examines the hypothesis that U.S. MNCs do not
provide a higher correlation to international
markets than to domestic markets.

Defining an MNC
Economists do not agree about the characteristics that define an MNC. Indeed,
MNCs have many dimensions and can be
viewed from several perspectives (e.g.,
ownership, management, strategy, structure). A U.S. MNC might be defined as an
organization headquartered in the United
States that owns or controls production of
goods or services in one or more additional
countries (Raj et al. 2010).
This analysis began with an effort to establish an acceptable set of parameters to
define an MNC from a U.S. perspective.
More than one approach was considered.
Some investors believe they can gain necessary international exposure through bigname U.S. MNCs, so our first approach was
to identify such companies by brand name,
size, and global reach. These are the largest
and most recognizable of all U.S. compa-
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“

A U.S. MNC might be defined as an organization
headquartered in the United States that owns or
controls production of goods or services in one or
more additional countries (Raj et al. 2010).

”

nies. Some have a long history and are wellestablished, such as General Electric and
Coca-Cola; others have a shorter history
but are no less well-established, such as
Apple and Facebook. These companies are
the majority of the most recognizable companies in the United States. After much
deliberation, the list of U.S. MNCs for use
in this study was narrowed to the 50 largest
U.S. companies as represented by the
Russell 50 Index. The Russell 50 Index was
chosen for this purpose because it represents the top 50 U.S. companies by market capitalization and incorporates the
leading U.S. MNCs identified by recognition and brand awareness. All companies in
the Russell 50 also are listed in the Fortune
500; most rank in the top 100 and nearly all
rank in the top half.

Some of the Russell 50 do not have a long
history of reporting foreign sales and others
do not report foreign sales at all. Most that
do report foreign sales have been doing so
since July 2000,1 providing a substantial
record to analyze during a time when companies have become more global.

Next, the analysis sought to fundamentally
define an MNC or, more specifically, a
company with a truly global reach.
Following the idea that a company can be
defined as an MNC (i.e., global) based on
its geographic sources of revenue, percentage of foreign sales (hereafter “%FS”)
became the single and simple metric. The
Russell 50 then was segmented into two
groups: those with foreign sales representing more than 50 percent of annual revenue
(hereafter “>50%FS”) and those with foreign sales representing 50 percent or less of
annual revenue (hereafter “≤50%FS”).

This provided a way to easily identify which
of the largest and most recognizable U.S.
companies truly derive a large portion of
revenue from foreign markets back to
July 2000. The historical return data used
to calculate statistics such as correlation
coefficients is based on rolling return data
refreshed on a monthly basis, with analysis
limited to those companies that reported
foreign sales during that particular timeframe. In other words, the companies in the
Russell 50 have been divided into two categories, >50%FS and ≤50%FS, based on data
that is refreshed on a monthly basis, with

Of the Russell 50, 39 reported foreign sales
as of the most recent date of this analysis,
December 2015. Therefore, this analysis is
based on those 39 companies, which are
listed in table 1.
More than half (56 percent) of these 39
companies derived more than half their
revenue from foreign sales (>50%FS); less
than half (44 percent) derived half or less of
their revenue from foreign sales (≤50%FS).
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Table 1: Russell 50 Index Ranked by Foreign Sales, as of December 31, 2015
Foreign Sales
Greater Than 50%

Less Than or Equal to 50%

Russell
50 Rank

Fortune
500
Ranking

Percent
Foreign
Sales

INTEL CORPORATION

23

52

82.4%

PEPSICO INC.

29

44

48.7%

MCDONALD’S CORPORATION

39

110

68.5%

VISA INC.

26

238

46.6%

Company

Russell
50 Rank

Company

Fortune
500
Ranking

Percent
Foreign
Sales

APPLE INC.

1

5

65.0%

ABBVIE INC.

44

146

45.7%

CITIGROUP INC.

24

28

64.3%

CELGENE CORPORATION

45

369

41.6%

3M COMPANY

47

98

63.2%

*MEDTRONIC PLC

41

173

40.2%

PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.

12

32

62.9%

CISCO SYSTEMS INC.

30

60

39.7%

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION

3

2

62.3%

AMAZON.COM INC.

4

18

37.7%

PFIZER INC.

14

56

61.6%

WAL-MART STORES INC.

15

1

28.3%

MASTERCARD INC.

42

308

61.0%

GILEAD SCIENCES INC.

28

118

27.0%

MERCK & CO. INC.

27

71

59.6%

STARBUCKS CORPORATION

49

187

26.3%

CHEVRON CORPORATION

20

3

58.6%

JPMORGAN CHASE & CO.

9

21

25.6%

BOEING COMPANY

43

27

58.3%

AMGEN INC.

35

145

23.3%

**ALPHABET INC.

8

40

57.4%

WALT DISNEY CO.

19

57

23.1%

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MACHINES CO.

33

24

55.4%

WALGREENS BOOTS
ALLIANCE INC.

48

35

21.7%

FACEBOOK INC.

10

242

54.7%

BANK OF AMERICA
CORPORATION

18

23

13.4%

ORACLE CORPORATION

25

81

54.7%

HOME DEPOT INC.

21

33

10.2%

MICROSOFT CORPORATION

2

31

54.1%

AT&T INC.

13

10

2.0%

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

46

151

53.4%

THE COCA-COLA CO.

17

63

53.3%

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

6

37

53.2%

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

5

8

52.5%

BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB
COMPANY

36

195

51.4%

*Medtronic’s Forbes Fortune 500 List ranking is based on its standing in 2014 because it was excluded from the 2015 list due to its decision to move its headquarters to Ireland.
**Represents both A and C shares of Alphabet Inc.

returns calculated for each category to provide a long-term track-record (July 2000–
December 2015). Table 1 shows results as
of December 31, 2015. Subsequent analyses
would reflect companies’ fluctuating foreign sales, and companies may move from
one category to the other, particularly if
they are close to the 50%FS mark. Also
note that a company on either list may not
be represented in the entire historical
record if it did not report foreign sales at
some point since July 2000.

capitalization, had only 28.3 percent in foreign sales, putting it far down the list. AT&T,
which ranked 10th on the Fortune 500 and
was the 13th-largest company by market capitalization, had only 2 percent in foreign
sales. Hence a company that may appear to
be a premier MNC may not have revenues
dominated by foreign sales.

Table 1 includes some surprises. For instance,
Walmart, which topped the Fortune 500 and
was the 15th-largest U.S. company by market

• Assess the performance of the largest
U.S. companies as represented by the
Russell 50.

Assessment of Foreign Sales’
Impact on Stock Performance
The next step in the analysis was two-fold:

• Assess the effect of foreign sales on stock
performance by comparing the performance of each Russell 50 category
(>50%FS and ≤50%FS).
The objective here was to identify global
firms from a revenue perspective rather
than by name recognition, public perception, or other superficial criteria; and to
assess stock performance of these global
firms, especially those with a high percentage of foreign sales, as a measure of global
exposure to determine the level of international return diversification provided to
investors.
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Table 2: Trailing Correlation Coefficients of the Russell 50 Index and Foreign Sales Subcategories
Trailing Correlations
3 Years

5 Years

7 Years

10 Years

15 Years

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

Russell Top 50

0.95

0.80

0.95

0.82

0.96

0.86

0.96

0.85

0.96

0.83

Russell Top 50 (>50% Foreign Sales)

0.92

0.80

0.91

0.80

0.92

0.83

0.91

0.84

0.89

0.79

Russell Top 50 (≤50% Foreign Sales)

0.91

0.72

0.93

0.81

0.94

0.84

0.94

0.81

0.93

0.78

Figure 1: Rolling Correlation Coefficients of the Russell 50 Index and Foreign Sales Subcategories
Rolling Five-Year Correlations
1.00
0.95
Correlation

0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60

MSCI
MSCI
MSCI
MSCI
MSCI
MSCI
MSCI
MSCI
MSCI
MSCI
R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI R3000 ACWI
ex US
ex US
ex US
ex US
ex US
ex US
ex US
ex US
ex US
ex US

Ending
Ending
Ending
Ending
Ending
Ending
Ending
Ending
Ending
Dec 2006 Dec 2007 Dec 2008 Dec 2009 Dec 2010 Dec 2011 Dec 2012 Dec 2013 Dec 2014

Ending
Dec 2015

Russell Top 50

0.94

0.76

0.91

0.74

0.95

0.82

0.96

0.85

0.97

0.87

0.97

0.89

0.97

0.88

0.97

0.87

0.97

0.86

0.95

0.82

Russell Top 50 (>50% Foreign Sales)

0.91

0.78

0.79

0.70

0.86

0.81

0.87

0.83

0.92

0.87

0.93

0.88

0.94

0.87

0.93

0.83

0.93

0.84

0.91

0.80

Russell Top 50 (≤ 50% Foreign Sales)

0.88

0.67

0.83

0.61

0.91

0.72

0.93

0.78

0.95

0.83

0.95

0.86

0.95

0.87

0.95

0.86

0.95

0.84

0.93

0.81

Russell Top 50

Russell Top 50
(>50% Foreign Sales)

Russell Top 50
(≤ 50% Foreign Sales)

Moving Average
(Russell Top 50 [ ≤ 50% Foreign Sales])

Moving Average
(Russell Top 50)

Moving Average
(Russell Top 50 [>50% Foreign Sales])

The analysis continued by observing correlations for the Russell 50 and its two categories
with U.S. and international markets represented by the Russell 3000 and the MSCI
ACWI ex US, respectively. Correlations over
various timeframes included rolling timeframes dating to July 2000. Results are
shown in table 2 and figure 1.
The results show that both foreign sales
categories (>50%FS and ≤50%FS) are more
highly correlated with the U.S. market
(Russell 3000) than the international market (MSCI EAFE ACWI ex US) over both
trailing and rolling timeframes. Note that
the >50%FS category has a higher
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correlation to international markets than the
≤50%FS category before December 2011.
After December 2011, the ≤50%FS category
has an equal to or higher correlation to the
international markets than the >50%FS
category.
So at first glance, it appears that holding
large U.S. MNCs provides little international equity exposure from an investment
return standpoint.

Broader Analysis
To provide for confidence in this analysis,
correlations were observed of broader
domestic equity benchmarks as represented

by the Russell 200 and the S&P 500 versus
international markets. Here there were
enough companies in the dataset to analyze
the universe from four different perspectives based on foreign sales (>75%FS;
>50%FS; ≤50%FS; and ≤25%FS) allowing
further refinement of the analysis. This
provided an opportunity to observe if
companies that relied heavily on foreign
sales (i.e., >75%FS) performed more in line
with domestic or international markets. The
results were remarkably consistent across
all analyses. U.S. companies that can be
described as MNC based on size, name recognition, and, most importantly, percentage
of foreign sales have a higher correlation to
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Table 3: Trailing Correlation Coefficients of the Russell 200 and S&P 500 Index and Foreign Sales Subcategories
Trailing Correlations
3 Years

5 Years

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

0.98

0.82

Russell 200 (>75% Foreign Sales)

0.87

Russell 200 (>50% Foreign Sales)

7 Years

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

0.99

0.86

0.81

0.90

0.94

0.84

Russell 200 (≤50% Foreign Sales)

0.98

Russell 200 (≤25% Foreign Sales)

0.94

10 Years

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

0.99

0.89

0.81

0.91

0.96

0.86

0.78

0.98

0.69

0.95

0.99

0.81

S&P 500 (>75% Foreign Sales)

0.89

Russell Top 200

S&P 500

15 Years

R3000

MSCI
ACWI ex
US

R3000

MSCI
ACWI
ex US

0.99

0.89

0.99

0.87

0.85

0.88

0.84

0.77

0.73

0.96

0.88

0.96

0.89

0.94

0.85

0.85

0.99

0.88

0.99

0.86

0.98

0.85

0.77

0.97

0.83

0.96

0.81

0.95

0.80

1.00

0.86

1.00

0.89

1.00

0.89

1.00

0.89

0.77

0.92

0.80

0.92

0.85

0.91

0.85

0.85

0.79

S&P 500 (>50% Foreign Sales)

0.96

0.83

0.97

0.86

0.98

0.89

0.97

0.90

0.95

0.86

S&P 500 (≤50% Foreign Sales)

0.99

0.78

0.99

0.85

0.99

0.88

0.99

0.87

0.99

0.86

S&P 500 (≤25% Foreign Sales)

0.96

0.71

0.97

0.80

0.98

0.84

0.98

0.83

0.96

0.83

Table 4: Rolling Correlation Coefficients of the Russell 200 and S&P 500 Index and Foreign Sales Subcategories
Rolling Five-Year Correlations

MSCI ACWI ex US

R3000

MSCI ACWI ex US

R3000

MSCI ACWI ex US

R3000

MSCI ACWI ex US

R3000

MSCI ACWI ex US

R3000

MSCI ACWI ex US

Ending
Dec
2015

R3000

Ending
Dec
2014

MSCI ACWI ex US

Ending
Dec
2013

R3000

Ending
Dec
2012

MSCI ACWI ex US

Ending
Dec
2011

R3000

Ending
Dec
2010

MSCI ACWI ex US

Ending
Dec
2009

R3000

Ending
Dec
2008

MSCI ACWI ex US

Ending
Dec
2007

R3000

Ending
Dec
2006

Russell Top 200

0.98

0.82

0.97

0.80

0.99

0.87

0.99

0.89

0.99

0.91

0.99

0.91

0.99

0.92

0.99

0.90

0.99

0.88

0.99

0.86

Russell Top 200
(>75% Foreign Sales)

0.53

0.51

0.62

0.51

0.81

0.76

0.84

0.82

0.87

0.86

0.92

0.90

0.93

0.89

0.92

0.86

0.93

0.85

0.90

0.81

Russell Top 200
(>50% Foreign Sales)

0.93

0.80

0.84

0.75

0.92

0.89

0.93

0.90

0.96

0.92

0.96

0.92

0.97

0.92

0.97

0.89

0.96

0.89

0.96

0.86

Russell Top 200
(≤50% Foreign Sales)

0.96

0.78

0.94

0.72

0.97

0.82

0.98

0.85

0.99

0.88

0.99

0.90

0.99

0.91

0.99

0.90

0.99

0.87

0.98

0.85

Russell Top 200
(≤25% Foreign Sales)

0.94

0.77

0.89

0.64

0.94

0.76

0.96

0.81

0.97

0.85

0.98

0.86

0.98

0.87

0.97

0.84

0.96

0.80

0.95

0.77

S&P 500

0.99

0.87

0.99

0.64

1.00

0.89

1.00

0.90

1.00

0.91

1.00

0.92

1.00

0.92

1.00

0.90

1.00

0.88

1.00

0.87

S&P 500
(>75% Foreign Sales)

0.73

0.68

0.73

0.77

0.83

0.79

0.87

0.85

0.90

0.88

0.93

0.91

0.94

0.90

0.93

0.87

0.95

0.85

0.92

0.80

S&P 500
(>50% Foreign Sales)

0.94

0.82

0.86

0.77

0.93

0.89

0.95

0.91

0.97

0.92

0.97

0.92

0.98

0.92

0.98

0.90

0.98

0.89

0.97

0.86

S&P 500
(≤50% Foreign Sales)

0.98

0.82

0.97

0.71

0.99

0.84

0.99

0.87

0.99

0.89

1.00

0.90

1.00

0.91

0.99

0.89

0.99

0.87

0.99

0.85

S&P 500
(≤25% Foreign Sales)

0.97

0.82

0.94

0.82

0.97

0.81

0.98

0.84

0.98

0.86

0.98

0.87

0.98

0.88

0.98

0.86

0.98

0.83

0.97

0.80
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Figure 2: Ranking of Annual Returns
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

R3000
–11.5%
R50 (>50% FS)
–12.9%
R50
–13.7%
R50 (≤50% FS)
–15.8%
MSCI ACWI ex US
–19.5%

MSCI ACWI ex US
–14.7%
R3000
–21.5%
R50
–22.2%
R50 (≤50% FS)
–22.3%
R50 (>50% FS)
–23.1%

MSCI ACWI ex US
41.5%
R50 (>50% FS)
32.0%
R3000
31.1%
R50
23.2%
R50 (≤50% FS)
21.1%

MSCI ACWI ex US
21.4%
R3000
11.9%
R50
5.4%
R50 (≤50% FS)
5.0%
R50 (>50% FS)
4.6%

MSCI ACWI ex US
17.1%
R3000
6.1%
R50 (>50% FS)
4.6%
R50
1.5%
R50 (≤50% FS)
–1.2%

MSCI ACWI ex US
27.2%
R50 (>50% FS)
17.5%
R50
16.5%
R3000
15.7%
R50 (≤50% FS)
14.9%

R50 (>50% FS)
18.2%
MSCI ACWI ex US
17.1%
R50
6.2%
R3000
5.1%
R50 (≤50% FS)
–2.5%

R50 (≤50% FS)
–29.7%
R50
–32.5%
R50 (>50% FS)
–34.2%
R3000
–37.3%
MSCI ACWI ex US
–45.2%

Figure 3: Ranking of Three-Year Rolling Returns
Three-Year Rolling
Ending Dec 2004

Ending Dec 2005

Ending Dec 2006

Ending Dec 2007

Ending Dec 2008

Ending Dec 2009

MSCI ACWI ex US
13.6%
R3000
4.8%
R50 (>50% FS)
2.0%
R50
0.3%
R50 (≤50% FS)
–0.4%

MSCI ACWI ex US
26.2%
R3000
15.9%
R50 (>50% FS)
13.0%
R50
9.6%
R50 (≤50% FS)
7.9%

MSCI ACWI ex US
21.8%
R3000
11.2%
R50 (>50% FS)
8.7%
R50
7.6%
R50 (≤50% FS)
6.0%

MSCI ACWI ex US
20.4%
R50 (>50% FS)
13.2%
R3000
8.9%
R50
7.9%
R50 (≤50% FS)
3.4%

R50 (>50% FS)
–2.9%
R50
–5.8%
MSCI ACWI ex US
–6.6%
R50 (≤50% FS)
–7.6%
R3000
–8.6%

MSCI ACWI ex US
–3%
R50 (≤50% FS)
–3.8%
R50 (>50% FS)
–4.3%
R50
–5.2%
R3000
–5.4%

domestic rather than international equity
market indexes no matter the period
observed. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of
each correlation analysis.
The results here are similar in that, in general,
a higher percentage of foreign sales does not
constitute a greater correlation to international equity markets. Oddly, in each case
(Russell 200 and S&P 500), companies with
>75%FS had lower correlations to both the
overall U.S. and the international markets
than the other categories (with the exception
of some cases involving the ≤25%FS category) over nearly all timeframes. It is not evident why; determining why would require an
in-depth analysis that is beyond the scope of
this article. Nonetheless, it is clear that high
percentages of foreign sales do not result in
higher international exposure for investors.
As hypothesized, no matter the level of
revenue derived from foreign sales, large U.S.
MNC stock prices are more correlated with
the overall U.S. market than with international markets.
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Currency Effect
It would be remiss to not mention the effect
of currency fluctuations on MNC revenues
and stock prices. It must be acknowledged
that currency fluctuations play a substantial
role regarding MNC revenues, and therefore potentially stock prices, but the extent
of the effects is difficult to quantify. Many,
if not most, MNC treasury departments
attempt to hedge currency risk when there
is substantial exposure. However, it is difficult to quantify the level of hedging for a
large group of companies (i.e., Russell 50),
particularly over an extended period of
time. Philosophies regarding the need to
hedge currency vary widely by company
management, financial situation, industry,
and regions of the world, among other
things (Kawaller 2008). Additionally, if a
MNC operates in many emerging markets
or other countries with less-liquid currencies, the cost of hedging currency may
outweigh the benefits. Therefore, hedging
all currency risk can be difficult. None
theless, the effects of currency fluctuations

on U.S. investors, whether hedged or not,
are embedded in this analysis when
measuring the performance of MNCs
in U.S.-dollar terms.

Return Patterns
An analysis of correlation coefficients is
beneficial in determining behavior of
MNCs versus domestic and international
markets. It is difficult, however, to get a
handle on how closely a company’s returns
move with one market versus another by
viewing numeric correlation coefficients
alone. An easier way to observe how markets move relative to one another is to visually observe return patterns on a periodic
basis (e.g., annually) and over a rolling timeframe to view a longer-term perspective. A
period of one year may seem shortsighted
for evaluating investment returns, but the
short term has relevance when considering
diversification benefits. In other words,
investments should be judged over the longer term, but diversification should be
judged over the short-term as well because
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Figure 2: Ranking of Annual Returns, continued
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

MSCI ACWI ex US
42.1%
R50 (≤50% FS)
29.9%
R3000
28.3%
R50
18.9%
R50 (>50% FS)
12.7%

R3000
16.9%
R50 (>50% FS)
13.3%
MSCI ACWI ex US
11.6%
R50
9.9%
R50 (≤50% FS)
7.4%

R50 (>50% FS)
10.6%
R50
3.9%
R3000
1.0%
R50 (≤50% FS)
–8.9%
MSCI ACWI ex US
–13.3%

R50 (≤50% FS)
17.7%
MSCI ACWI ex US
17.4%
R3000
16.4%
R50
15.4%
R50 (>50% FS)
13.4%

R50 (≤50% FS)
39.3%
R3000
33.6%
R50
28.9%
R50 (>50% FS)
22.7%
MSCI ACWI ex US
15.8%

R50 (≤50% FS)
15.5%
R3000
12.6%
R50
12.3%
R50 (>50% FS)
9.2%
MSCI ACWI ex US
–3.4%

R50 (≤50% FS)
6.1%
R50
4.6%
R50 (>50% FS)
3.9%
R3000
0.5%
MSCI ACWI ex US
–5.3%

Figure 3: Ranking of Three-Year Rolling Returns, continued
Ending Dec 2010

Ending Dec 2011

Ending Dec 2012

Ending Dec 2013

Ending Dec 2014

Ending Dec 2015

R50 (≤50% FS)
–0.6%
R3000
–2%
R50
–4.1%
MSCI ACWI ex US
–4.6%
R50 (>50% FS)
–5.6%

R3000
14.9%
R50 (>50% FS)
12.2%
MSCI ACWI ex US
11.2%
R50
10.7%
R50 (≤50% FS)
8.3%

R50 (>50% FS)
12.4%
R3000
11.2%
R50
9.6%
R50 (≤50% FS)
4.8%
MSCI ACWI ex US
4.3%

R3000
16.2%
R50
15.6%
R50 (>50% FS)
15.5%
R50 (≤50% FS)
14.3%
MSCI ACWI ex US
5.6%

R50 (≤50% FS)
23.7%
R3000
20.5%
R50
18.7%
R50 (>50% FS)
15.0%
MSCI ACWI ex US
9.5%

R50 (≤50% FS)
19.5%
R50
14.8%
R3000
14.7%
R50 (>50% FS)
11.7%
MSCI ACWI ex US
1.9%

investors need diversification most in the
short-term to protect assets.
Figures 2 and 3 show returns for the
Russell 50, Russell 50 >50%FS, and
Russell 50 ≤50%FS using annual and threeyear rolling returns versus correlations.
Note there is little relationship between the
return behavior of the Russell 50 >50%FS
and the MSCI ACWI ex US. In fact, on a
year-in/year-out basis, the Russell 50
≤50%FS has performed similar to the
MSCI ACWI ex US nearly just as often as
the Russell 50 >50%FS. Additionally, in
most years the Russell 50 >50%FS has performed more similarly to the Russell 3000
than to the MSCI ACWI ex US. An observation of three-year rolling timeframes
yields a similar result with no identifiable
pattern of returns more closely tracking
international versus domestic indexes.

Conclusion
This study shows that it is incorrect to
assume that all U.S. MNCs have a substan-

tial level of revenue from foreign sources.
It also shows that even U.S. MNCs with
substantial foreign revenues clearly behave
more like the U.S. market than international markets. It may seem logical that
MNCs with substantial foreign operations
and/or a high percentage of foreign-sales
revenue would correlate more highly with
international markets, but this is not true
for the period studied, July 2000–December
2015. This evidence is clear and consistent
in the correlation analysis and in the observations of return behaviors.

sufficient diversification results. Investors
need a dedicated international allocation to
obtain the benefits of global diversification
in their investment portfolios.

The reason for this phenomenon is not obvious. One possibility is that home bias drives
investment returns more than the geographic origins of revenue. MNC currency
hedging is another likely contributing factor;
such hedging neutralizes the diversification
benefit of foreign currency exposure.
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PARTNERING WITH A PARENT
Continued from page 45
comfortable with our dynamic. The more
interactions and face-to-face meetings we
have with clients, the better we’re able
to illustrate the advantages of the partnership. Using the expertise and tenure of
colleagues reinforces a client’s confidence
in the team.
At the outset, we underestimated the challenge of introducing me to each of Dad’s
clients. Given that many of his client interactions follow a rhythm established over
many years, including me felt unnatural
and self-serving at first. With practice,
however, clients have grown accustomed to
my role. I’ve assumed greater responsibility
for those clients with whom I’ve established
strong rapport. Dad is still the primary
contact for many clients, but we’ve been
more intentional about articulating the role
I will have in the years ahead. Ultimately

our years of partnership will allow for the
seamless transition of Dad’s client base to
someone trained specifically to serve them.
Dad’s clients always will feel a special bond
with him, but we’re hopeful they’ll take
comfort in knowing his protégé will serve
them long after he retires.
If executed thoughtfully, the introduction
of the next-generation advisor segues to a
conversation with our clients’ adult children. Reviewing estate plans and beneficiary designations is essential to executing
client goals and often leads to an introduction to heirs who may benefit from our service. Our father-and-son perspective allows
us to relate to multi-generational aspirations such as education savings and business retirement plan transitions. Though
Dad is more likely to receive referrals from
existing clients and centers of influence, he’s
quick to introduce me as the main point of
contact in new relationships. Our plan
leverages our relationship to better meet

clients’ objectives and evolving needs for
future generations.
Even when the conflict seems irreconcilable, an episode of American Chopper ends
with father and son marveling at the product of their collaboration. Together they
create motorcycles that surpass their
clients’ dreams, then acknowledge and
compliment each other, knowing that the
result is something neither could have
achieved alone. With the cameras rolling,
Senior and Junior reconcile—sometimes
tearfully—until the next episode. Swapping
bright lights and chrome for suit and tie,
Dad and I gain perspective from our differences, celebrate our successes, and look forward to future challenges.
Walker Phillips, CIMA®, is a portfolio manager
with Palladium Registered Investment Advisors
in Norfolk, Virginia. He earned a BFA in
industrial design from the University of Kansas.
Contact him at wwphillips@palladiumllc.com.
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PROCEED OR WAIT

How Should Asset Managers Prepare for the DOL
Fiduciary Rule under the New Administration?
By Julia Binder, Matthew Fronczke, and Lawrence Petrone, CFA®

Editor’s note: Information in this article is
current as of the date of publication.

T

he Department of Labor (DOL) fiduciary rule is one of the most significant
regulatory challenges for asset managers in the past 40 years. Although the new
administration has signalled that implementation of the fiduciary rule might be delayed
from the initial implementation deadline
of April 2017, or even repealed, many firms
already have changed compensation and
other policies to align with the rule.
On March 10, the DOL announced a proposed delay from April 10 to June 9, 2017,
as the rule’s effective date. This delay is in
response to the February 3 Presidential
Memorandum directing the DOL to re-
examine the rule. It is widely anticipated
that the DOL will provide temporary
relief from enforcement to guard against

disruptions attributed to uncertainty
regarding the timing of the DOL decision
on whether to delay the effective date or
not. Adding to the confusion (as of when
I&WM went to print), President Donald
Trump’s nominee for DOL Secretary has
yet to be confirmed.

Imminent Initial Deadline
Regardless of what the new administration
ultimately decides, we believe that firms
should forge ahead with compliance
because the current timetable doesn’t give
them the opportunity to wait and see what
happens next. Many industry experts
believe that the essence of the rule will
move forward, even if the timing and methods of compliance are altered.

Unstoppable Industry Trends
Long before DOL’s publication of the
fiduciary rule in 2016, leading asset

AUM under Fee Based Arrangements

Figure 1: Growth of Advisor AUM under Fee-Based Arrangements, 2009–2016
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managers anticipated several industry
trends that are not expected to change,
including the growing demand for lowercost passive investment products, the shift
to fee-based accounts, and the use of automated digital advice.
Advisor use of fee-based arrangements has
grown significantly from 2009 to 2016.
Advisors in the independent broker–dealer
channel have experienced the highest percentage increase in assets under fee-based
arrangements (see figure 1). DST kasina’s
research shows that 68 percent of advisors
expect their fee-based revenue to increase
in 2017, compared to just 9 percent of advisors who expect revenue to increase for
their brokerage businesses. The need to
comply with the requirements of the rule
has spurred more firms to review their
business arrangements with distributors
and analyze product lineups. We believe
that the asset management industry is
headed for transformative changes in sales,
marketing, and product strategy.

Addressing Immediate
Challenges
Asset managers face several immediate
challenges, including the introduction of
no-load share classes stripped of fees, the
reduction of management fees, and the
restructuring of products.

Flattening Share Classes and
Eliminating Commissions
2012

Average Advisor

2015
Independent BD

Source: DST kasina Advisor Insights in partnership with Horsesmouth, 2016

2016
Wirehouse

A few distributors have announced plans to
move their retirement and individual
retirement account (IRA) rollover business
exclusively to non-commissioned share
MARCH / APRIL 2017
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classes. These firms represent some of the
better-known mutual fund distributors in
the United States, including Merrill Lynch
and Commonwealth Financial Network.
Asset managers need to begin putting
plans in place to transition share classes
with loads and 12b-1 fees payable to advisors or others making recommendations
that are sold to defined contribution platforms, irrespective of plan size. They also
should be prepared to revise policy decisions about share class availability on platforms, particularly for their best products.
Specifically, firms might consider which
distributors warrant R5 and institutional
shares, and when platforms merit share
classes without embedded sub-transfer
agency fees through the sale of R6 or similar retirement shares classes.
That same evaluation might be warranted
for IRA sales, although the flattening
impact on share class offerings potentially
could be much more drastic, because most
firms currently sell A and C shares with
loads to retail clients within IRA accounts.
Also, distributors are expected to more
closely track sales for IRA rollovers, and
many asset managers appear to be putting
plans in place to do the same. Asset managers also could consider focusing on special
non-commissioned IRA institutional class
sales, particularly for those distributors
where sales transparency is unclear.
Nevertheless, not all distributors have taken
a non-commission sales stance; for example, Morgan Stanley, Raymond James, and
Cetera are keeping retirement account
commission sales (see table 1). In fact,
many distributors that have publicly
addressed the issue have chosen to maintain commission-based options for retirement accounts and IRA sales. These firms
and their affiliated advisors will rely on the
best interest contract (BIC) exemption for
commissioned sales to retirement accounts.
So asset managers that want to do business
with these firms will need to offer share
classes that accommodate both brokerage
and advisory platforms. However, we
believe the decision by certain brokers to
maintain business as usual is just an initial
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Table 1: How Distributors Plan to Handle Retirement Account Commission Sales
Halting Retirement Account
Commission Sales

Keeping Retirement Account
Commission Sales

JP Morgan (Chase Wealth Management,
Private Bank and JP Morgan Securities

Morgan Stanley

Merrill Lynch

Ameriprise

Commonwealth Financial Network

Cetera Financial Group

Edward Jones

Cambridge Investment Research (leveling
of commissions across categories)
Raymond James

reaction to rule implementation and an
evaluation of the BIC exemption. Even
these distributors may have a change of
heart and eventually take the same course
of action as Merrill Lynch.

Driving toward Even Lower Fees
The potential for share class flattening and
the elimination of load-bearing funds by
distributors are expected to lead to lower
sales transaction fees for retirement investors, which is one of the DOL objectives.
But we do not believe that the elimination
of loads and more-costly share classes will
be the only catalyst for lower fees in the
future. Fund companies and their distributors should more clearly justify the value of
their active strategies relative to the costs to
retirement plans.
The DOL rule does not explicitly provide
direction on the types of products provided
to retirement accounts and their costs, but it
does state that those dispensing advice and
selecting investment products for compensation have a fiduciary duty, which requires
them to carefully weigh the costs of recommended products against the value they offer
clients. Specifically, costs need to be reasonable in light of associated services and, therefore, asset managers may want to review
whether the costs reflect the investment performance and value of a given strategy.
Advisors must compare costs across the
range of suitable products when selecting for
specific requirements. If there is little or no
differentiated performance, then the advisor
may want to look elsewhere or expect client
fees to align with passive fund strategies.
Given this focus on value and relative costs,
and the aforementioned migration to

no-load share classes, we expect continued
pressure on fees. Add to that a steadily
increasing allocation to low-priced passives
among advisors, active-pedigree fund managers likely will find it difficult to maintain
fees at current levels. The most effective
way to respond to that is to begin identifying the differentiating performance and
design characteristics of funds, thereby
providing justification for fund costs.

Considering Alternative
Product Vehicles
Firms also might consider a vehicleagnostic approach to the market. Mutual
funds continue to be the most prevalent
fund structure in the retirement market,
given their first-to-market advantage. The
Investment Company Institute estimates
that mutual funds represented approximately 54 percent of the $7 trillion in IRA
assets and 47 percent of the $7.5 trillion in
defined contribution assets as of Q2 2016.1
But given the inherent regulatory, custody,
and trading costs, mutual funds are not necessarily the cheapest structure available.
With a premium placed on costs by the
DOL, asset managers may want to explore
alternative fund vehicles for investment
strategies sold in the retirement market. That
includes considering collective investment
trusts (CITs) and exchange-traded products/
exchange-traded funds (ETPs/ETFs), both
of which typically offer a more cost-effective
fund vehicle for retirement accounts.
But like most investment options, tradeoffs
are associated with both CITs and ETPs/
ETFs. Asset managers have to weigh the
cost advantages against potentially lower
access and demand, lower investment

REGULATORY | PROCEED OR WAIT

transparency, diminished fund portability,
higher trading and custody costs, and other
structural disadvantages. But with a premium on lower costs in the retirement
market, firms should consider starting that
analysis now for each of the investment
strategies sold to the retirement market.
Julia Binder is the head of strategic marketing
research; Matthew Fronczke is the head of
distribution consulting and research; and
Lawrence Petrone, CFA®, is the head of
product research and consulting at DST
kasina, LLC. For more information about

DST kasina’s research, please contact the
authors at info@kasina.com.
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When a financial advisor gets to within 5–7
years of retirement, it is critical to create a
succession plan. This time frame allows
departing advisors to prepare their books
of business to transfer to other advisors
efficiently and effectively, and maintain the
highest value of business upon departure.
Aligning a departing financial advisor with
a growing or established financial advisor
requires a successful match both ideologically and based on personality style.

the investments, and clearing out unproductive relationships. Many of these strategies can be time-consuming, so it is
important to ensure plenty of time before
the transition. A departing advisor who is
working on book health also must begin
looking for a successor. Tools such as the
DISC assessment can help identify potential
successors. Once the successor has been
identified, all involved financial advisors
should work together to streamline the succession. This involves many of the aspects
required to create a new team: investment
strategy, client service, marketing plan,
compensation structure, and team makeup.

business some of the best of their careers.
The goal is to have the retiring financial
advisor feel optimistic and confident that
clients are in trusted and capable hands,
fostered by the partnership the departing
financial advisor creates with the successor.

Before turning over a book of business, a
departing financial advisor strives to make
it as valuable as possible. This may take
many forms including reaching out to the
next generation, logging personal and relevant information into a contact management system, segmenting the book, creating
a financial plan for specific relationships,
adding products and services, streamlining

Financial advisors who engage in the succession process early typically have excellent successor retention. Many departing
financial advisors also enjoy the camaraderie of the partnership with the receiving
financial advisor during the transition to
retirement. For many, a newfound excitement due to these partnerships and mentorships makes their final years in the

THE ADVISOR OF THE FUTURE
Continued from page 10

Endnotes
1. “Advisor Metrics 2015: Anticipating the
Advisor Landscape in 2020,” Cerulli Associates,
www.cerulli.com.
2. See “Retirement Plans,” Last Week Tonight with John
Oliver, HBO (June 12, 2016), https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=gvZSpET11ZY.
3. “The Cerulli Report: U.S. Retail Investor Advice Relation
ships 2015,” Cerulli Associates, www.cerulli.com.
4. “2015 State of Women-Owned Businesses Report, ”
American Express OPEN (May 2015), https://www.

SUSTAINABLE AND SUCCESSFUL TEAM
Continued from page 44

Succession Planning

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

As the industry continues to evolve, especially in the wake of regulatory changes,
best practices for financial advisors continue to evolve. Developing, supporting,
and growing teams will be a valuable strategy in this environment.
Julie Hanson is senior teams consultant with
RBC Wealth Management. She earned a BA
from Concordia College. Contact her at julie.
hanson@rbc.com.
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Fee Disclosures
By Mark Harbour, CPA , CIMA®, CFA®

Ethics are more important than laws.


—Wynton Marsalis

S

everal recent developments suggest that a review of best practices regarding discussing fees with our clients is in order.
Specifically,

• The potential Department of Labor (DOL) rules based on fiduciary guidelines regarding fees (and disclosures).1
• The 2016 CFA Institute and Edelman Investment Trust survey of
retail investors,2 which said “… we see demand for higher levels
of transparency than ever before …” and clarified that “transparency” means “clear communication about fees.”
• The rise of robo-advising, which aims to provide more mechanized service at lower fees.
• The ongoing dialogue about whether advisory fees and active
management add value.

Guidance for the Code of
Professional Responsibility

My Observation/Comment

“Disclosure contemplates
either oral or written provision
of information. Although not
required, oral disclosures
should, under best practices, be confirmed in a timely
manner in writing to demonstrate compliance. Such
disclosures should be made
to ensure that each client
understands the disclosure,
and disclosures should be
updated whenever changes
are proposed.”

The specific timing for how
frequently disclosures are
appropriate is not mentioned,
but our experience suggests
that at least an annual
approach to this disclosure
would be prudent. Also,
although oral disclosure is
deemed sufficient, my experience suggests that providing
information in writing constitutes a stronger approach to
fulfilling your fiduciary duty in
serving your clients.

Here I provide several observations emerging from IMCA’s
updated Code of Professional Responsibility (Code) and Standards:

Figure 1 shows one possible format for illustrating the details of
who is paid for what specific services.

The Preamble to the IMCA Code of Professional Responsibility outlines the shared values that we agree should govern our approach
to serving our clients.3 A selected reminder from this document
follows:

It may be helpful for the client if the advisor also provides some
information about typical industry fees based on type of practice.
Cerulli Associates, for example, describes four levels of practice,
from investment advice only, to wealth management that includes
family office and concierge-type services.4

Preamble Text

My Observation/Comment

Integrity
IMCA professionals embrace
honesty by
(a) being clear and truthful in
communications;

Clarifying in a precise manner
who gets paid what amount
by your client is fundamental
to maintaining your professional integrity.

Second, principle number two in the Code of Professional
Responsibility is
Code of Professional
Responsibility
Disclose services to be
offered and provided, related
charges, and compensation.
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Third, the Guidance for interpreting principle number two in our
Code of Professional Responsibility is

My Observation/Comment
In addition to the above,
these disclosures are fundamental to evaluating the value
added for services provided.
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Obviously, the level of fees for different client-supporting services
should reflect the amount of time and the circumstances that are
unique to each client.
AdvisoryHQ.com5 also provides a routine listing of fees that you
may wish to review, to see where your fees place relative to others
in the industry. Having a better perspective of how your fees relate
to others could arm you with appropriate competitive framing for
client discussions or questions.
Orion Advisor Services, LLC6 also has launched an industry fee
analyzer that creates custom fee benchmarks for accounts, allowing
advisors to filter based on account size, account type, and services
provided (Michael Kitces wrote about this recently in his blog7).
Other services are available that compare specific fund solutions of

SPOTLIGHT ON ETHICS | Fee Disclosures

Figure 1: Example of Schedule of Fees
3.

Values as of
Account

Mutual
Funds

Date

Annual
Advisory Fees

Amount

%

$

Annual Money
Manager Fee
%

Annual Mutual
Fund Fees

$

%

4.

$

Retirement

5.

Investment
ABC
Fund
XYZ
Fund

6.

Other
Grand Total

the same investment category/style and
detail differences in fees to help advisors
select the appropriate implementation with
fees in mind.8
Assuming your clients receive statistics
regarding your fees does not guarantee that
they fully understand their implications.9 In
every case, an open and candid discussion
with your clients explaining your fees and
clarifying who gets paid for what services
(e.g., managers, funds, advisors, etc.), is a fundamental and important step for our industry to build credibility client by client.

7.

Mark Harbour, CPA, CIMA®, CFA®, has served
various volunteer roles with the IMCA, most
recently chair of the Ethics Task Force that
worked to revise IMCA’s Code and
Standards. He is a past president of the
CFA Society of Los Angeles. Contact him
at harboal@ca.rr.com.
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Five Conference-Planning Trends
By Sean Walters, CAE

L

ike all contemporary professions,
the conference-planning industry
is evolving. IMCA hosts more than
4,000 attendees at our 10 conferences and
seminar programs each year, so I thought
I’d share what we’re doing to evolve.
IMCA’s meeting planners are the best in
the business at creating an intimate, inviting, and innovative atmosphere within
each event. Hundreds of live-event options
are available to financial advisors each
year—many free or sponsored by product
or service providers—but, year after year,
more than two-thirds of advisors who have
attended IMCA events prefer them to other
industry conferences.1

Here’s why:
Technologies. IMCA uses TweetBeam for
Twitter feeds, live polling during select
conference sessions, and radio frequency
identification technology for recording
continuing education (CE) credit. Each live
conference is supported by a mobile app
that includes all presentation handouts,
IMCA’s Twitter feed, videos, an agenda
personalizer, and coming soon, the ability
to schedule meetings with other attendees.
Attendee engagement. We provide opportunities for attendees to exercise together
(yoga, fun-run, CrossFit) and our loyalty
program for repeat attendees provides
them with exclusive gifts. At the IMCA
2017 Investment Advisor Forum in New
York, we hosted 30 repeat attendees for a
special breakfast and book signing with
restauranteur Danny Meyer.

Conference within a conference. The
best conferences make it challenging for
attendees to pick among multiple sessions.
This year in San Diego, advisors can
choose to attend the IMCA 2017 Annual
Conference Experience—ACE, or the
conference within a conference, IMCA’s
inaugural 2017 Masters Series Conference:
Advanced Business Strategist program,
featuring in-depth workshops with top
faculty from The Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania, the University
of Chicago Booth School of Business,
Georgetown University, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and the University
of California, Berkeley, on running a
business or leading a team.

Bricks and clicks CE. Many sessions are
video recorded, repackaged by topic, and
sold online as mini-courses. Attendees of
live events have access to up to five of the
top-rated sessions from an event at no
additional charge.
100-percent peer-directed content.
Conference programs are developed by
practitioners for their peers (“for us, by
us”). Though you may find presenters from
product or service companies on IMCA
programs, all presenters are selected on
their merit—there is no pay-to-play option
for sponsoring companies. The volunteers
on our program development committees
are by far the most essential ingredient to
our current conference success.

Money-back guarantee. Few conference
organizers stand behind their product.
Sean Walters, CAE, is IMCA’s chief
IMCA’s net promoter score (NPS) for its
executive officer and executive director.
live events averages more than 45 (for comContact him at swalters@imca.org.
parison, the Apple iPhone has an NPS of
50). We know that if advisors try our conCHARTEndnote
YOUR COURSE FOR
1. IMCA Membership Survey, February 2017.
ferences, they will come back. We began
INVESTMENT AND WEALTH
offering the money-back guarantee in ADVISORY STRATEGIES
2013, and to date we have had fewer than a
dozen refund requests.
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IMCA 2017 Investment Advisor Forum Recap
By Linda Corman, special contributor

D

espite Winter Storm Niko, more
than 700 investment and wealth
professionals attended IMCA’s 2017
Investment Advisor Forum, February 9–10
in New York City, to learn the latest from
the nation’s leading financial services
thought leaders. In case you missed it, here
are some highlights.

personal pension accounts. Given the
unpredictability of government policy
(e.g., taxes and Social Security), he also
suggested that planners should build
wiggle room into retirement-planning
assumptions.

The Importance of Knowing
What Your Clients Really Want

Jon Hale, head of sustainability research,
Morningstar Investment Management,
reminded attendees in a session on impact
investing that every investment advisor
should now be conversant on the topic—
and it can be a valuable differentiator for
those who make it a specialty. Numerous
studies have confirmed that investors do
not make a tradeoff in returns by investing
sustainably and the practice is growing.
Millennials, gen-Xers, and women are
poised to become major inheritors of
wealth and are groups that have shown
strong interest in impact investing.

Danny Meyer, master of hospitality and the
heart behind Shake Shack, Gramercy
Tavern, and other renowned Union Square
Hospitality Group restaurants, explained
that investment advisors and restaurateurs
are both, above all, selling love and security. He said that the good are distinguished
from the great not by the quality of the
food or the acuity of the investment advice,
but by the genuine feeling conveyed to customers that their needs are being met and
that the organization’s number-one objective is to please them. Meyer counseled
advisors to live by what he says is hospitality’s golden rule: Do unto others as you
believe they want done unto them.

No Magic Solution for Retirees
on Weathering the Perfect Storm
Matt Sommer, Janus Capital Group,
addressed ways retirees can weather the
perfect storm of recent low interest rates,
longer life expectancies, and more vibrant
(i.e., expensive) lifestyles. He admitted
there is no magic formula, but he suggested
several strategies for helping clients to
rationally and optimally plan for retirement and resist the temptation to act
against their best interests. His recommended tactics include establishing a
retirement income plan, a spending policy
statement, cash set aside to cover expenses
in two-year increments, and creating

Impact Investing Continues
to Gain Momentum

Help Clients Understand Advisor’s
Role to Avoid Fee Resistance
Andrew McFetridge, John Hancock
Investments, said investment advisors are
worth the fees they charge, but they often
are not very good at describing their value
to clients and prospects. In his session
about the myths and realities of client fees,
he urged advisors to be forthright about
their fees, and to clearly explain how the
breadth of value they offer directly benefits
their clients.

Character Traits of Good Savers
Can Make Decumulation Difficult
Professor Meir Statman, Santa Clara
University, discussed how advisors can best
help clients who are moving from accumulation to decumulation. He emphasized
that the very character traits that make

people good savers and put them in good
stead for retirement often can make it difficult for them to adjust to the decumulation
phase. He noted that advisors can play an
invaluable role by helping these clients
spend their money in ways that provide
them emotional and expressive benefits in
later life.

Consider Limiting Client Choices
When a Wide Array Is Available
Professor Sheena Iyengar, Columbia
Business School, said the number of
choices people have to make about a growing number of facets of their lives has risen
exponentially, making decision-making
more difficult and resulting in choice overload and decision paralysis. She suggested
four ways that investment advisors can
help clients deal with choices they might
face: cut down the number of choices
presented, group choices into categories,
present choices in ways that make their
consequences concrete, and condition people for complexity (begin by asking clients
to consider limited choices, then gradually
introduce greater ranges of choices).

Setting Priorities Is Key
to Advisor Success
Professor Corey Ciocchetti, University of
Denver, urged conference attendees to
examine their lives and check if they’ve got
their priorities correct. He recommended
giving top priority to a limited number of
precious relationships, being kind to people who can do nothing for you, and
guarding against work taking over your
life. He cautioned against being deluded
into thinking that being wealthy is the key
to happiness, using a quote from philosopher Eric Hoffer, “You can never get
enough of what you don’t need to make
you truly happy.”
MARCH / APRIL 2017
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This CE quiz is accepted for one hour of CIMA®, CIMC®, CPWA®, and CFP® continuing education (CE) credit. You must get 7 out of 10 questions correct to pass. Your score will be tabulated
and your CE record will be updated automatically upon successful completion of the quiz. Cost for the CE Quiz is $25 for IMCA members and $50 for nonmembers. To purchase and take
the IMCA CE Quiz online, visit www.IMCA.org/IWMquiz.
CFP certificants: IMCA will report successful completion of the quiz to the CFP Board on your behalf. You must complete the following steps: Provide your CFP ID to IMCA. Enter your CFP
ID in My IMCA in the “Update my demographic information” section. IMCA will provide the information to the CFP Board and the CFP Board will notify you when this occurs. IMCA is not able
to report to the CFP Board on your behalf if we do not have an accurate CFP ID. Please check your My IMCA account to ensure the information is in our database and is accurate.

From “Rewiring Goals-Based Investing with Equity Crowdfunding”
(page 16)
1. Which one of the following offerings is only available to accredited
investors?
a. Reward-based crowdfunded projects on a portal such as
Kickstarter
b. An offering through an investment portal using the SECregulated Title II provision
c. A Title III offering from a private company looking to raise
up to $1 million in funding
d. An initial public offering from an Internet-based startup
2. What does the author say is the connection between
transcendence and next-generation investment options?
a. He doesn’t. He says investments have always been
deployed in accordance with the need for transcendence.
b. The aspirational bucket contains the best opportunities for
transcendence.
c. Direct investment in companies with a community that
share a common purpose.
d. Platforms screen investments for socially responsible
criteria.
From “Neoliberal Globalization, Deflation, the Rise of Populism, and
Investment Implications” (page 21)
3. Which of the following does the author say are likely impacts of a
Trump presidency on global investing?
a. Policies are likely to be a modest drag on global growth
b. Fiscal stimulus will drive demand for imports
c. Rising U.S. inflation and slower U.S. growth
d. All of the above
4. What strategy does the author advocate, in light of policy shocks
worldwide?
a. Focus on dynamic asset allocation
b. Constant-weighting strategic asset allocation
c. Long-term municipal bonds
d. Investment in precious metals
From “Risk Management: A Canadian Case Study” (page 27)
5. Which of the following is not one of the threats to portfolios that the
authors say is too often overlooked?
a. Leverage
b. Unstable market risk over time
c. Illiquidity
d. Lack of transparency

6. What primary objective did the board and committee agree to, in
the case study
a. Asset management
b. Improve diversification
c. Surplus management
d. None of the above
From “Robo and Traditional Models Working Together” (page 33)
7. What is one of the difficulties that the author cites about working
with robos under the pending Department of Labor fiduciary rule?
a. Robos are not held to the same standard for fiduciary
advice.
b. Non-integrated robos may offer advice inconsistent with the
assumptions of the advisor.
c. The primary fiduciary relationship is unclear in such
arrangements.
d. Robo-advisor hybrids are not permitted under the DOL rule.
8. Which of the following concepts does the author not cite as
important to due diligence in evaluating an integrated robo
relationship?
a. Client retention
b. Consistency of custody and reporting
c. Fees
d. Long-term business strategy
From “Return Behaviors of U.S. Multinational Companies” (page 54)
9. Which of the following statements is true?
a. Low percentages of foreign sales do not offer investors
higher international exposure.
b. Low percentages of foreign sales offer investors higher
international exposure.
c. High percentages of foreign sales do not offer investors
higher international exposure.
d. High percentages of foreign sales offer investors higher
international exposure.
10. Multinational corporations
a. Have a higher correlation to international equity markets in
down markets.
b. Have a higher correlation to domestic equity markets when
the market is less volatile.
c. Have a stable, strong correlation to international equity
markets.
d. Have a stable, strong correlation to domestic equity
markets.

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
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Applied Behavioral Finance

No matter what’s happening with the market, behavioral finance affects advisors and the clients they serve. Investors
consistently underperform the market because of irrational behavior stimulated by extreme emotion. As an advisor, it’s
your job to manage your client’s, and your own emotional reactions to market volatility, to help your clients make better
financial decisions.
Explore and learn how to apply the best of what we know about behavioral finance from world-renowned academics and
practitioners with IMCA’s Applied Behavioral Finance (ABF) online certificate program. This newly released self-paced
online program offers on-demand access to interactive study tools and the flexibility to study anytime, anywhere.

TAUGHT BY LEADING BEHAVIORAL FINANCE ACADEMICS & PRACTITIONERS

Dan Ariely, PhD
Duke University

Andrew W. Lo, PhD
MIT Sloan School of
Management

Carl Richards, CFP®
The Behavior Gap

FEES

IMCA Members | $695
Join & Learn1 | $895

Meir Statman, PhD, MBA Tobias Moskowitz, PhD
Santa Clara University
Yale School of
Management

CONTINUING EDUCATION (CE) CREDIT

This program has been accepted for 20 hours
of CIMA®, CIMC®, CPWA®, and CFP® continuing
education (CE) credit.2

View the detailed curriculum and
get started today at www.IMCA.org/ABF.

1. Join & Learn includes registration and a one-year IMCA membership.
2. Program subject to change, which may affect the type of and total number of hours earned.
IMCA® and INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS ASSOCIATION® are registered trademarks of Investment Management Consultants Association Inc. CIMA®, CERTIFIED INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT ANALYST®, CIMC®,
CPWA®, and CERTIFIED PRIVATE WEALTH ADVISOR® are registered certification marks of Investment Management Consultants Association Inc. Investment Management Consultants Association Inc. does not discriminate in
educational opportunities or practices on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability, or any other characteristic protected by law.
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OVERALL MORNINGSTAR
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(All funds are Institutional Service Share Class)
NWGSX
NATIONWIDE HIGHMARK SMALL CAP CORE FUND
Out of 626 U.S. Small Blend Funds 3-yr and 5-yr rating
5 stars out of 626 and 534 respectively.

Your clients’ fear their
portfolio may go of track.

NWKDX
NATIONWIDE GENEVA SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND

Highly rated funds from Nationwide® can help
you build a portfolio that addresses your clients’
concerns about achieving their ﬁnancial goals. With
more than 80 years’ experience and a competitive
lineup of 4- and 5-star funds, we have investment
solutions to meet your clients’ unique needs.

Out of 599 U.S. Small Growth Funds 3- and 5-yr rating
4 stars out of 599 and 531 respectively.

NWHNX
NATIONWIDE BAILARD INTERNATIONAL EQUITIES FUND
Out of 606 U.S. Foreign Large Blend Funds 3-, 5- and 10-yr rating
4 stars out of 606, 542 and 329 respectively.

Compare our funds at
NationwideFinancial.com/FullSteam
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MUTUAL FUNDS

Barron’s is not afﬁliated, and does not endorse the products or services of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. Barron’s Best Fund Families (Feb. 2016); #14 in 2016; Barron’s is a trademark of Dow Jones & Co., L.P.
All rights reserved. Reprint with permission.
Investors should carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, fees, charges and expenses before investing any money. To obtain this and other information on Nationwide Funds, please call 1-800848-0920 to request a summary prospectus and/or a prospectus, or download a summary prospectus and/or a prospectus at nationwide.com/mutualfunds. Please read it carefully before investing any money.
Performance shown represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Current performance may be higher or lower than the performance shown. Investing in mutual funds involves risk,
including the possible loss of principal. The investment return and principal value of an investment will ﬂuctuate, so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
For more current performance metrics, please visit nationwidefunds.com.
The number of funds represented for each time period are the same for a speciﬁc fund regardless of its share class.
Morningstar Ratings reﬂect risk-adjusted performance. The Morningstar Rating™ is derived from a weighted average of the performance ﬁgures associated with the Fund’s 3-, 5- and 10-year (if applicable) periods.
Morningstar Ratings metrics. Morningstar Ratings are based solely on a proprietary mathematical formula based on measures of risk and performance that it recalculates each month. The ratings formula measures
the amount of variation in a fund’s or ETF’s monthly performance (including the effects of sales charges, loads and redemption fees) emphasizing downward variations and rewarding consistency. Ratings are
subject to change every month. The top 10% of the funds in the category received 5 stars; the next 22.5%, 4 stars; the next 35%, 3 stars; the next 22.5%, 2 stars; and the bottom 10%, 1 star.
Ratings are based on speciﬁc class performance of each fund. Current fund performance may be higher or lower, which may change a fund’s star rating. Despite high ratings, funds may have experienced negative
performance during the period. Performance may reﬂect a waiver of part of a fund’s fees for certain periods since inception, without which returns would have been lower. A class share ratings no longer reﬂect
sales charges. As of November 1, 2016, Morningstar will no longer provide ratings for load-adjusted share classes.
© 2017 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be
accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.
The Institutional Service Share Class funds are only available on certain investment platforms and may require a higher minimum initial investment. To learn more, please contact your ﬁnancial advisor.
Please consult the most recent summary prospectus and/or prospectus for the respective Fund for more details.
Nationwide Funds distributed by Nationwide Fund Distributors, LLC (NFD), member FINRA, Columbus, OH. NFD is not an afﬁliate of Morningstar, Inc. or any subadviser discussed in this material except its afﬁliate
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Fees and Teaming: What Works for
Advisors
By Em i l y Swe et , C FA ® , S e n i o r A n al yst , Inte rme diar y, C e r u lli Associates

I

n this issue of Research Quarterly,
Cerulli Associates examines the regulatory and behavioral catalysts that
continue to support advisors’ movement
toward fee-based business and teambased business models. The Department
of Labor’s Conflict of Interest Rule has
spurred a discussion about fiduciary standards and heightened scrutiny of advisors’
business practices. A natural reaction to
these discussions is increased use of fee-

based business at the cost of commissionbased business as advisors grapple with
how to proceed in a changing regulatory
environment. In addition, the cost of
client relationships to advisors is growing,
because clients expect more services from
advisors for the same fee. This encourages advisors to consider a team-based
approach to reduce the impact of cost
pressure. Finally, the business preferences
of new advisors, and in particular, women

advisors, also encourage teaming. These
groups value mentoring and connection
with established advisors, making teaming a smart business choice for attracting
and retaining new talent. In combination,
these factors support a movement toward
fee-based and team-based business and
may influence the way financial advice is
delivered going forward.

Table 1: Advisor Compensation by Channel, 2016 and 2018E
Employee Channels
Compensation Type

Independent Channels

All Advisors

Current

2018E

Current

2018E

Current

2018E

Asset-based fees

57%

66%

61%

65%

59%

66%

Commissions

37%

27%

28%

20%

32%

23%

Fees for financial plans

3%

4%

6%

8%

5%

6%

Annual or retainer fees

2%

2%

3%

4%

2%

3%

Hourly fees

1%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Other

0%

0%

1%

1%

1%

1%

A n a l yst N o te : Aver age com pensation data excludes s eni or adv i s or s or pr i nc i pal s /ow ner s w ho r ec ei v e a s al ar y. Em pl oy ee c hannel s i n c l u d e
a d vi sors at wir ehouses and national and r egional B/Ds ; i ns ur anc e and r etai l bank B/D adv i s or s ar e ex c l uded. Independent c hannel s i n c l u d e
a d vi sors op e r ating in independent RIAs, hybr id RIAs, and IBD s .
S o u rces: C er ulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inves tm ent M anagem ent C ons ul tants As s oc i ati on and F i nanc i al Pl anni ng As s oc i ati on

TABLE 1 HIGHLIGHTS: Advisors currently earn 59 percent of their revenue

from asset-based fees and 32 percent from commissions. By 2018,
advisors expect asset-based fees to increase to 66 percent of revenue and
commissions to drop to 23 percent of revenue.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Advisors are increasing fee-based advisory business

at the cost of commission-based business. This trend is true across channels,
practice size in terms of assets under management (AUM), core market,
and practice types, and it is impacted by regulatory pressures favoring non-

commission business. Among advisor channels, registered investment advisors
(RIAs) and wirehouse advisors earn the largest percentage of revenue from
fee-based assets by a wide margin; insurance broker–dealers (B/Ds), national
and regional B/Ds, and independent broker–dealers (IBDs) earn a higher
percentage from commission. Larger practices by both AUM and core market
tend to generate more asset-based fee revenue than smaller AUM and core
market practices. Commission business may not disappear entirely, but assetbased revenues are clearly continuing to grow.

METHODOLOGY: Since 2008, IMCA and Cerulli Associates have been working in partnership. IMCA distributes a survey link to its members providing access to

Cerulli Associates’ proprietary online survey instrument. Each year, several hundred members respond, which offers a representative sample of the investment advisor,
broker–dealer, and institutional consultant membership of Investment Management Consultants Association.
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TABLE 2 HIGHLIGHTS: Once a client relationship reaches $1.5 million,
average advisor fees fall below 100 basis points.

Table 2: Average Advisory Fee by Client Assets and
Channel, 2016
Average Fee (bps)

KEY IMPLICATIONS: Fees predictably shrink as client relationships grow.

Employee
Channels

Independent
Channels

$100,000

143

122

132

$300,000

133

114

123

$750,000

117

102

109

$1.5 million

100

91

96

$5 million

81

71

76

$10 million

70

60

65

Relationship Size

Average fees for each relationship size are comparable across both practice
sizes and channels, and notably high-percentage fees exist only on the
periphery for the smallest size clients (less than $300,000 assets). Close to
10 percent of advisors charge more than 2 percent annually for $100,000
relationships and 3.5 percent of advisors charge upward of 2 percent in annual
fees for $300,000 clients. It is not until a relationship exceeds $1.5 million
in assets that average fees begin to fall to less than 100 basis points (bps).
The majority of advisors (65 percent) charge less than 75 bps to clients with
$10-million relationships. As advisors incorporate more asset-based business
into their practices, it is likely that revenue generated by smaller accounts will
decline, because many of these accounts incorporate more commission-based
business than larger accounts. Both asset managers and B/Ds should consider
how a loss in commission revenue will impact profitability.

All Advisors

A n a l yst Note: Em ployee channels include advisors at w i r ehous es
a n d n a ti onal and r egional B/Ds; insur ance and r e tai l bank B/D
a d vi sors ar e excluded. Independent channels inc l ude adv i s or s
o p e rati ng in independent RIAs, hybr id RIAs, and IBD s .
S o u rces: Cer ulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inv es tm ent
Man a g e m ent Consultants Association and Financ i al Pl anni ng
A sso ci ati on

Table 3: Percent of Advisors Who Charge Nontraditional Fees by Channel, 2016
Wirehouse

National and
Regional B/D

IBD

Independent
RIA

Hybrid RIA

Insurance
B/D

Retail
Bank B/D

All
Advisors

Fee for financial plans

20%

45%

51%

43%

54%

30%

28%

41%

Annual or retainer fees

16%

20%

16%

24%

18%

18%

21%

19%

Hourly fees

11%

15%

8%

23%

15%

15%

10%

13%

Fee Type

S o u rces: Cer ulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inv es tm ent M anagem ent C ons ul tants As s oc i ati on and F i nanc i al Pl anni ng As s oc i a t i o n

TABLE 3 HIGHLIGHTS: More than 40 percent of advisors charge a fee for

generating a financial plan, and 19 percent charge an annual or retainer fee.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Advisors who concentrate on clients with more than

$5 million in assets are more likely to charge nontraditional fees such as
financial planning fees, hourly fees, and retainers than those who focus on
clients with fewer assets. The same trend occurs as practice types grow,

and the largest practices (greater than $500 million in AUM) also are more
likely to charge these fees. This tendency to charge fees to larger clients likely
results from the complexity of the plan; less-wealthy clients are less likely than
wealthier clients to have complex financial plans. In addition, RIAs are more
likely to charge financial planning fees than advisors in other channels, and
they tell Cerulli Associates that they value financial planning techniques offered
by wholesalers.

Figure 1: Percent of Clients Receiving Modular or Comprehensive Planning Advice, 2016 vs. 2018E
60%

54%

50%

45%

40%
30%

25%

25%

20%

30%
21%

10%
0%

Comprehensive ongoing planning advice

Modular (event-focused) advice
2016

No financial planning services

Planned for 2018

Sources: Cerulli Associates, in partnership with Investment Management Consultants Association and F inancial Planning Association
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FIGURE 1 HIGHLIGHTS: Advisors expect to expand offerings of

comprehensive planning to clients. Fewer than half (45 percent) of clients
currently receive this type of advice, but advisors plan to offer it to 54 percent
of clients by 2018.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: The largest advisor practices plan to expand planning

services to a larger set of clients. Practices with at least $500 million in AUM
estimate that 62 percent of their clients will receive comprehensive ongoing
planning advice in 2018. Institutionalizing operations and creating a systematic

process helps them scale comprehensive planning. For example, one large
independent practice tells Cerulli Associates that they “try to do financial
planning for everybody with the same basic format across the board. … It’s a
consistent process but where we put the emphasis differs.” A financial planning
department handles all customization, which relieves advisors from having to
manage myriad planning details. Instead, senior advisors can add strategy-level
input before finalizing and delivering a plan. For advisors wishing to incorporate
more planning in client relationships, this may be a good model to consider.

Table 4: Modular and Comprehensive Financial Planning Fees, 2016
Comprehensive Financial Plan

Mean

Minimum

Percentile 25

Median

Percentile 75

Maximum

Employee channels

$2,956

$100

$600

$1,500

$3,500

$15,000

Independent channels

$2,088

$125

$1,000

$1,500

$2,500

$12,500

Average fee for all advisors

$2,497

$100

$750

$1,500

$3,000

$15,000

Event- or Issue-Focused Plan
Targeting a Client’s Specific Need

Mean

Minimum

Percentile 25

Median

Percentile 75

Maximum

Employee channels

$1,207

$100

$500

$1,000

$2,000

$5,000

Independent channels

$1,020

$100

$500

$700

$1,500

$6,000

Average fee for all advisors

$1,101

$100

$500

$750

$1,500

$6,000

A n a l yst N o te : Includes only advisor s who char ge either a m odul ar fi nanc i al pl anni ng fee or a c om pr ehens i v e pl anni ng fee. Em pl oy ee c h a n n e l s
i ncl ud e w i reh ouse, national and r egional B/D, insur an c e B/D , and r etai l bank B/D pr ac ti c es . Independent c hannel s ar e adv i s or s i n th e I B D ,
i nd e p e n d e n t RIA, and hybr id RIA channels.
S o u rces: C erulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inves tm ent M anagem ent C ons ul tants As s oc i ati on and F i nanc i al Pl anni ng As s oc i ati on

TABLE 4 HIGHLIGHTS: Advisors charge a median fee of $1,500 for

comprehensive financial plans and $750 for event- or issue-focused plans.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Financial planning fees, both for event-specific and

comprehensive plans, are positively correlated with client size and practice size,
and with a practice’s focus on financial planning. Wealthier clients tend to have
more-complex financial situations than less-wealthy ones, and plans prepared
for the former are more time-consuming and require more specialization
than the latter, including areas such as bequests, charitable giving, and

concentrated stock positions. Practices that are more heavily focused on
planning also charge higher fees for both types of financial plans. By contrast,
more investment-centric practices charge lower planning fees. Fees vary
widely by channel for both types of plans, and across all advisors the cost
of a comprehensive financial plan is at least twice the cost of event-specific
planning. Cerulli Associates believes that financial planning will become more
common as advisors and clients work to prepare for a large wave of retirement
in conjunction with a potentially more-stringent regulatory backdrop.

Table 5: Advisor Fee Mix by Channel, 2016
Revenue Source

Wirehouse

National and
Regional B/D

IBD

Independent
RIA

Hybrid
RIA

Insurance
B/D

Retail
Bank B/D

All
Advisors

<10% advisory fees

2%

8%

7%

1%

3%

27%

5%

5%

10% to <50% advisory fees

15%

22%

22%

1%

8%

35%

26%

16%

50% to <90% advisory fees

55%

52%

49%

8%

54%

32%

56%

46%

≥90% advisory fees

28%

18%

22%

89%

35%

6%

14%

33%

A n a l yst N o te : Shows the degr ee to which advisor s’ r e v enue i s bas ed on fees . R em ai ni ng r ev enue i s c om m i s s i on- bas ed.
S o u rces: C erulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inves tm ent M anagem ent C ons ul tants As s oc i ati on and F i nanc i al Pl anni ng As s oc i ati on

TABLE 5 HIGHLIGHTS: On average, almost half (46 percent) of advisors
operate fee-based businesses, and 33 percent consider their businesses
primarily fee-based (≥90-percent advisory fees).
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Excluding insurance B/Ds, most advisors across

channels report a business mix that is either fee-based or primarily fee-based.
The insurance B/D is the only one in which advisors report more than a single-

digit percentage of commission-only practices. Insurance B/Ds report close to
30-percent commission-only business while the average across all advisors
is less than 5 percent. Overall, advisors also report an average of 16-percent
fee-and-commission mix business. Cerulli Associates believes it is likely that
advisors will incorporate more fee-based business in the coming years due to
regulatory pressures.
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Figure 2: Advisor Perceived vs. Actual Practice Type, 2016
60%

57%

50%

47%

40%

40%
30%

28%

20%
10%
0%

8%

8%

7%

5%

Money manager

Investment planner
Advisor-reported practice type

Financial planner

Wealth manager

Actual practice type

Analyst Note: Cerulli Associates assesses actual practice type by services offered, assets under management, professional designation, and team-based
structure criteria. For perceived practice type, advisors are asked to select among four concise options that best describe the services that they offer.
Advisors are then assigned to a perceived practice type based on their most advice-centric selection.
Sources: Cerulli Associates, in partnership with Investment Management Consultants Association and F inancial Planning Association

FIGURE 2 HIGHLIGHTS: Almost half (47 percent) of advisors consider

themselves wealth managers, but only 7 percent meet Cerulli Associates’
criteria of wealth management. More than half (57 percent) of advisors are
deemed by Cerulli Associates to be investment planners.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: The majority of advisors emphasize asset management

as their primary service, but they also may offer modular services such as
retirement planning or education funding. Many advisory practices brand
themselves as wealth management firms, but in actuality they lack the breadth
and depth of services to be a one-stop shop for wealthier clients. True wealth

managers marry full-service investment and relationship management to
provide a comprehensive, consultative process to high-net-worth (HNW)
individuals. Not every practice has the ability to deliver solutions for such
complex client needs. In those cases, advisors are better served by highlighting
the select services at which they excel and promoting that specialization. Even
for true wealth managers, the proliferation of the term “wealth management”
in marketing materials has muddied its definition and diluted its power with
potential clients. Cerulli Associates recommends B/Ds and RIA custodians work
with advisors to create targeted content that highlights specific services instead
of relying on boilerplate descriptions.

Table 6: Business Mix by Channel, 2016
Wirehouse

National and
Regional
B/D

IBD

Independent
RIA

Hybrid
RIA

Insurance
B/D

Retail
Bank
B/D

All
Advisors

Retail nonqualified (including HNW and
personal trust assets)

50%

45%

37%

46%

38%

29%

44%

43%

Retail individual retirement accounts
(e.g., IRAs, SEP, SIMPLE)

36%

37%

51%

42%

43%

47%

32%

42%

Employer-sponsored retirement plans

8%

10%

8%

8%

13%

15%

8%

9%

Institutional (including foundations and
endowments)

6%

7%

2%

3%

3%

5%

8%

4%

Other

1%

1%

2%

1%

2%

4%

8%

2%

Advisor-Reported Business Type

Sources: Cerulli Associates, in partnership with Investment Management Consultants Association and F inancial Planning Association

TABLE 6 HIGHLIGHTS: Close to half (43 percent) of advisors’ assets are retail
nonqualified, and 42 percent are retail individual retirement accounts (IRAs).
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Advisors’ business mix varies by practice size,

core market, and practice type. Larger practices tend to have more retail
nonqualified assets and fewer retail retirement assets than smaller ones. For
example, practices with more than $500 million in AUM have an average
43 percent in retail nonqualified assets and 27 percent in retail IRAs. By
contrast, practices with less than $25 million in AUM have 34 percent and
49 percent, respectively (data not shown in table 6). This contrast is likely

4

due to the tendency of smaller practices to serve less-wealthy clients who
have fewer investable assets outside of retirement accounts. In addition, the
largest practices manage significantly more institutional money and employersponsored retirement plans than smaller ones. Practices with more than
$500 million in AUM manage an average 13 percent in institutional money
and 16 percent in employer-sponsored retirement plans, and all other size
practices average 3 percent and 8 percent, respectively (data not shown in
table 6). Practices with the largest core markets follow a similar trend with
respect to these client types, reflecting larger practices’ ability to service larger,
more-sophisticated entities.
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Table 7: Portfolio Discretion Breakdown by Channel, 2016
Advisor-Reported
Program Type

Employee Channels

Independent Channels

All Advisors

Current

2018E

Change

Current

2018E

Change

Current

2018E

Change

Brokerage

26.7%

20.0%

–24.9%

30.7%

22.3%

–27.1%

28.5%

21.1%

–26.0%

Fee-based: stocks, ETFs,
or mutual funds with
advisor discretion

17.5%

21.9%

25.1%

17.8%

22.9%

28.6%

17.7%

22.4%

26.7%

Fee-based: primarily
mutual funds with advisor
discretion

13.2%

13.7%

3.6%

16.0%

17.9%

12.0%

14.5%

15.6%

7.8%

Fee-based: stocks,
ETFs, or mutual funds
(nondiscretionary)

13.4%

13.0%

–2.9%

15.4%

16.1%

4.8%

14.3%

14.4%

0.9%

Separate accounts

12.9%

12.3%

–4.7%

10.0%

10.2%

2.1%

11.6%

11.4%

–2.0%

Fee-based: primarily
mutual funds with homeoffice discretion

8.8%

9.7%

10.3%

6.7%

7.0%

4.3%

7.8%

8.5%

8.0%

Unified managed
accounts

7.5%

9.4%

24.4%

3.5%

3.6%

2.1%

5.7%

6.8%

18.2%

N o te : E mpl oyee channels include wir ehouse, nationa l and r egi onal B/D , i ns ur anc e B/D , and r etai l bank B/D pr ac ti c es . Independent c h a n n e l s a re
ad vi sors i n the IBD, independent RIA, and hybr id RIA c hannel s .
S ou rces: C erulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inves tm ent M anagem ent C ons ul tants As s oc i ati on and F i nanc i al Pl anni ng As s oc i ati on .

TABLE 7 HIGHLIGHTS: On average, advisors expect to increase the use of

fee-based accounts with advisor discretion (stocks, ETFs, mutual funds) by
27 percent and decrease the use of brokerage accounts by 26 percent by
2018.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Advisors plan to increase the use of fee-based

discretionary accounts and unified managed accounts (UMA) and decrease
use of brokerage accounts. These trends persist across channels, practice
size, and core market, and changes are most visible in segments of advisors

Table 8: AUM Marketshare of Mega-Teams
(>$500 million AUM) by Channel, 2015
Channel

Marketshare of
Advisor-Managed Assets

Wirehouse

23.2%

National and regional B/D

7.5%

IBD

3.2%

Independent RIA

9.2%

Hybrid RIA

7.9%

S o u rces: C erulli Associates, M er idian IQ, Investm ent C om pany
In sti tute , In sur ed Retir em ent Institute, VARDS, Str ate gi c Ins i ght/
S IMF U N D , Investm entNews, Judy Diam ond, Depar tm ent of Labor,
P L A N S P O N S OR, S&P Capital IQ M M D, Financial Planni ng, F i nanc i al
A d vi sor Ma g azine, Investm ent Advisor M agazine, and C er ul l i
A sso ci ate s, i n par tner ship with Investm ent M anagem e nt C ons ul tants
A sso ci ati on , WealthM anagem ent.com , Financial Planni ng
A sso ci ati on , and OnWallStr eet

that currently use brokerage accounts the most. For example, practices with
AUM between $50 million and $100 million use brokerage accounts for
40 percent of client assets, and they expect to decrease them by 33 percent
in 2018, as fee-based discretionary accounts and UMAs increase to 35 percent and 45 percent, respectively (data not shown in table 7). With respect to
practice type, financial planners plan to make the largest changes in the next
two years, increasing fee-based advisor discretionary accounts by 32 percent,
increasing UMA use by 70 percent, and decreasing use of brokerage accounts
by 41 percent.
TABLE 8 HIGHLIGHTS: The largest advisor practices (>$500 million AUM)
control half (51 percent) of all advisor-managed assets.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Cerulli Associates believes that mega teams will
continue to grow their share of assets and to build scale. The largest teams
are best able to win practice acquisitions in a seller’s market because they
have the infrastructure necessary to assume new client relationships, they can
promise a positive client experience to sellers concerned about their clients’
future well-being, they are well-capitalized and better equipped to make
upfront payments, and they are savvy and experienced acquirers. The success
and scale of mega teams also increases the likelihood of recruiting highquality rookie advisor candidates as well as advisors with established client
bases who want to gain the benefits of joining an existing practice.
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Table 9: Advisor Team Structure by Channel, 2016
Wirehouse

National and
Regional B/D

IBD

Independent
RIA

Hybrid
RIA

Insurance
B/D

Retail
Bank B/D

All
Advisors

Solo

38%

49%

50%

45%

35%

38%

59%

46%

Partnership

34%

19%

24%

25%

25%

28%

21%

25%

Multi-advisor

28%

32%

26%

30%

40%

34%

20%

29%

Team Structure

S o u rces: Cer ulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inv es tm ent M anagem ent C ons ul tants As s oc i ati on and F i nanc i al Pl anni ng As s oc i a t i o n

with other advisors goes hand in hand with advisors serving fewer, wealthier
clients. With the individual producer mindset waning, the advisory industry
is shifting increasingly toward multi-advisor team structures. Advisors tell
Cerulli Associates that a key advantage of building multi-advisor teams is the
diversification of complementary skills, expertise, and interests. By grouping
people together, advisors are better able to leverage their individual strengths.

TABLE 9 HIGHLIGHTS: Nearly half (46 percent) of all advisors are solo

practitioners.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Across channels, the plurality of advisors are solo

practitioners. However, Cerulli Associates expects this number to be influenced
by the ongoing teaming trend. The trend of solo practitioners partnering

Table 10: Obstacles Facing Women Advisors by Channel, 2016
Employee Women Advisors

Independent Women Advisors

All Women Advisors

Not an
Obstacle

Moderate
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle

Not an
Obstacle

Moderate
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle

Not an
Obstacle

Moderate
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle

Limited visibility of
women leaders

42%

32%

26%

36%

31%

33%

38%

31%

31%

Obstacle

Work-life imbalance

21%

47%

32%

21%

48%

31%

21%

48%

31%

Feeling disconnected
from colleagues

37%

37%

26%

43%

31%

26%

41%

33%

26%

Insufficient mentoring
from successful advisors

37%

32%

32%

26%

55%

19%

30%

48%

23%

Insufficient study groups
or other networking
opportunities for women
advisors

47%

47%

5%

40%

33%

26%

43%

38%

20%

Confidence undermined
as a result of working in a
male-oriented industry

42%

47%

11%

38%

38%

24%

39%

41%

20%

Unsupportive
management

42%

47%

11%

38%

43%

19%

39%

44%

16%

Limited access to
prospecting networks

42%

42%

16%

57%

29%

14%

52%

33%

15%

A na l yst Note: Em ployee wom en advisor s wor k in w i r ehous e or nati onal and r egi onal B/D pr ac ti c es ; i ns ur anc e and r etai l bank B/D w o me n
ad vi sors ar e excluded.
S ou rces: Cer ulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inv es tm ent M anagem ent C ons ul tants As s oc i ati on and F i nanc i al Pl anni ng As s oc i a t i o n

TABLE 10 HIGHLIGHTS: Women advisors consider work-life imbalance
(79 percent) and insufficient mentoring (71 percent) the greatest obstacles
facing female advisors.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Female advisors overwhelmingly believe that work-life

imbalance poses, at a minimum, a moderate obstacle for women working as
advisors. A practice management executive at a B/D admits that the “ramp up
is challenging,” adding that financial advising is a “great business for women,
… but only once the business is up and running.” Established advisors who

6

already have invested tremendous time and energy into building a book of
business can afford to create more-flexible schedules. The perceived biological
responsibility of bearing children influences some women to opt out of career
paths in anticipation of the career not being accommodating for building a
family. B/Ds that want to attract more women advisors need to recognize
that this is a contributing factor to women’s career decisions. Policies for
paid maternity leave, flexible working hours, and a parent-friendly culture can
help working mothers feel supported as they strive to balance professional
ambitions with personal aspirations.
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Table 11: Rookie Advisors—Most Important Aspects to Personal Success, 2016
Employee Rookie Advisors

Independent Rookie Advisors

All Rookie Advisors

Not a
Factor

Moderate
Factor

Major
Factor

Not a
Factor

Moderate
Factor

Major
Factor

Not a
Factor

Moderate
Factor

Major
Factor

Training on financial
planning topics

0%

12%

88%

5%

23%

73%

4%

20%

76%

Exposure to successful
advisors

0%

18%

82%

3%

29%

68%

3%

27%

71%

Mentoring from an
established advisor

0%

24%

76%

15%

27%

58%

11%

27%

62%

Teaming with an
experienced advisor

6%

24%

71%

19%

23%

58%

16%

23%

61%

Most Important Aspects

Goal-setting

0%

35%

65%

6%

39%

55%

5%

38%

57%

Support for obtaining
licenses and designations

0%

24%

76%

21%

31%

48%

16%

29%

54%

Training on investment
analysis

12%

18%

71%

13%

42%

45%

13%

37%

51%

Training on sales
techniques

6%

29%

65%

16%

39%

45%

14%

37%

49%

Shadowing established
advisor

6%

47%

47%

24%

26%

50%

20%

30%

49%

A n a l yst N o te : Rookie advisor s ar e defined as financial adv i s or s w i th thr ee y ear s or l es s of ex per i enc e i n an adv i s or y r ol e. Em pl oy ee ro o k i e
a d vi sors w o rk in wir ehouse or national and r egional B/D pr ac ti c es ; i ns ur anc e and r etai l bank B/D r ook i e adv i s or s ar e ex c l uded. Indep e n d e n t
roo ki e a d vi sor s oper ate in the independent RIA, hybr i d R IA, or IBD c hannel s .
S o u rces: C erulli Associates, in par tner ship with Inves tm ent M anagem ent C ons ul tants As s oc i ati on and F i nanc i al Pl anni ng As s oc i ati on

TABLE 11 HIGHLIGHTS: Rookie advisors rate training on financial planning

topics and exposure to successful advisors as the most important factors in
their success.
KEY IMPLICATIONS: Rookies, those with three or fewer years of experience
as an advisor, agree that connecting with more-experienced advisors is key to
success. More than 70 percent of rookies tell Cerulli Associates that exposure to

successful advisors is a major factor in their success, and more than 60 percent
consider both mentoring from and teaming with an experienced advisor major
factors. Rookie advisors show a strong interest in financial planning topics, but
most of their top ratings for success factors involve working with established
advisors, a characteristic more prevalent in newer generations of advisors.
Cerulli Associates expects teaming to be an important way in which B/Ds and
established advisors attract and retain new advisor talent.

Contact Emily Sweet at esweet@cerulli.com.
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